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This study provides an overview of intermediate-depthearthquakephenomena,placing emphasison the larger,
tectonically significant events,and exploring the relation of intermediate-depthearthquakesto shallower seismicity.
Especially,we examinewhetherintermediate-deptheventsreflect the stateof interplatecoupling at subductionzones.
andwhetherthis activity exhibits temporalchangesassociatedwith theoccurrenceof largeunderthrustingearthquakes.
Historic recordof large intraplateearthquakes(mB  7.0) in this centuryshows that the New Hebridesand Tonga
subductionzoneshave thelargest numberof large intraplateevents.Regionsassociatedwith bendsin thesubducted
lithospherealso havemanylargeevents(e.g. Altiplano andNew Ireland). We compileda catalogof focalmechanisms
for events that occurredbetween1960 and 1984 with M> 6 and depthbetween40 and200 km. The final catalog
includes 335 events with 47 new focal mechanisms,and is probably complete for earthquakeswith mB  6.5. For
eventswith M  6.5, nearly 48% of theevents had no aftershocksandonly 15% of the eventshad more than five
aftershockswithin oneweek of themainshock.Eventswith morethan tenaftershocksarelocatedin regionsassociated
with bendsin thesubductedslab. Focalmechanismsolutionsfor intermediate-depthearthquakeswith M> 6.8 canbe
grouped into four categories:(1) Normal-fault events(44%), and (2) reverse-faultevents(33%), both with a strike
nearlyparallelto the trenchaxis. (3) Normalorreverse-faulteventswith a strikesignificantly oblique to thetrenchaxis
(10%), and (4) tear-faultingevents (13%). The focal mechanismsof type I events occur mainly along strongly or
moderatelycoupled subductionzones where a down-dip extensional stressprevails in a gently dipping plate. In
contrast,along decoupledsubductionzones great normal-faultearthquakesoccur at shallow depths(e.g., the 1977
Sumbawaearthquakein Indonesia).Type 2 events,with strike subparallelto the subductionzone, and mostof them
with a nearvertical tensionaxis, occur mainly in regionsthat have partially coupledor uncoupledsubductionzones
andtheobservedcontinuousseismicityis deeperthan300 km. The increaseddip of thedowngoingslabassociatedwith
weakly coupledsubductionzonesand theweightof theslabmaybe responsiblefor thenearvertical tensionalstressat
intermediatedepthand,consequently,the changein focalmechanismfrom type 1 to type2 events.Eventsof type 3
occurwherethetrenchaxisbendssharplycausinghorizontal(parallelto thetrenchstrike)extensionalor compressional
intraplate stress.Type 4 are hinge-faulting events. For strongly coupled zones we observed temporal changesof
intermediate-depthearthquakeactivity associatedwith the occurrenceof a largeunderthrustingevent. After the
occurrenceof a largeunderthrustingevent, thestressaxis orientationof intermediate-depthearthquakeschangesfrom
down-dip tensionalto down-dip compressional(e.g., 1960 Chile, 1974 Peru, 1982 Tonga and 1952 Kamchatka
earthquakes),or the number of large intermediateevents decreasesfor a few years (e.g., 1964 Alaska and 1985
Valparaisoearthquakes).We concludethat even though the stresschangesinducedby slabpull and slabdistortion
control thegeneralpatternof intermediate-depthseismicity, spatialand temporalvariations of the intraplatestress
associatedwith interplatecoupling are important in controlling the global occurrenceof large intermediate-depth
events.
I. Introduction contactzone betweensubductingand overriding
plates being the locus of large underthrusting
In the theory of plate tectonics,subductionof earthquakes.Such large interplate thrust earth-
oceaniclithosphereplays a primary role, with the quakes have been extensively studied, and are
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Fig. 1. A schematicfigure showingthe location of the seismic ties to the intraplateearthquakeactivity. Achiev-
eventsneara subductionboundary.EventA: thrusteventson .ing an understandingof the relationshipbetween
theinterplateboundary.EventB: trenchandouter-nseevents.
EventC: intermediate-deptheventsoccurringin thesubducted interplateand intermediate-depthseismic activity
plate. Event D: oceanicintraplateevents. Also indicated are is particularly important for seismic gap regions
examplesof eventsfor someof thesecategories, and for zonesof uncertainseismicpotential such
as the Juan de Fuca plate, where large inter-
mediate-depth earthquakes have occurred re-
basicallywell understoodwithin the contextof the cently.
tectonicconvergenceprocess.However,while most We divide this paper into several relatively
largeearthquakesin subductionzonesinvolve in- self-containedsections.Section2 is a generalre-
terplatethrusting(eventA in Fig. 1), a significant view of intermediateand deepseismicity. Section
numberare intraplateevents within the subduct- 3 concentrateson the spatio-temporaldistribution
ing lithosphere.Theseintraplaterupturesoccur as of large intermediateand deepfocusearthquakes
shallow events near the trench axis (e.g., 1933 that occurredduring this century. Section 4 pre-
Sanriku, 1977 Sumba)or in the outer-riseregion sents the catalog of focal mechanismsof recent
(e.g., 1981 Chile, event B in Fig. 1), or they occur largeand moderateintermediate-deptheventsbut
as deepereventslocateddown-dip from the plate focuseson the relationof the largereventsto the
interfacewithin the subductingslab (e.g., 1982 El interplate seismiccoupling. Section 5 studiesthe
Salvador,eventC in Fig. 1). Intraplateeventsalso aftershock characteristicsof intermediate-depth
occur well removedfrom subductionzones,in the events with M  6.5 in the catalog. Section 6
interior of oceanicplates(e.g., 1965 Nazca,event shows the stress-axisdistribution of intermediate-
D in Fig. 1). In general,our understandingof the depth eventswhereassection 7 is a regionalpre-
processproducing the intraplate activity is very sentationof all the eventsin the catalogandtheir
limited, principally becausethe tectoniccontextof relation to the recent large thrust earthquakes.
intraplateevents is much more difficult to inter- Section8 presentsthe discussionandconclusions.
pret than that of interplateevents.
In order to improve our understandingof the
natureof intermediate-depthseismicity,this paper 2. Review
presentsa review of the spatio-temporaldistribu-
tion of large(M  7) intermediateanddeepfocus To provide a context for the analysisof the
earthquakesthat occurred during this century. intraplateactivity we will briefly review our un-
Given our relative ignorance of the causesof derstandingof shallow interplateearthquakephe-
intermediate-depthevents,as well as their hazard nomena.After recognizinga systematicvariation
potential, we also conducta global investigation in the size of interplateearthquakesin the north-
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Fig. 2. Location of large(Ms 7.6) shallowearthquakesfrom 1904 to 1985. M5 is in parenthesesand M~in brackets.Aftershock
areasof recentgreatearthquakesare shaded.Note the unevendistribution of great earthquakes(Mw = 8.5), suggestinga global
variation of interplatecoupling at subductionzones(from Kanamori,1986).
west Pacific, Kanamon (1977b) introduced the In an attempt to understandthe subduction
term seismic coupling to describethe interaction process,several investigators(e.g., Isacks et al.,
betweenthe two plates in subductionzones.He 1968;Vlaar andWortel, 1976;Molnar et al., 1979)
noticed that in some regions, such as Chile and havestudiedthe interrelationamongthe physical
Alaska, greatearthquakesoccur along the entire andgeometriccharacteristicsof subductionzones
trench, indicating strongcoupling, whereasin the (Table I). For example, Uyeda and Kanamori
MarianaIslandsthereis no recordof greatevents, (1979)characterizedsubductionzonesby whether
indicating seismic decoupling.Similarly, Kelleher or not active back-arcspreadingis taking place.
et al. (1974) observeda correlationbetweenearth- They constructedan evolutionarymodel basedon
quakesize andwidth of the contactzonebetween the degreeof interplatecoupling, where the end
the two plates at shallow depth in subduction membersare the Chile andMananatype subduc-
zones. Figure 2 shows the epicentersof earth- tion zones that are respectivelyunder regional
quakeswith M~>8.0 that occurredbetween1904 compressionaland regional tensional tectonic
and 1985, with known aftershock areas being stressesat shallow depth. Ruff and Kanamon
shaded.M5 is given in parenthesesand M~ in (1983) found a strong correlation between the
brackets. M~ is a measureof seismic energy maximumearthquakesizeobservedin subduction
(Kanamori, 1977a), which remains unsaturated zonesand the convergencerate and age of the
even for greatearthquakes.Note the unevendis- subductingplate; great subductionearthquakes
tribution of great(M~= 8.5) earthquakesin Fig. occur where young oceanic lithosphere is being
2 that, together with estimatesof seismic and subductedat high convergencerate,while smaller
aseismicslip (Kanamori,1977b; Sykesand Quitt- events are associatedwith old plates with slow
meyer,1981), suggesta globalvariation of seismic convergencerates.The aboveobservationssuggest
coupling at plateboundaries, that the physical characteristicsof the contact
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zonebetweenthe subductedand overridingplates sphereby relating the orientationof the compres-
can be related to the degreeof seismiccoupling. sional and tensional axes of earthquakefocal
Recently, Jarrard (1986) presentedan extensive mechanismsto the orientationof theseismic zone.
reviewof the relationsamongsubductionparame- Basedon a globalstudyof individual focalmecha-
ters, againconcluding that interplatecoupling is nism solutions of deep and intermediate-depth
mainly regulated by convergencerate and slab earthquakes,IsacksandMolnar (1969, 1971) con-
age. In summary,stronglycoupledplatesproduce cluded that the descendingslab acts like a stress-
greatearthquakeslike the 1960 Chile(M~= 9.5), guide, in which compressionalstressesare domi-
1964 Alaska (M~= 9.1) and 1952 Kamchatka nantbelow 300 km. andeitherdown-dip tensional
(M~= 9.0) earthquakes.Weakly coupled zones or compressionalstressesare observedbetween70
do not produce large earthquakes,as is the case and300 km depth.They attributeddown-dip ten-
for the Mariana,Bonin andPhilippine arcs.Mod- sional events to extensional stressesinduced by
erately coupled zones do produce large earth- the slab’s own negativebuoyancy,but they also
quakes,but with maximum ruptures <500 km argue that the slab encounters more resistant
long, as is true for the Peru, Middle America, material as it sinks into the mantle so that the
Aleutian and Kurile trenches(Fig. 2). stressesat intermediatedepth becomecompres-
Most earthquakesoccurringbelow40 km depth sional for plates that extend to 650 km depth.
near convergentplate margins are locatedwithin Oike (1971)madesimilar observationsby contour-
the subductingplate.Theseeventsform inclined ing pressureandtensionaxesfor eventsin various
zones of seismicity known as Wadati—Benioff subductionzones. Moment tensor inversions of
zones, that presumablydelineatethe location of recentearthquakes(Vassiliou, 1984) also indicate
the colder subductinglithosphereto as deep as that down-dip compressionalstressesare domi-
650 km depth (e.g., Isacks et al., 1968; Sleep, nant below 300 km depth,while the behaviorof
1973; Richter, 1979). It is generallybelievedthat intermediate-depthevents is much more com-
intraplate subductionzoneeventsare infrequent plicated, as discussedbelow.
and less important than interplate thrust events Richter(1979) suggestedthat the occurrenceof
for evaluating regional seismic hazard. However, down-dip compressionaleventsbelow 300 km is
recent studiesby severalinvestigators(e.g., Abe, evidenceof theinability of the subductedmaterial
1972a, b; Malgrange et al., 1981) indicate that to penetratebelow 700 km depth.Vassiliou et al.
intermediate-deptheventsoccurfrequentlyin some (1984) conducted numerical modeling to test
subductionzones, and are often very damaging whether the observed stress pattern within the
(e.g., 1965 Puget Sound, Washington, 1973 subductedslab (transition from down-dip tension
Orizaba,Mexico; 1979 Colombiaearthquakes).It to compressionwith increasingdepth)is the result
is clearly a difficult task to appraisethe seismic of the slab encounteringa penetrableviscosity
hazardposedby intraplateactivity since we can- increaseor an impenetrablechemicaldiscontinu-
not evenreliably assumethat long-termplate mo- ity in the mantle. Either hypothesiscan explain
tions will drive repeatedfailure on the samefault; the grosscharacteristicsof the stressorientation.
in other wordswe cannotrely on the conceptof Vassiliou et al. (1984) further suggestedthat the
seismic gapswhich has beensuccessfulfor fore- observeddecreasein seismic activity between250
casting interplatebehavior. However, the intrap- and400 km depthmaybethe resultof the olivine
late events must be controlled by the regional to spinelphasetransitionat 400 km depth(Ander-
stress environment, thus many studieshave at- son, 1967) and that the lack of seismicity below
temptedto extractinformation aboutthe stateof 670 km depthindicatesthat eitherthe slab cannot
stress within the subductingplate by analyzing penetratebelow thisdepthor thata changeof the
intraplatefocal mechanisms. subducted lithosphere rheology occurs, which
Most analysesof deep andintermediate-depth somehowpreventsbrittle earthquakefailure.
earthquakeshave focused on understandingthe The non-uniformstresspatternobservedat in-




Region Subduction Age Dip TAz TLg Depth Plate Convergence
SP-OP Zone Name Rate Azimuth VN
(my.) (deg) (deg) (km’) (km) (cm/y) (deg) (cm/y)
South America
NA-SA 1-Colombia <20 35’ 30 800 250 7.9 81 6.2
2-Ecuador 20 30’ 0 600 200 8.0 82 7.9
3-Peru 35 8’ 335 1000 220 8.7 82 8.3
4-Altiplano 50 28’ 325 750 300 9.2 80 8.3
5-North Chile 40 30’ 2 720 300 9.3 80 9.1
6-Central Chile 35 10’ 10 600 200 9.1 81 8.6
7-SouthChile <20
2’7~ 8 1250 160 9.0 81 8.6
SA-Sw 8-Scotia 70 702 135 500 200 543 260 4.4
Middle America
Ri-NA -Rivera 2-10 iO~ 305 300 90 2.326 39 2.1
Co-NA 9-Mexico 20-40 15~ 300 900 200 7 0 37 6.9
Co-Cb 10-C America 35-45 60~ 314 1500 280 8.0 34 7.8
Caribbean
Cb-NA 11-GreaterAntilles 125? 750 85 300 180 0.2 NS? 0.2
NA-Cb 12-LesserAntilles 80 65~ 150 800 250 2.0 282 1.5
North Pacific
JF-NA 13-Juande Fuca 10 228 350 500 100 3.8° 45 3.1
Pc-NA 14-Alaska 45 45i~ 210 2000 160 7.2 329 6.3
15-Aleutians 60 6310 260 3000 280 8.0 320 6.9
Western Pacific
Pc-EU 16-Kamchatka 90 50’° 216 450 540 8.8 305 8.8
17-North Kuriles 95 50’s 216 500 600 9.0 298 8.9
17-SouthKuriles 100 45i~ 230 500 625 9.2 298 8.5
18-NE Japan 100 4011 236 900 580 9.4 294 8.0
Pc-Ph 19-Izu-Bonin 135 45i2 165 1000 560 6.5’s 278 6.0
20-North Marianas >150 80’~ 135 350 640 4713 295 4.1
20-SouthMarianas >150 80’~ 235 400 640 ~ 305 3.3
Philippine Sea
Ph-EU -Nankai 9-20 3515 250 800 60 4.0’s 310 3.5
21-Ryukyu 45 65~~ 210 1000 220 5.6’s 310 55
22-North Taiwan 65 7Qi2 20 120? 300 6.0’s 130 5.6
EU-Ph 23-Luzon 20-35 6018 5 500 640 7313 130 5.2
Ph-EU 24-Philippines ~ 60’° 165 1500 640 8.3’s 295 6.4
EU- ? 25-Sulawesi 60? 62’s 188 350 190 - NS?
Indonesia
In-EU 26-Burma - 60’~ 0 900 200 6.0 20 2.1
In-EU 27-Andaman 55 5018 335 1000 100 6.3 21 4.5
28-Sunda 80 4’7i9 320 1500 300 7.0 25 6.3
29-Java 135 60~° 280 1700 650 7.7 22 7.5
30-Timor 90 70~ 255 1100 690 7.8 20 7.7
Southwest Pacific
Bi-In 31-New Guinea 30? 552i 118 550 200 3322 203 3.3
So-Bi 32-New Britain 30? 6021 254 500 200 9.2~ 343 9.2
So-Pc 33-NewIreland 30? 7521 300 400 550 10.122 34 10.1
In-Pc 34-Solomon 60 502i 300 1000 200 10.0 79 7.7
35-NewHebrides 65 70u 348 1500 320 10.0 85 9 9
Pc-In 36-Tonga 100 5524 200 1500 650 9.2 280 9.1
37-Kermadec 100 7924 200 600 600 72 278 7.1
38-New Zealand 90 67ss 200 500 350 5.0 275 4 8
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of double seismic zones, which are observedin and thermo-elastic stresses(House and Jacob,
several regions.Well-located hypocentersin the 1982; Molnar et al., 1979; Goto et al., 1985).
Kanto district in Japan(Tsumura,1973) demon- Fujita and Kanamori (1981) interpretedpub-
strate the existence of a double Benioff zone. lished focal mechanismsolutionsof intermediate-
Composite focal mechanismsof small events in depth earthquakesas a function of the slab age
the region indicatethat the upperseismiczone is andconvergencerateas follows. Stressesat inter-
underin-platecompressionwhereasthe lowerlayer mediatedepth in old and slow slabs are tensile
is underin-plate tensionalstresses(Hasegawaand and induced by the slab’s own weight, whereas
Umino, 1978). The two layers of seismicity are those in old and fast slabs are generally mixed,
separatedby 35 km andextendin depth from resulting in double seismic zones. Intermediate-
60 to 190 km. Double seismic zoneshave been depth stressesin young and slow slabs are also
observedbeneathmost of the Japanesearc (e.g., mixed, but insteadexhibit stress-segmentedzones.
SuzukiandMotoya, 1978;Yoshii, 1979; Ishikawa, Youngandfast slabsare tensile, specificallyunder
1985) andalso in the Kuriles—Kamchatkasubduc- South America, probably owing to continental
tion zone(Sykes,1966; Fedotov,1968;Fedotovet loading.Their resultsrepresenthe first attemptto
al., 1971; Veith, 1974,1977;StauderandMaulchin, interpret intermediate-depthearthquakesin the
1976). However, double seismic zones are ap- context of the global variation of interplatecou-
parently not found in every subduction zone pling at subductionzones,which is predominantly
(Fujita and Kanamori, 1981). Some regions ex- controlledby slab ageandconvergencerate(Ruff
hibit stress-segmentedseismiczoneswhereregions and Kanamori,1980).
of compressionalandtensionaleventsare in close RecentlyYamaokaet al. (1986) studiedscaled
proximity, potentially giving the impressionof a physical modelsof the downgoing plate in each
double-seismiczonein crosssection,as is the case subductionzone. They showedthat the shapeof
for the central Aleutian arc (Engdahland Scholz, the descendinglithosphere,as inferred from the
1977; Fujita and Kanamori,1981). Some of the observedintraplateseismicityin most regions,can
mechanismsproposedto explain double seismic beexplainedby modelingthelithosphereby bend-
zones include stresses associated with phase ing an inextensible spherical shell, which shows
changes(Veith, 1974), unbending of the litho- little deformationundermoderatestress.Regions
sphere(Engdahland Scholz,1977; Samowitzand with a poor fit improved greatly by tearing the
Forsyth, 1981; Kawakatsu,1986a,b), saggingof spherical shell in the region where the lowest
the subductedplate (Yoshii, 1977; Sleep, 1979), seismicity is observed.Their experimentssuggest
TABLE I (footnote)
SP-OP Subductedand overriding plates names (Bi-Bismark, Cb-Caribbean, Co-Cocos, EU-Eurasian, In-Indian, JF-J. Fuca,
NA-North America, Pc-Pacific, Ph-Philippine, Ri-Rivera, SA-SouthAmerica, Sw-Sandwich, So-Solomon)
Age of the SP from Sciatter and Parsons, 1981; and Moore, 1982
DIP of the SP at intermediate depth
TAz Trench Azimuth from Moore, 1982
TLg ApproximateTrenchLengthfrom Moore, 1982
Depth of maximum extent of continuousobservedseismicity. Note that there are deep eventsin South America but the seismicity
is not continuous
Plate Convergence(Rate, Azimuth) calculated from RM2 model of Minster and Jordan, 1978; and Chase,1978.
VN convergencevelocity normal to the trench axis
References:1. Barazangi andIsacks, 1976; 2. Frankel and McCann, 1979; 3. Barker, 1972; 4. Molnar and Sykes, 1969, LeFevre and
McNally, 1985; 5. Dewey and Algerniissen, 1974, Dean and Drake, 1978; 6. Frankel et al., 1980; 7. McCann and Sykes, 1984; 8.
Cloweset al., 1983; 9. Nishimura et al., 1984; 10. Enghdal ci al., 1977; 11. Ishida, 1970; 12. Shiono; et al., 1980; 13. Seno, 1977; 14.
Katsumata and Sykes, 1969; 15. Kanamon and Tsumura, 1971; 16. Cardwell et al., 1980; 17. Fitch, 1970b; 18. Eguchi ci al., 1979;19.
Fitch, 1970a;20. McCaffrey et al., 1985, Cardwell and Isacks, 1978; 21. Pascal,1979; 22. Johnsonand Molnar, 1972;23. Pascalet al.,
1978; 24. Billington, 1980, Giardini and Woodhouse, 1984; 25. Ansell and Smith, 1975; 26. Reid, 1976.
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that lateral constraint and bending of the sub- Yet this staticstressregimedoesnot explain all
ducted lithosphere are important factors in de- intraplateactivity. Mogi (1973) studied the rela-
termining the shapeand the strain concentration tionship betweenshallow and deep seismicity in
in local regions. Similarly, numerical models of the western Pacific region and concluded that
the downgoing plate calculatedby Burbachand temporalchangesin the seismicactivity at depth
Frohlich (1986)suggestthat the subductinglitho- associatedwith the occurrence of large thrust
sphereis remarkablycohesive,only rarely break- events are not fortuitous, but may indicate an
ing or stretching.Thesestudiesimply that down- integralpart of the earthquakecycle. Mogi’s (1973)
dip tensionalstressesdue to slab pull are domi- observationssuggest that the descendinglitho-
nant for most subductionzones, with the excep- spheremay act as a viscoelasticbody undergradu-
tion of the Tonga trench, where down-dip com- ally increasingload, rather thanas a rigid elastic
pressionalstressesare observed(e.g., Isacksand plate (Kawakatsu, 1986a). Seno and Pongswat
Molnar, 1969, Giardini andWoodhouse,1984). (1981) andKawakatsuand Seno(1983)defineda
Figure 3a shows the static stressdistribution third seismic zone in northern Japan,and sug-
nearthe interplateboundaryfor the intermediate- gestedthat the focal mechanismsof the eventsin
depthand outer-riseregions.At intermediatede- this zonechangein responseto stresschangeson
pththe upperseismiczoneis in-platecompression the interplateboundary.Recently,McNally et al.
stress,whereasthe lower seismiczoneis in tension (1986) and González-Ruiz(1986) constructeda
(Hasegawaet al., 1979).Note that the stressesdue composite spatio-temporalcross section of shal-
to bending of the lithospherein the outer-rise low and intermediate-depthevents that occurred
region are tensionalat shallow depthsand corn- along the Mexican subductionzone, which sug-
pressionalat largerdepth(Stauder,1968; Chapple gests that stress transferbetweenthe shallow in-
and Forsyth, 1979; Christensenand Ruff, 1987). terplateboundaryandthe intraplateseismicactiv-
This simple 2-D model does not considereither ity takes place.Furthermore,temporalvariations
lateral changesin the subductionzone such as in the focal mechanismsof intraplateearthquakes
bendsin the trenchaxes,contortionor segmenta- in relationto the occurrenceof largethrustearth-
tion of the subductedlithosphere,or subduction quakes have been observed in southern Chile,
of topographicirregularities (e.g., ridges or oc- both in the outer-rise region (Christensenand
eanic platforms), which can presumablychange Ruff, 1983,1987) andat intermediatedepths(Astiz
the strengthor orientationof the stressfield in a and Kanamori,1986).










Fig. 3. (a) A 2-D model of thestressdistributionwithin thedowngoinglithosphereresultingfrom bending,unbendingandtheslab’s
pull in theouter-riseandintermediate-depthregion.(b) A dynamicstressmodel that is believed to apply to stronglycoupledregions
neartheinterplateboundary.The changein the observedstressdistribution is relatedto displacementof the interplateboundary
aftera largethrustevent.
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in which, before a major underthrustingearth- moderateandlarge(mb  6.0) intermediate-depth
quake, the interplate boundary is strongly cou- (40—200km) earthquakesthat occurredfrom 1960
pled, the down-dip slab is under tensionat inter- to 1984 in relation to both static conditionsand
mediatedepths,andthe outer-riseregionis under local variationsof the strengthof interplatecou-
compression.After displacementat the interplate pling in a region. Temporal changesof focal
boundary, the outer-riseregion is under tension, mechanismsof intermediate-deptheventsowing
whereasthe down-dip slab may be either under to large thrusteventsare examined.We study the
compression or under diminished tensional spatial and temporal variations for different re-
stresses.Examples of observationsthat support gionsandinterpretthem within the contextof the
this model are the temporal variation of focal two modelsin Fig. 3.
mechanismsat intermediatedepths in southern
Chile with respect to the occurrenceof the 1960
Chile (M~= 9.5) earthquake(Astiz andKanamo- 3. Large intennediate and deep focus earthquakes:
ri, 1986) and the temporal variations of focal 1904—1984
mechanismsin the outer-rise region in strongly
coupled zones documentedby Christensenand To provide a general context for a detailed
Ruff (1987). Recentelastic lithospheremodelsby investigationof recent intermediate-depthearth-
Dmowska et al. (1987) suggest that the stress quakes,we first considerthe historic recordof the
changewithin an earthquakecycle in theouter-rise largesteventswithin the subductingslabs.Figure
and intermediate-depthregionswould be similar 4 showsthe world-wide distribution of large(M 
to thoseshownin Fig. 3b. 7) intermediateand deep focus earthquakesthat
In this study,we examinethe historic recordof occurredfrom 1904 to 1984. Most intermediate
large (mB> 7.0) intermediate and deep focus and deep focusearthquakesare locatedat major
events as well as the focal mechanismsof 335 active plate boundaries,with only a few events
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Fig. 4. Globaldistributionof large (M  7) intermediateanddeep focus earthquakesthat occurredbetween1904 and1984. Symbol
sizesareproportionalto theearthquakemagnitude,which are mB for eventsthat occurredbefore 1975 and Mw for later events.
Boxesencompassregions(TableI) in thedepth—magnitudeprofiles in Appendix I.
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apparentlybeing unrelatedto presentlysubduct- duction process(e.g., the shallow interplateearth-
ing plates.Examplesof thelatter include the 1954 quake cycle) or to global changessuch as the
deep Spanishevent (Hodgson and Cook, 1956; Chandlerwobble (Abe and Kanamori,1979).
Richter,1958; ChungandKanamori,1976) or the Appendix 1 shows the location of large(mb 
1915 event located offshore western Australia, 7.0) intermediateand deepfocusearthquakesto-
which may be mislocated.Theseevents are listed getherwith large (M~ 7.5) shallow events in a
by regionin TableA (Appendix 1). It is believed projection along strike with respect to time for
that this catalogis relativelycompletefor m
11  7 eachregionin Fig.4. Although no clearrelation is
and depth greaterthan 70 km, from 1904 to the observedbetween the shallow interplate activity
present. Appendix 1 shows the depth and time and theintermediate-deptheventsin mostregions,
distribution for each region in Fig. 4. sequencesof large intermediateand deep focus
The most active regionat intermediatedepths events tend to occur at periods when no large
is the New Hebrides(35). Tonga(36) is the most earthquakesoccur at the interplateboundary(see
active below 400 km depth,but also hasrelatively figuresin Appendix1).
abundant intermediate-depth seismic activity. Vassiliouet al. (1984)determinedthe variation
Regionswith largenumbersof intermediate-depth of the numberof mb  5 eventsbetween1964and
earthquakeswith mB 7.0 are the Altiplano (4), 1980 from the NOAA catalog.They observedthat
Timor (30), Sulawesi (25), Scotia (8), and New for the global seismicity, the numberof intraplate
Ireland (33), all of which havesubstantialdistor- eventsdecreaseswith depthexponentiallyto — 300
tions of the subductedlithosphere.Otherregions km, then remainsconstantto 500 km depth,
with a large number of large intermediate-depth followed by an increaseto 600 km depth.They
eventsare North Chile (5), Kuriles (17), Ryukyu assumedthat this distribution reflects the level of
(21), and the Philippines (24). The Nankai and stress within the plate with increasing depth.
Rivera regions, where the subductinglithosphere Giardini (1987) determinedthe b-valuefor deep
is young and the observedseismicityis all shal- seismic regions and found large regional varia-
lower than 100 km, do not have large intraplate tions, from 0.33 in South America to 1.22 in
earthquakes.Someregionssuchas Luzon (23)and Tonga. The b-value for most regions is — 0.6.
New Zealand(38) hadvery few intraplateevents ChungandKanamori(1980) investigatedthe van-
in this century. ation of earthquakesourceparameterswith depth
By comparing the time distribution of large andconcludedthat the stressdrop of intermediate
earthquakesin this centurywith the time distribu- anddeepeventsrangesfrom 20 bar to — 4.6 kbar,
tion of theseeventsafter1960 (seeAppendix 1 for with a generalincreasewith depth;however,events
details),we cangetan ideaof how well seismicity close to bendsin the subductinglithospherehave
after 1960 representsthe intraplate activity of higher stress drops than events at comparable
different subduction zones. Regions where depthlocatedin undistortedsubductingslabs.The
seismicity within the subductingplate has been exact relation betweenabsolutestresswithin the
relatively constant in the last 80 years are the plateandearthquakestressdrop is unclear.How-
Altiplano (4), North Chile (5), Kuriles (17), ever, sincemost of the principal seismicenergyis
NortheastJapan(18), Timor (30), New Hebrides releasedin large earthquakes,the profiles shown
(35), Tonga(36) and the Hindu—Kush(39). How- in Appendix 1 should reflect the seismic energy
ever, seismic activity in some other regionshas releasedwithin the platefor eachsubductionzone
changed during this century. For example the during this century.
Ryukyu (21) and Sulawesi(23) regionswereespe- We divide the largeintraplateearthquakesinto
cially active in the early part of the century, three depth ranges(40  d  260; 260<d  400;
whereasotherregionssuchas Peru(3), Philippines and d> 400 km) that roughly correspondto dif-
(24) andNew Guinea(31) seemto be moreactive ferent stress regimeswithin the downgoing slab
recently. Thesetemporalchangesin activity may (Vassiliou et al., 1984), and assign a maximum




Subduction Maximum Observed Magnitude Seismic
Zone Name M~ m
8 mB mB Depth
d<4Okm 40<d<260 260<d<400 d>400km (km)
South America
1-Colombia 8.8 7.0 250
2-Ecuador (8 8) 7 5 7.5 200
3-Peru 8.2 7 8 7.3 220
4-Altiplano 7 6 300
S-North Chile (8.5) 7.7 7.4 300
6-CentralChile 85 7.5 200
7-SouthChile 9.5 7.5 160
8-Scotia 70 7.6 200
Middle America
9a-Rivera 8.2 90
9-Mexico 8.1 7 7 200
10-C. America (8,1) 74 280
Caribbean
11-GreaterAntilles (8 0) 7.0 180
12-LesserAj,tjlles 7.5 7.5 250
North Pacific
13-Juande Fuca 7.1 100
14-Alaska 9 2 7.3 160
15-Aleutians 9.1 . 7.4 280
North Pacific
16-Kamchatka 9 0 7.8 540
17-Kuriles 8 5 7 6 7.5 7.4 625
18-NE Japan 8 2 7 5 7.4 7.4 580
Western Pacific
19-Izu-Bonin 7.2 7.9 7.4 7.2 560
20-Marianas 7.2 7.3 7.0 640
21a-Nankai (82) 60
21-Ryukyu 80 8.1 220
22-North Taiwan 7 6 300
23-Luzon 7 0 640
24-Philippines (8.3) 7.3 7 4 7.2 640
25-Sulawesi (8 0) 7.8 190
Indonesia
26-Burma 7 4 200
27-Andaman (8.0) 7.2 100
28-Sunda 7.9 7.3 7.2 300
29-Java 7.1 7.6 7.0 7.2 650
30-Timor (8.5) 7 8 7.2 7.0 690
Southwest Pacific
31-New Guinea (8.0) 7.3 200
32-NewBritain (8.1) 7.2 200
33-New Ireland 7.3 7 2 550
34-Solomon 8.1 7.3 200
35-New Hebrides 79 79 7,3 320
36-Tonga 8.3 7.7 7.5 7.6 650
37-Kermadec 8.1 7.0 7.0 600
38-New Zealand 7.8 7.1 350
M~ are mostlytakenfrom Ruff and Kanamori(1980); valuesin parenthesesareM~from Abe (1989).
~values arebody-wavemagnitudeat T 8s(Table A)
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depthrange.Observethat the maximum mB de- suggeststhat the ageand depthof the slab alone
creaseswith depthfor mostregions(TableII) with do not play a major role in determiningthe maxi-
the exceptionof the Sunda (28), Java(29) and mum size of intraplateearthquakes.The correla-
Tonga(36) regions,for which the observedmagni- tion coefficientbetweenseismicityandtheconver-
tude mB increasesfor the deepestrange,and the gence nate at the trench increaseswith depth,
Philippines (24) for which the middle range (260 suggestingthat the rate of influx of subducted
<d 400 km) has the largestobservedmB. The material controls to someextent the strengthbe-
deepestrange (d> 400 km) correspondsto the tween compressionalstresswithin the plate and
region with down-dip compressionalevents (e.g., ultimately the size of intraplate earthquakesat
Isacks and Molnar, 1971). In the middle depth depth. Finally, the correlation coefficient of the
range, down-dip tensional events predominate slab dip and the seismicity is small at the shal-
(Vassiliou et al., 1984)with theexceptionof Tonga. lowerdepthrange(40—260km), high for the depth
In the shallowestrange(40—260km) many events range 260—400 km, and then it decreasesat the
havenearlydown-dip tensionalaxes;however,the deepestrange.If we considerthat the slab could
focal mechanismsof these eventsexhibit a large be modeled by a bendingplate, then the torque
variation as shown in the following sections.The exertedby the slab’s weight is larger for a shal-
aboveobservationssuggestthat the occurrenceof lowly dipping slab than it is for steeplydipping
largeintraplateeventsmay be influencednot only plate. Then the large negative value of the
by the slab’s rheologybut also by other factors dip—seismicitycorrelationcoefficient for the mid-
suchas lateral thermalvariationsin the surround- dle depth rangesuggeststhat the size of earth-
ing mantle. quakesat this range may be controlled by the
In an attemptto understandthe regionalvaria- slab’s bendingmoment.
tion in maximum earthquakesize for intraplate
events,we testthe correlation betweenmaximum
observed mB of the intraplate events (Table II) 4. Catalog of focal mechanisms of recent inter-
and the variousphysicalcharacteristicsof subduc- mediate-depthearthquakes
tion zones (Table I) for the three depth ranges
mentioned aboveas well as the classicaldefini- There is evidence that subducted plates are
tionsof intermediate(70—300km) anddeepevents uncoupledfrom the overridingplatesbelow — 40
(d> 300 km). The linear correlation coefficients, km depth,wherea steepeningof the Benioff zone
which vary between0 and ±1 for increasingcor- is generally observed(e.g., Engdahl, 1977; Isacks
relation,are given in TableIII. andBarazangi,1977; Billington, 1980). This bend
The correlationsbetweenmaximum observed in the subductingplate has been related to the
seismicity and plate age are small for all depth phasechangein the oceaniccrust from basalt to
ranges.Similarly, the correlationsbetweenthe de- eclogite that initiates at — 35 km depth,and re-
pth of the continuousseismicity and the maxi- sults in an increasein the averagedensityof the
mum size of intraplate events are small. This slab (Wortel, 1982; Pennington, 1983; Ruff and
Kanamori,1983; Fukaoet al., 1983). Also, many
large thrust events appearto haverupturezones
TABLE III constrainedto depths <40 km (e.g., Schwartz
Linearcorrelationcoefficients andRuff, 1987).Thus,mostearthquakes> 40 km
depthare believedto occur within the subducting
Seismicity Age Depth Rate Dip . . .plate, since it is no longer in contact with the
40 d  260 0.12 0.08 0.17 —0.15 overriding plate.An analysis of intraplateevents
260<d  400 —0.30 —0.14 0.52 —0.70 .
d> 400 km —0.38 —0.35 0.55 —0.44 in the depthrange 40—200km shouldprovideus
with a better understandingof the interaction
70 d  300 0.22 0.15 0.05 0.14 betweenthe stateof stress in the deeperuncou-
d> 300km —0.37 —0.23 0.52 —0.51 -pled region and the degreeof coupling of the
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interplateboundaryat subductionzones. Such a catalogwerevery small, and reliablefocal mecha-
studyrequiresa detailedcatalogof eventsthat are nism could not be determinedusing WWSSN
reliably identifiedas being intraplate. seismograms.Most of theseeventsoccurredin the
We gathereda catalogof intermediate-depth early 1960sand their magnitudesmay havebeen
earthquakes.First, all earthquakeswith mB  6.0 overestimated.Theseeventswere removedfrom
that occurredfrom 1960 to 1984 between40 and the catalogas well. After timing depth phasesin
200 km depthwereidentifiedby sortingtheNOAA short-periodWWSSN records,we found that 40
and ISC (International SeismicCentre) catalogs, events were clearly shallow, and thesewere not
Then,a searchfor publishedfocal mechanismsfor included in the intermediate-depthearthquake
these earthquakeswas undertaken.Some events catalogeither. Someof theseeventsare outer-rise
have been studied by several groups of re- events, for which a comprehensivecatalog has
searchers.However, only the focal mechanism been compiled by Christensenand Ruff (1987).
solution that was consideredthe most reliableis Theseeventswere eliminated from our catalog.
listed in Table IV. Reliability was determinedon Finally, we determined40 new focal mechanism
the basisof the most recent study(that generally solutionsof intermediate-depthearthquakes,which
referredto earlierwork) or on the basis of studies are shown in Appendix 2. First-motiondatawere
in which the authorspicked the first-motion and insufficient to constrainboth fault planesfor half
S-polarizationdata themselves.Although there is of theseevents,but we determinedthe depthand
a considerablevariation in the confidence at- oneof the focal mechanismparametersby model-
tachedto individual focalmechanisms,thegeneral ing long-periodbody waves. Only a few critically
characteristicsof the solutionsare reliable. If the oriented stationswere modeledfor eachof these
studiesincluded epicentralrelocation thenwe list events,but generally this providedadequatereso-
thesehypocentersin TableIV insteadof the loca- lution of the source depth and mechanism.The
tion reportedby NOAA. In surveying the litera- asterisk(*) in TableIV indicateswhich parameter
ture, numerousintermediate-depthevents given was constrainedby the synthetic seismogramsor
depths <40 km or missing in the NOAA andISC by timing of pP—P phasesin short periodrecords
listings were identified and includedin Table IV. to determinethe eventdepth.
Published focal mechanism solutions were not The final catalog, listed in Table IV, contains
availablefor nearly140 of the earthquakesin the 335 hypocenters,magnitudesandfocal mechanism
initial list, solutionsof earthquakesthat occurredbetween40
A preliminary focal mechanismsolution was and200 km depth.Eventnumbersarechronologi-
determinedfrom first-motion datain the ISC bul- cal, hypocentersare given in degrees(latitude
letin for thoseeventslackinga publishedsolution. north and longitude east are positive), depth is
Most of these mechanismswere not very well given in km. The magnitude M listed is mh for
constrained.If the depth of the eventwas shal- mosteventsthat occurredbefore 1977 except for
lower than 60 km, with no depth phasesbeing the largereventsfor which mB from Abe (1981) is
reported in the ISC bulletin, and if the pre- given. For events that occurredafter 1977, M~
liminary focal mechanismsolution was relatively was determinedfrom Kanamori’s (1977a) rela-
reliable and consistentwith an interplate thrust tion: M~= (2/3)/logM0 — 10.73. The magni-
orientation in the direction of local subduction tudesgiven in TableIV are intendedto reflectthe
(Table I), we assumedthat the eventwasprobably real size of the event, for thereis a large scatter
interplate, and it was removed from the initial betweenmb and eitherM~or mB for the inter-
catalog.In this way, we eliminated — 30 events, mediate-deptheventsin TableIV, indicating that
Then we picked first-motion data from short and mb is not a veryreliablemeasureof large(M  7)
long-period records of the World-Wide Seismo- intermediate-depthevents. RelationsbetweenmB
graph StandardNetwork (WWSSN) for over a and seismic moment, M0, or M~ are given by
hundredevents to determinebetter constrained Kanamori (1983). The fault parameters,azimuth




No. Date Lat. Long. Depth M Fault Plane P T B Ref.
N+,S- E+,w- ~/j° ~5O >,,O Az° P1° Az 0 P1° Az ° P1°
1 07/10/60 1.00 98.00 150.0 6.50 299.0 16.0 90.0 209 29 29 61 119 0 FK
1’ 07/25/60 54.00 159.00 100.0 6.90 340.0 35.0 41.0 301 46 182 26 73 57 FK
2 03/11/61 48.70 155.20 60.0 6.20 237.0 20.0 109.5 132 26 296 63 39 6 FK
3 08/17/61 46.40 149.30 160.0 6.70 271.5 18.7 -25.0 275 50 130 35 27 18 FK
4 08/03/62 -23.30 -68.10 108.0 7.30 142.0 32.8 -123.7 307 66 76 16 171 17 S73
5 01/01/63 56.60 -157.70 50.0 6.50 156.0 23.5 58.9 88 25 291 61 185 12 SB
6 01/29/63 49.70 155.00 143.0 6.20 159.2 17.5 42.2 108 32 317 55 206 13 SMa
7 02/13/63 24.50 122.10 67.0 7.25 259.0 29.0 90.0 169 16 349 74 79 0 KS
8 02/26/63 -7.60 146.20 182.0 7.3B 267.0 21.9 -180.0 105 41 249 41 355 20 TM
9 03/10/63 -29.90 -71.20 70.0 6.30 82.5 11.5 -158.9 250 48 51 40 151 11 S73
10 03/30/63 -19.11 169.00 156.0 6.30 278.1 48.9 13.4 235 20 130 36 348 48 TM
ii 04/02/63 53.10 -171.70 140.0 6.38 6.4 36.9 -54.6 349 65 252 13 157 20 SB
12 04/13/63 -6.30 -76.70 125.0 6.10 20.0 31.2 -63.7 49 69 271 16 177 13 SB
13 05/01/63 -19.00 168.90 142.0 7.1B 296.5 41.4 23.8 250 20 138 46 356 37 TM
14 05/22/63 -8.20 115.70 76.0 6.10 96.0 6.0 90.0 6 39 186 51 276 0 F72
15 06/17/63 -4.10 102.20 69.0 6.30 330.0 10.0 90.0 240 35 60 55 150 0 F72
16 06/19/63 4.70 126.50 83.0 6.20 174.0 10.0 90.0 84 35 264 55 354 0 F72
17 07/04/63 -26.30 -177.70 190.0 6.50 122.4 62.8 -151.1 339 39 71 1 164 51 ISO
18 07/30/63 -55.90 -27.50 55.0 6.20 168.0 40.0 160.0 32 23 146 44 283 37 F75
19 09/15/63 -10.30 165.60 43.0 6.30 280.0 40.0 -90.0 10 85 190 5 280 0 J
0M
20 09/17/63 -10.80 -78.20 61.0 6.70 187.1 43.8 -60.0 186 69 76 5 344 20 S75
21 09/24/63 -10.60 -78.00 80.0 6.00 90.8 24.9 -141.0 261 56 39 27 139 19 S75
23 10/24/63 -4.90 102.90 65.0 6.10 298.0 16.0 90.0 208 29 28 61 118 0 F72
24 11/04/63 -15.14 167.38 123.0 6.40 5.0 40.0 90.0 275 5 95 85 185 0 TM
25 11/04/63 -6.86 129.58 100.0 7.8B 80.0 48.0 52.0 16 3 279 63 108 27 OA
26 11/15/63 44.30 149.00 50.0 6.00 96.5 14.0 -84.6 179 59 2 31 271 1 SMa
27 12/18/63 -24.80 -176.60 46.0 6.50 270.0 0.1 -180.0 92 45 272 45 2 0 ISO
28 01/15/64 29.10 140.80 80.0 6.40 219.6 37.5 55.0 154 12 35 66 249 20 KS
29 01/20/64 -20.70 169.90 141.0 6.10 97.6 39.0 -50.0 93 63 340 12 244 24 IM
30 01/22/64 22.40 93.60 88.0 6.10 238.0 18.9 0.0 220 42 76 42 328 19 LTM
31 01/26/64 -16.30 -71.70 116.0 6.10 203.0 37.6 -16.4 181 43 64 26 313 36 TM
32 01/28/64 36.48 70.95 197.0 6.30 340.0 80.0 90.0 70 35 250 55 160 0 New
33 02/27/64 21.70 94.40 102.0 6.40 263.3 19.6 30.8 220 33 76 52 321 17 LTM
34 04/07/64 0.10 123.20 184.0 6.30 169.2 60.3 -179.2 30 21 128 20 258 60 So73
35 04/24/64 -5.10 144.20 106.0 6.30 356.3 10.0 -87.3 83 55 264 35 172 1 IM
36 05/26/64 -56.45 -27.70 114.0 7.SB 179.3 52.7 162.0 41 14 156 36 297 49 A72
37 05/27/64 -56.40 -28.40 61.0 6.00 281.0 48.2 44.7 221 6 125 57 315 32 IM
38 06/23/64 43.30 146.10 77.0 6.20 200.5 13.4 38.9 152 36 351 52 249 9 SMa
39 07/06/64 18.30 -100.40 45.0 7.3B 87.0 46.0 -116.0 279 72 15 2 106 18 MS
40 07/08/64 -5.50 129.80 165.0 7.OB 4.4 26.1 157.3 225 31 357 49 119 25 FM
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No. Date Lat. Long. Depth M Fault Plane P T B Ref.
N+,S- E+,W- 4,0 ~0 >~0 Az° P1° Az° P1° Az° P1°
41 07/09/64 -15.50 167.60 127.0 7.4B 353.0 36.0 90.0 263 9 83 81 173 0 IM
42 07/12/64 24.90 95.30 155.0 6.70 258.0 61.2 -9.0 219 26 122 14 6 60 071
43 09/12/64 -4.40 144.00 120.0 6.30 305.0 2.0 90.0 215 43 35 47 125 0 IM
44 09/15/64 8.90 93.03 89.0 6.30 263.6 29.4 43.9 207 22 75 59 306 21 LTM
45 11/01/64 3.10 128.10 89.0 6.30 220.4 52.3 146.3 94 7 192 48 358 41 F72
46 11/02/64 -4.10 -76.90 91.0 6.00 144.9 43.2 -95.8 299 85 59 2 149 4 TM
47 11/17/64 -5.70 150.70 65.0 6.70 266.0 32.5 90.0 176 13 356 78 86 0 IM
48 11/24/64 -6.80 107.40 130.0 6.00 230.0 70.0 0.0 187 14 93 14 320 70 So73
49 01/02/65 19.10 145.40 136.0 6.50 235.2 28.7 -133.7 43 60 177 22 275 19 KS
50 01/16/65 -56.60 -27.40 101.0 6.10 158.0 15.0 90.0 68 30 248 60 338 0 IM
51 02/23/65 -25.70 -70.50 80.0 7.25 138.8 12.8 -144.6 291 51 93 37 193 10 S73
52 03/04/65 -5.40 147.00 191.0 6.40 284.6 56.7 -32.6 252 45 158 4 63 45 071
53 03/14/65 36.42 70.73 205.0 7.5B 270.0 22.0 84.0 184 23 10 67 276 2 071
54 03/22/65 -15.30 -173.40 44.0 6.50 10.0 31.8 -174.0 339 34 212 40 93 30 ISO
55 03/28/65 -32.40 -71.20 72.0 7.30 348.0 80.0 -100.0 246 54 86 34 350 10 MDM
56 03/31/65 38.60 22.40 78.0 6.75 348.4 35.0 127.2 235 17 29 60 137 18 IM
57 04/29/65 47.40 -122.40 63.0 6.88 344.0 70.0 -75.0 277 62 62 24 159 14 LB
58 05/17/65 22.41 121.26 72.0 6.00 196.5 56.5 4.7 155 20 55 26 278 56 KS
59 05/26/65 -56.10 -27.60 120.0 6.70 175.9 57.2 140.7 52 0 146 50 322 41 TM
60 06/12/65 -20.50 -69.30 102.0 6.50 95.0 18.2 -145.0 260 53 49 33 149 15 S73
61 07/02/65 53.10 -167.60 60.0 6.90 121.5 9.4 -34.3 138 50 339 39 246 8 IM
62 07/30/65 -18.10 -70.80 72.0 6.00 232.6 24.6 -2.6 211 41 77 39 325 25 S73
63 08/05/65 -5.20 151.60 50.0 6.50 44.0 50.0 96.8 129 5 357 83 220 5 J
0M
64 08/20/65 -18.90 -69.00 128.0 6.50 206.0 15.2 -30.6 221 51 67 36 328 13 S73
65 08/20/65 -22.80 -176.20 79.0 6.10 313.0 5.0 55.1 263 40 93 50 357 6 ISO
66 09/16/65 7.10 126.60 183.0 6.00 115.6 56.6 36.9 60 2 328 48 152 42 FM
67 09/17/65 -1.50 -77.70 191.0 6.50 82.6 13.4 -143.0 242 52 38 36 135 ii IM
68 09/21/65 29.00 128.10 199.0 6.75 139.1 34.7 -149.0 329 52 90 22 193 30 KS
69 10/25/65 44.20 145.30 181.0 6.50 178.0 16.8 26.1 139 36 346 50 237 14 TM
70 11/12/65 30.70 140.10 65.0 6.75 10.0 42.8 -75.8 15 80 270 3 180 10 KS
71 11/20/65 -7.30 129.20 132.0 6.10 233.4 29.4 136.1 110 22 241 59 10 22 FM
72 11/21/65 -6.30 130.30 132.0 6.60 236.4 32.3 149.9 104 24 235 52 3 25 FM
73 12/07/65 -6.40 146.30 116.0 6.10 339.0 67.8 -2.2 297 17 202 14 77 68 R74
74 12/08/65 -37.10 17750 156.0 6.20 117.5 29.5 56.2 52 19 275 65 148 16 CK8O
75 12/13/65 -56.10 -27.60 153.0 6.30 215.0 55.0 138.7 94 2 180 51 2 38 071
76 12/26/65 -5.40 151.60 76.0 6.10 331.0 24.6 -180.0 174 40 308 40 60 25 TM
77 02/03/66 0.10 123.50 165.0 6.00 270.0 9.0 90.0 180 36 0 54 90 0 FM
78 05/01/66 -8.40 -74.30 154.0 6.75 248.2 26.7 -33.9 251 54 117 27 15 22 S75
79 07/01/66 24.80 122.40 119.0 6.75 304.0 27.0 90.0 214 18 34 72 124 0 KS
80 08/10/66 -20.10 -175.40 95.0 6.50 110.3 23.8 -145.4 282 54 62 29 163 19 ISO
81 08/21/66 8.50 126.60 67.0 6.75 158.0 26.0 90.0 68 19 248 71 338 0 F72
82 09/08/66 2.40 128.30 71.0 7.2B 326.7 41.3 98.1 231 4 2 83 140 4 FM
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TABLE IV (continued).
No. Date Lat. Long. Depth M Fault Plane P T B Ref.
N+,S- E+,W- ~ 5° >.° Az ° P1°Az ° P1° Az ° P1°
83 10/07/66 -21.60 170.60 160.0 6.30 9.5 69.3 157.6 59 0 328 30 149 60 IM
11/10/66 -31.90 -68.40 113.0 6.00 49.7 46.2 -35.9 28 52 284 11 186 36 S73
‘3 12/01/66 -14.00 167.10 132.0 5.00 335.7 42.1 85.3 249 3 122 86 339 4 TM
86 12/14/66 -4.89 144.00 70.0 6.00 122.0 30.0 90.0 32 15 212 75 302 0 IM
ST 01/19/67 -11.85 166.40 156.0 6.00 162.0 37.8 74.6 83 8 317 78 174 9 IM
87’ 02/17/67 -23.75 -175.23 46.0 6.20 214.0 56.0 90.0 124 79 304 ii 34 0 JaM
88 02/19/67 -9.13 113.05 94.0 6.75 147.1 8.0 -83.2 229 53 51 37 320 1 F72
89 03/11/67 -10.77 166.26 49.0 6.25 290.4 29.3 -52.3 309 63 173 20 76 17 J
0M
90 04/12/67 5.26 96.40 55.0 6.10 98.0 28.0 90.0 8 17 188 73 278 0 F72
91 05/11/67 -20.26 -68.69 79.0 6.75 190.6 25.2 -46.2 209 59 68 25 330 17 S73
92 05/21/67 0.97 101.35 172.0 5.70 323.1 20.0 76.4 244 25 77 65 335 5 FM
93 06/17/67 -58.30 -26.60 140.0 6.10 147.0 22.6 -114.4 272 64 73 24 170 9 TM
94 07/29/67 6.80 -73.00 161.0 6.00 289.9 30.0 13.5 254 32 127 44 4 29 MS
95 08/12/67 -24.70 -177.50 134.0 6.50 37.5 26.7 43.7 342 24 204 58 81 19 CK8O
95 08/26/67 12.18 140.80 53.0 6.10 68.9 40.2 -83.1 115 83 334 5 244 4 KS
97 10/12/67 -7.10 129.80 86.0 6.20 84.8 56.1 37.7 29 2 296 49 122 41 F72
98 10/15/67 11.90 -86.00 162.0 6.20 304.2 18.1 67.5 232 28 68 61 326 7 IM
99 10/25/67 24.50 122.20 65.0 7.OB 33.3 42.7 133.4 274 10 18 60 180 28 KSe
100 12/27/67 -21.20 -68.30 135.0 7.OB 153.0 37.2 -73.1 195 76 61 9 329 10 S73
lOT 03/11/58 -16.20 -173.90 112.0 6.00 2.8 47.7 -30.6 339 48 234 12 137 39 IM
102 05/28/68 -2.91 139.32 65.0 7.2B 118.9 39.0 94.1 26 6 180 84 296 3 F72
103 07/25/68 -30.77 -178.35 60.0 6.40 192.0 30.0 90.0 102 15 282 75 12 0 J0M
104 08/05/68 33.29 132.18 41.0 6.30 11.0 20.0 -90.0 101 65 281 25 ii 0 New
105 09/09/68 -8.73 -74.52 120.0 6.00 97.6 17.0 -152.3 265 51 57 35 159 15 S75
105 09/20/68 10.73 -62.57 103.0 6.20 71.0 85.0 95.0 156 40 346 50 251 5 S&al
107 09/28/68 -13.16 -76.38 70.0 6.00 122.0 16.6 -125.5 257 57 59 32 156 10 S75
108 10/28/68 -12.47 166.46 60.0 5.50 282.7 47.2 36.3 228 10 125 52 325 36 J0M
109 11/17/68 9.55 -72.65 172.* 5.63 240.0 60.* 90.0 330 15 150 75 60 0 New
110 12/17/68 60.20 -152.80 9Ø.* 6.50 345.0 55.0 70.* 91 18 222 54 355 18 New
111 01/05/69 -7.98 158.91 7i.~ 7.1B 114.0 75.0 -80.* 37 58 196 30 292 10 New
112 01/11/69 -28.41 -176.96 68.0 6.63 206.0 13.8 90.0 115 31 296 55 26 0 J0M
113 01/19/69 -14.89 167.19 107.0 7.30 175.0 40.6 175.0 31 30 145 35 272 40 CK78
114 01/30/59 4.80 127.44 70.0 7.1B 1.0 22.3 116.7 251 25 48 53 156 4 F72
115 06/14/69 -7.91 158.98 56.0 6.60 318.9 67.8 -5.0 278 19 182 12 57 61 R75
116 07/15/69 52.20 158.98 69.0 6.50 214.5 30.2 138.2 90 22 221 58 351 22 SMa
117 10/17/69 23.05 94.70 124.0 6.00 90.0 15.0 90.0 0 30 180 60 270 0 LTM
118 10/26/69 -15.17 -173.95 127.0 6.70 46.4 45.8 64.7 334 2 239 72 65 18 B80
119 12/25/59 15.79 -59.54 42.0 7.50 168.0 74.0 -105.0 58 58 270 27 172 14 S&aI
120 01/08/70 -34.74 178.57 179.0 7.OB 217.1 36.8 131.0 101 16 252 59 2 23 B80
121 01/10/70 6.82 126.74 73.0 7.30 179.1 45.7 77.3 98 0 6 81 190 9 F72
122 01/20/70 -25.80 -177.35 82.0 7.2B 60.0 6.0 90.0 332 37 159 59 240 0 B80
123 01/20/70 42.52 142.97 46.0 6.70 13.4 20.9 147.1 239 32 28 53 140 15 SMa
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124 02/28/70 52.70 -175.10 159.0 6.10 171.0 27.0 -115.3 313 67 102 20 195 12 S72
125 03/15/70 -29.65 -59.50 119.0 6.00 332.2 25.3 -102.8 90 70 252 20 344 5 S73
126 03/30/70 6.80 126.65 76.0 7.1B 10.4 35.4 124.7 256 13 19 55 152 18 F72
127 05/20/70 -55.89 -28.33 70.0 5.00 252.8 51.0 17.5 216 9 120 32 320 57 Fo75
128 05/31/70 -9.18 -78.82 48.0 7.80 160.0 40.0 -90.0 250 85 70 5 160 0 S75
129 06/11/70 -24.53 -58.50 112.0 5.80 163.5 32.5 -52.7 189 69 54 15 320 14 S73
130 06/17/70 -15.80 -71.80 91.0 5.10 135.6 10.0 -84.6 219 55 41 35 310 1 S75
131 06/19/70 -22.19 -70.52 52.0 5.40 179.1 19.2 -85.8 263 53 86 27 355 1 S73
132 06/25/70 -7.92 158.69 69.0 5.50 263.0 75.0 -90.0 173 60 353 30 253 0 P79
133 07/29/70 26.02 95.40 68.0 6.50 264.4 57.5 -10.3 227 29 128 16 13 55 LTM
134 08/13/70 -8.88 117.98 99.0 6.00 208.1 26.2 65.7 135 20 340 66 229 10 CI
135 08/28/70 -4.57 153.05 76.0 6.20 303.8 30.0 114.5 196 17 339 69 103 12 R75
136 09/29/70 -13.52 166.55 59.0 6.60 344.0 79.0 82.0 81 34 244 55 346 8 New
137 12/08/70 -30.70 -71.21 50.0 6.40 331.2 25.3 78.4 250 20 86 70 342 5 S73
138 12/28/70 -5.16 153.62 61.0 6.50 204.0 80.0 90.0 294 35 114 55 24 0 P79
139 12/29/70 -10.55 161.40 72.0 5.80 154.0 45.1 96.0 60 0 150 85 329 3 R75
140 02/21/71 -23.85 -57.16 159.0 6.80 350.0 78.0 -110.0 235 53 96 30 354 20 New
141 03/13/71 -5.72 145.37 118.0 6.50 223.0 43.7 -130.8 51 62 161 8 256 25 R75
142 03/23/71 -22.88 -175.35 75.0 6.10 278.0 14.3 0.0 268 44 108 44 8 14 B80
143 04/07/71 2.44 129.12 47.0 6.60 327.0 34.0 -90.0 57 79 237 11 327 0 CIK
144 04/08/71 -4.33 102.40 75.0 5.30 338.0 24.0 90.0 248 21 68 69 158 0 New
145 05/08/71 -42.22 -71.69 150.* 5.80 12.* 80.* 100.* 93 34 294 54 190 10 New
146 05/17/71 -1.60 -77.70 176.0 6.50 150.1 20.8 -59.8 209 53 45 26 311 7 S75
147 06/11/71 17.97 -69.78 70.0 6.50 275.0 80.0 90.0 5 35 185 55 95 0 New
148 06/17/71 -25.48 -59.15 93.0 7.2B 2.0 70.0 -104.0 250 52 103 24 7 13 New
149 07/08/71 -7.03 129.70 92.0 7.3B 184.0 20.0 90.0 94 25 274 55 4 0 New
150 07/19/71 -5.59 153.80 42.0 7.10 324.0 80.0 -80.0 245 54 45 34 142 10 New
151 07/27/71 -2.75 -77.43 135.0 7.50 208.2 46.4 -54.7 194 65 94 4 2 25 S75
152 08/02/71 41.38 143.45 51.0 7.00 94.3 40.2 -82.5 135 83 359 5 259 5 SMa
153 09/16/71 -5.92 130.65 i15.* 6.20 220.0 78.0 -90.0 130 57 310 33 220 0 New
154 09/25/71 -6.54 146.57 115.0 6.30 320.1 34.4 -47.1 329 61 200 17 103 20 R75
155 09/28/71 -5.57 153.99 107.0 6.60 63.8 40.1 44.2 5 13 255 59 103 28 R75
156 11/21/71 -11.82 156.53 T15.* 7.4B 118.0 45.0 116.* TO 3 109 72 279 18 New
157 11/24/71 52.90 159.19 106.0 7.3B 30.0 86.0 90.0 120 41 300 49 210 0 New
158 12/30/71 -4.73 151.87 109.0 6.00 155.3 59.3 -149.0 22 42 112 3 207 50 R75
159 01/08/72 -55.76 -28.72 50.* 6.20 38.0 78.0 -70.* 332 53 112 30 214 20 New
160 01/28/72 -19.38 169.11 124.* 6.60 74.0 62.0 -80.* 5 71 157 15 249 9 New
161 02/14/72 -11.36 166.33 102.0 7.OB 15.0 55.0 100.0 98 9 319 77 189 8 New
162 02/26/72 -10.43 161.26 90.0 6.50 220.0 44.2 67.2 146 3 45 74 237 15 R75
163 03/07/72 -28.23 -178.35 200.0 6.70 23.2 52.0 -20.3 352 39 250 14 144 48 B80
164 03/19/72 40.83 141.90 76.0 6.00 93.1 71.8 -163.9 315 24 46 2 140 66 SMa
165 03/22/72 49.06 153.57 134.0 6.80 182.0 17.9 -119.1 311 58 114 30 208 9 SMa
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166 03/24/72 56.14 -157.18 71.0 6.00 326.6 38.6 110.6 222 8 342 75 130 13 HJ
167 09/05/72 1.88 128.17 132.0 6.10 153.0 42.0 90.0 63 3 243 87 333 0 CIK
168 12/04/72 33.33 140.58 62.* 7.4B 340.0 57.0 54.0 95 5 194 50 2 30 New
159 01/05/73 -39.00 175.23 150.0 6.20 196.7 38.4 145.9 69 18 184 53 328 31 D77
170 01/18/73 -6.87 149.99 43.0 6.80 253.0 62.0 90.0 343 17 163 73 73 0 P79
171 01/27/73 0.11 123.93 55.0 6.00 174.0 38.0 90.0 84 7 264 83 354 0 CIK
172 03/09/73 5.27 127.34 41.0 6.00 326.1 37.9 -133.2 149 61 266 14 3 25 CIK
173 04/03/73 4.69 -75.63 158.0 6.70 24.0 65.0 -80.0 313 67 106 20 200 9 New
174 04/24/73 4.96 -78.14 50.0 5.50 50.0 32.0 -36.0 48 55 282 22 181 25 New
175 06/09/73 -10.29 161.36 70.* 6.60 354.0 40.0 90.0 264 5 84 85 174 0 New
176 06/17/73 42.71 146.04 50.0 6.00 139.9 22.9 -42.6 158 57 14 28 275 17 SMa
177 08/01/73 -14.26 167.27 200.0 6.50 210.0 46.0 74.0 131 0 41 79 221 11 New
178 08/28/73 18.27 -95.60 80.0 7.3B 326.0 50.0 -75.0 297 78 45 4 136 11 GMR
179 08/30/73 7.34 -72.83 181.0 6.50 182.0 82.0 90.0 272 37 92 53 2 0 New
180 11/30/73 -15.20 167.39 124.0 6.00 16.5 38.4 93.5 284 7 86 83 194 2 CK78
181 12/29/73 -15.12 166.90 47.0 7.20 176.0 51.1 133.0 57 2 151 58 326 32 CK78
182 01/02/74 -22.54 -68.40 105.0 7.1B 146.0 14.0 -90.0 236 59 56 31 146 0 New
183 01/05/74 -12.30 -76.35 98.0 6.60 18.0 55.0 -65.0 342 58 90 7 183 15 New
184 10/08/74 17.30 -62.00 47.0 7.50 250.0 58.0 -90.0 160 77 340 13 250 0 S&al
185 10/09/74 44.72 150.12 55.* 6.70 222.0 14.0 90.0 132 31 312 59 42 0 New
186 10/29/74 -6.88 129.46 156.0 6.60 304.0 51.0 164.0 169 17 272 37 58 48 New
187 11/20/74 -15.12 167.16 62.0 6.20 168.0 37.3 92.0 77 15 248 82 346 1 ISO
188 03/18/75 -4.23 -77.02 75.* 6.50 8.0 65.0 -85.* 288 70 94 20 186 5 New
189 04/09/75 -4.04 152.69 133.0 6.30 272.0 80.0 42.0 36 20 141 36 283 47 New
190 05/27/75 0.77 122.62 74.0 6.10 322.0 16.2 -90.0 52 59 232 31 322 0 CIK
191 07/08/75 21.48 94.70 157.0 6.50 228.0 44.0 29.0 178 16 70 48 280 37 LTM
192 07/10/75 6.51 126.64 86.0 7.00 9.0 41.0 117.3 260 7 14 71 168 18 CIK
193 08/10/75 -22.65 -66.59 166.0 6.20 338.0 74.0 -88.0 251 61 66 29 157 2 New
194 08/23/75 10.01 125.79 66.0 6.00 154.4 35.4 59.3 86 13 318 68 180 17 CIK
195 10/17/75 -7.47 128.73 120.* 5.30 53.0 62.0 108.* 130 15 358 68 224 16 New
196 11/01/75 13.84 144.75 113.* 7.10 132.0 84.0 90.0 222 39 42 51 312 0 New
197 12/25/75 -4.08 142.04 115.* 5.80 75.0 75.0 105.* 153 28 5 57 251 14 New
198 01/24/76 -28.64 -177.59 78.0 6.20 115.7 51.4 34.0 61 8 327 48 158 40 R79
199 03/04/76 -14.74 167.10 90.0 6.40 273.0 77.0 34.0 40 13 139 33 291 54 New
200 06/03/76 -5.20 153.44 72.* 6.20 56.0 50.0 5O.* 353 2 259 60 84 29 New
201 11/07/76 8.48 126.38 60.0 6.90 180.0 24.4 90.0 90 21 270 69 0 0 CIK
202 11/30/76 -20.52 -68.92 82.0 7.4B 342.0 78.0 -108.0 230 54 87 31 346 18 New
203 01/01/77 -7.91 109.01 102.8 6.00 63.0 23.0 -130.0 217 60 3 26 101 15 G84
204 01/12/77 1.58 99.88 185.0 5.00 92.0 45.0 132.0 334 6 75 60 240 29 G84
205 03/04/77 45.77 26.76 94.0 7.40 255.0 76.0 90.0 345 31 165 59 75 0 New
206 03/28/77 -14.68 157.10 111.9 6.07 165.0 53.0 164.0 30 16 132 36 280 50 G84
207 04/02/77 -16.70 -172.10 50.3 7.28 317.0 41.0 45.0 258 12 147 60 354 28 GDW
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208 05/21/77 15.70 120.82 188.0 6.12 329.0 48.0 -15.0 298 38 192 20 81 46 G84
209 06/22/77 -22.88 -175.90 59.1 8.04 10.0 13.0 -98.0 111 58 287 32 18 2 G84
210 07/10/77 -56.12 -27.56 116.7 6.03 166.0 56.0 140.0 43 1 134 51 312 39 084
211 08/04/77 -56.01 -27.79 111.1 5.94 171.0 47.0 143.0 46 10 149 53 309 36 G84
211’ 08/11/77 -17.56 -174.37 119.0 6.30 182.0 82.0 -92.0 270 53 90 37 2 88 K85
212 10/29/77 -6.22 146.64 110.5 6.06 252.0 62.0 -162.0 110 32 205 8 307 57 G84
213 10/30/77 -14.89 166.95 106.8 6.15 192.0 68.0 166.0 58 6 151 25 316 64 G84
214 12/31/77 -15.30 -71.68 161.4 6.15 224.0 28.0 -7.0 204 42 74 36 322 28 084
215 01/28/78 -25.92 -177.30 97.6 6.38 110.0 28.0 153.0 334 28 106 51 230 25 G84
216 04/18/78 5.14 127.41 114.0 6.30 346.0 29.0 78.0 265 16 105 73 357 6 G84
217 05/01/78 -21.24 169.80 73.4 7.37 18.0 41.0 -170.0 226 38 339 27 95 40 084
218 05/13/78 -14.52 167.32 180.4 6.80 178.0 48.0 120.0 67 1 160 68 337 22 084
219 05/23/78 31.05 130.13 175.9 6.66 229.0 23.0 113.0 121 23 278 65 28 9 G84
220 08/03/78 -26.51 -70.54 69.3 6.83 9.0 72.0 -110.0 252 58 114 24 15 19 New
221 09/02/78 24.90 121.98 89.3 6.26 33.0 28.0 149.0 260 27 32 53 157 24 G84
222 09/06/78 -13.32 167.14 202.3 6.70 306.0 41.0 53.0 242 9 131 65 336 23 084
223 12/06/78 44.59 146.58 181.0 7.80 64.0 57.0 -172.0 282 28 21 18 140 56 G84
224 02/07/79 5.21 127.29 129.0 6.37 29.0 31.0 96.0 295 14 102 76 204 3 G84
225 02/11/79 5.99 125.92 142.0 6.22 229.0 47.0 132.0 111 6 210 60 17 29 084
226 02/14/79 -15.56 167.57 126.8 6.05 7.0 29.0 98.0 271 16 77 73 180 4 G84
227 05/20/79 56.65 -156.73 71.0 6.50 123.7 32.8 26.6 78 25 314 50 183 29 Hi
228 06/22/79 17.00 -94.61 117.0 6.91 190.0 47.0 -40.0 169 55 67 9 331 34 G84
229 06/25/79 -4.98 145.58 192.1 6.60 131.0 32.0 -76.0 181 74 31 14 299 7 G84
230 08/05/79 -22.72 -177.49 229.0 6.40 195.0 14.0 -112.0 315 58 123 32 216 5 G84
231 08/22/79 52.27 157.33 126.0 6.50 86.0 32.0 166.0 303 31 67 44 192 31 084
232 11/05/79 17.83 -68.62 78.3 6.19 93.0 22.0 87.0 5 23 188 67 96 1 084
233 11/22/79 -24.34 -67.39 181.0 6.22 209.0 44.0 -37.0 191 54 84 12 345 34 G84
234 11/23/79 4.80 -76.22 108.6 7.20 137.0 41.0 -163.0 341 42 94 23 205 39 084
235 12/11/79 28.88 140.70 124.7 6.64 95.0 38.0 162.0 317 25 74 44 207 36 G84
236 02/29/80 6.30 126.88 79.3 6.34 138.0 35.0 49.0 77 16 314 62 173 22 G84
237 04/13/80 -23.47 -177.30 166.2 7.57 144.0 25.0 -154.0 326 51 102 31 206 22 084
238 05/14/80 -6.01 154.51 62.0 6.32 131.0 41.0 81.0 47 4 281 83 138 6 GDW
239 05/26/80 .19.36 -69.24 104.0 6.61 177.0 23.0 -83.0 254 68 82 22 351 3 G84
240 06/16/80 -7.35 128.54 160.1 6.00 330.0 44.0 74.0 251 2 151 79 342 11 084
241 06/18/80 -15.27 -173.57 72.8 6.35 193.0 23.0 166.0 45 36 183 46 298 22 GDW
242 06/25/80 4.44 -75.78 151.1 6.33 231.0 74.0 14.0 184 2 94 21 279 69 GDW
243 07/08/80 6.63 125.79 164.5 6.52 79.0 32.0 16.0 41 30 276 45 150 31 084
244 07/16/80 -4.46 143.52 81.9 7.26 276.0 22.0 101.0 178 23 346 66 86 4 GDW
245 07/19/80 -29.00 -69.68 129.3 5.94 306.0 26.0 -77.0 9 70 206 19 114 6 G84
246 07/22/80 -20.30 159.61 132.5 6.31 352.0 23.0 -95.0 91 68 266 22 357 2 G84
247 10/08/80 -1.38 -77.69 192.1 6.00 115.0 16.0 -117.0 243 59 47 30 141 7 G84
248 10/24/80 18.21 -98.24 63.4 7.14 311.0 26.0 -66.0 354 67 203 21 109 10 GMR
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249 01/23/81 42.52 142.12 120.9 6.76 86.0 11.0 -55.0 145 55 335 35 241 5 Dw
250 02/24/81 -6.06 148.74 77.8 6.56 288.0 37.0 108.0 185 9 315 76 93 11 DW
251 03/26/81 -19.37 -68.96 143.9 6.46 179.0 14.0 -76.0 250 58 77 31 345 3 DW
252 05/13/81 5.83 127.01 133.1 6.32 317.0 39.0 111.0 212 8 332 75 120 13 DW
253 05/22/81 -6.56 132.25 80.0 6.07 72.0 66.0 11.0 27 9 292 24 136 64 DW
254 05/28/81 -14.69 167.28 138.0 6.16 185.0 60.0 150.0 57 3 150 41 324 49 DW
255 06/26/81 -30.27 -178.99 163.8 6.14 169.0 18.0 -119.0 302 60 102 29 197 9 DW
256 07/06/81 -22.26 171.73 58.3 7.54 345.0 30.0 -179.0 191 38 318 37 74 30 DW
257 08/07/81 -5.19 151.67 65.8 6.14 251.0 36.0 71.0 175 10 42 75 267 11 DW
258 08/26/81 -5.34 151.48 63.6 5.94 259.0 29.0 77.0 179 17 20 72 270 6 DW
259 09/03/81 6.49 126.20 83.9 6.02 290.0 29.0 -167.0 126 44 255 33 5 28 DW
260 09/14/81 18.32 -68.89 159.6 6.02 78.0 25.0 85.0 352 20 178 70 83 2 DW
261 10/17/81 -7.10 128.97 185.8 6.39 292.0 51.0 148.0 165 9 264 47 67 41 DW
262 11/04/81 -20.02 -174.39 56.6 6.51 19.0 8.0 -71.0 87 52 272 37 180 3 DW
263 11/07/81 -32.20 -71.34 65.6 6.94 208.0 5.0 -47.0 251 49 78 41 345 3 DW
264 12/02/81 40.91 142.51 83.3 6.28 224.0 69.0 -162.0 85 27 176 3 272 63 DW
265 12/11/81 -6.09 148.18 59.8 6.16 272.0 33.0 85.0 186 12 19 78 276 3 DW
266 12/14/81 -56.36 -26.48 71.1 6.04 234.0 37.0 -155.0 70 48 188 23 294 33 DW
267 01/04/82 -23.05 -177.47 190.5 6.36 181.0 16.0 -120.0 313 58 115 31 210 8 DFiG
268 02/27/82 22.26 143.53 103.6 6.27 91.0 62.0 172.0 315 14 51 25 198 61 DFiG
269 03/10/82 -56.01 -27.26 109.8 6.48 168.0 42.0 145.0 41 15 151 53 301 33 DFiG
270 03/28/82 -12.77 -76.09 108.7 6.31 32.0 17.0 -13.0 27 46 240 39 136 17 DFIG
271 03/29/82 0.10 123.37 164.6 6.00 305.0 31.0 134.0 183 20 313 60 85 21 DFiG
272 04/16/82 -15.68 -173.08 59.3 6.13 223.0 19.0 154.0 82 35 229 50 340 17 DFIG
273 06/11/82 -17.53 -174.46 113.2 6.80 237.0 16.0 -38.0 259 53 105 34 6 13 DFIG
274 06/19/82 13.25 -89.40 51.9 7.28 102.0 25.0 -106.0 224 68 24 21 117 7 DFIG
275 08/14/82 -5.06 143.91 114.1 6.03 30.0 42.0 -15.0 4 40 252 24 140 40 DFiG
276 08/26/82 -2.70 -79.91 92.1 6.01 128.0 54.0 19.0 81 13 341 37 188 50 DFIG
277 09/06/82 29.31 140.28 155.6 6.80 100.0 55.0 -158.0 313 39 52 11 155 49 DFiG
278 09/15/82 -14.52 -70.84 168.6 6.28 109.0 44.0 -128.0 301 64 45 7 138 25 DFiG
279 10/02/82 -14.74 167.28 154.6 6.02 190.0 51.0 147.0 63 8 163 48 326 41 DFiG
280 10/31/82 14.15 -90.19 89.7 6.20 39.0 14.0 -178.0 231 44 24 43 127 14 DFIG
281 11/18/82 -1.73 -76.74 190.2 6.54 163.0 29.0 -51.0 180 62 45 21 308 18 DFiG
282 11/18/82 -31.25 -65.86 166.2 6.00 129.0 24.0 -114.0 263 65 57 23 151 10 DFiG
283 12/17/82 24.64 122.62 94.4 6.47 54.0 49.0 152.0 284 12 27 46 183 42 DFiG
284 01/01/83 -17.31 -69.28 171.8 6.27 216.0 32.0 -19.0 201 46 76 29 328 30 DFIW
285 01/08/83 -15.32 -173.40 52.9 6.25 214.0 11.0 -150.0 15 50 176 39 274 10 DFiW
286 01/24/83 16.18 -95.15 35.6 6.60 110.0 54.0 -145.0 320 48 56 5 150 42 DFiW
287 01/24/83 12.95 93.64 72.7 6.76 110.0 54.0 -145.0 320 48 56 5 150 42 DFiW
288 01/26/83 -6.13 150.05 56.8 6.17 81.0 74.0 170.0 307 4 38 18 204 71 DFiW
289 02/13/83 13.84 144.98 108.1 6.10 154.0 36.0 -23.0 138 47 18 24 272 33 DFiW
290 02/25/83 -18.27 -69.44 144.9 6.68 253.0 15.0 -14.0 252 47 100 40 357 15 DFIW
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291 03/18/83 -4.86 153.51 69.9 7.71 170.0 49.0 120.0 59 0 150 58 329 22 DFIW
292 03/20/83 -4.73 153.13 65.2 6.34 316.0 34.0 134.0 195 18 319 61 97 23 DFIW
293 03/21/83 -21.67 -175.32 51.5 6.65 357.0 16.0 84.0 272 29 96 61 3 2 DFiW
294 04/04/83 5.73 94.81 71.6 6.96 207.0 51.0 51.0 143 1 52 61 234 29 DFWa
295 04/04/83 -15.02 167.27 119.8 6.08 180.0 34.0 146.0 51 21 173 54 309 28 DFWa
296 04/12/83 -4.89 -78.18 111.1 6.97 339.0 35.0 -86.0 53 80 246 10 156 2 DFWa
297 04/18/83 27.72 62.06 51.3 6.70 81.0 43.0 -68.0 80 75 336 4 245 15 DFWa
298 05/10/83 -5.36 150.92 101.4 6.43 198.0 33.0 -167.0 38 43 161 30 273 32 DFWa
299 05/11/83 2.30 128.35 133.1 6.09 198.0 27.0 153.0 62 29 195 51 318 24 DFWa
300 06/01/83 -17.00 -174.71 185.7 6.51 211.0 24.0 -97.0 315 69 126 21 217 3 DFwa
301 07/24/83 53.85 158.39 177.4 6.18 315.0 11.0 7.0 298 43 139 45 38 11 DFWb
302 08/02/83 20.46 122.17 166.2 6.24 0.0 23.0 -79.0 70 67 262 22 170 4 DFWb
303 08/06/83 -6.56 130.13 172.7 5.94 72.0 9.0 -25.0 88 48 284 41 187 8 DFWb
304 08/17/83 55.79 161.21 77.2 7.01 216.0 41.0 60.0 147 8 36 69 240 19 DFWb
305 08/25/83 33.49 131.43 127.5 6.48 230.0 42.0 123.0 117 7 225 67 24 21 DFWb
306 09/07/83 60.98 -147.50 52.1 6.33 26.0 41.0 -97.0 169 84 301 4 31 5 DFWb
307 09/14/83 18.09 145.81 148.4 6.27 235.0 51.0 -156.0 85 42 186 13 290 45 DFWb
308 09/15/83 16.11 -93.23 121.5 6.29 138.0 9.0 -107.0 248 54 63 36 155 3 DFWb
309 10/27/83 1.05 120.81 60.0 6.44 41.0 38.0 27.0 353 21 237 49 98 33 DFWc
310 10/31/83 -9.11 119.23 98.4 6.38 205.0 18.0 154.0 54 35 212 50 322 16 DFWc
311 11/20/83 -7.53 130.67 78.5 6.09 73.0 60.0 11.0 29 14 291 28 142 58 DFWc
312 11/24/83 -7.55 128.25 157.1 7.40 74.0 39.0 59.0 6 10 250 69 99 19 DFWc
313 12/10/83 14.38 -91.63 55.6 5.98 247.0 45.0 31.0 196 14 89 49 297 37 DFWc
314 12/12/83 -7.70 127.38 164.5 6.35 290.0 38.0 131.0 172 13 288 62 76 24 DFWc
315 12/15/83 -33.09 -70.28 103.6 6.00 202.0 21.0 -78.0 271 65 103 24 11 4 DFWc
316 01/01/84 -3.86 -78.49 125.9 5.68 327.0 35.0 -46.0 328 61 206 17 109 23 DFWd
317 01/24/84 -56.56 -26.63 113.6 5.64 219.0 40.0 151.0 88 19 202 50 345 34 DFWd
318 01/27/84 36.39 71.03 172.0 6.03 68.0 34.0 89.0 339 11 152 79 69 1 DFWd
319 02/16/84 36.43 70.83 204.2 6.37 266.0 34.0 114.0 159 13 292 71 66 13 DFWd
320 02/17/84 -6.60 130.12 172.1 5.96 216.0 26.0 103.0 116 19 279 70 24 6 DFWd
321 02/26/84 -17.32 -70.53 115.0 6.09 169.0 21.0 -69.0 224 64 63 25 329 7 DFWd
322 03/08/84 -38.25 177.22 78.5 6.01 310.0 49.0 146.0 184 10 285 50 86 39 DFWd
323 03/23/84 -15.19 -173.74 43.0 5.96 226.0 6.0 -137.0 8 49 179 41 273 4 DFWd
324 04/06/84 -18.90 168.85 175.0 6.80 304.0 14.0 42.0 254 35 95 53 351 10 DFWe
325 04/13/84 -5.65 148.30 170.0 6.09 202.0 31.0 -17.0 187 45 61 30 312 30 DFWe
326 04/18/84 -15.93 -174.35 158.0 6.44 198.0 21.0 -76.0 264 65 97 24 5 5 DFWe
327 05/29/84 3.56 97.14 79.6 5.50 130.0 21.0 -78.0 199 65 31 24 299 4 DFWe
328 07/17/84 -56.39 -27.39 118.0 6.00 348.0 35.0 29.0 300 22 179 51 44 30 DFWf
329 09/30/84 -6.06 148.54 49.9 5.93 258.0 32.0 82.0 174 13 12 76 265 4 EDR
330 10/15/84 -15.86 -173.64 119.7 7.07 161.0 89.0 -105.0 56 44 265 42 161 15 EDR
331 10/20/84 -24.07 -66.83 192.0 6.15 220.0 27.0 -67.0 263 68 113 20 19 10 EDR
332 11/11/84 -12.69 166.74 88.0 5.66 213.0 67.0 96.0 298 22 134 67 31 6 EDR
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Table IV (continued).
No. Date Lat. Long. Depth M Fault Plane P T B Ref.
N+,S- E+,W- ~i° 6° X° Az° P1°Az ° P10 Az ° P1°
333 11/17/84 47.52 154.49 42.0 5.70 202.0 84.0 -22.0 156 20 250 11 7 67 EDR
334 11/19/84 51.78 -175.28 47.0 5.65 253.0 31.0 107.0 151 15 299 73 58 9 EDR
335 11/20/84 5.17 125.12 180.7 7.48 335.0 66.0 -97.0 232 68 70 21 338 6 EDR
* parameterconstrainedby modelingof long-periodP waves.
M magnitudesare mb for eventsbefore1977,if a B appearsnext to the value, then it is mB from Abe (1980); magnitudesare Mw
from 1977 to 1984.
A72 - Abe, 1972; B80 - Billington, 1980; CI - Cardwelland Isacks, 1978; CIK - Cardwell, Isacksand Kraig, 1980; CK78 - Chung and
Kanamori, 1978; CK8O - Chungand Kanamori, 1980; D77 - Denham, 1977; DW - Dziewonski and Woodhouse,1983; DFjG -
Dziewonski, Friedman, Giardini and Woodhouse, 1983a; DFiW - Dziewonski, Friedman and Woodhouse, 1983b; DFWa -
Dziewonski, Franzen and Woodhouse,1983c; DWWb - Dziewonski,Franzenand Woodhouse,1984a; DFWc - Dziewonski, Franzen
and Woodhouse,1984b; DFWd - Dziewonski, Franzenand Woodhouse,1984c; DFWe - Dziewonski, Franzen and Woodhouse,
1985a;DFWf - Dziewonski,Franzenand Woodhouse,1985b; EDR - EarthquakeData Report, U.S.G.S.,1984; F72 - Fitch, 1972;
FM - Fitch and Molnar, 1970; Fo75 - Forsyth, 1975; FK - Fujita and Kanamori,1981; G84 - Giardini, (personal communication)
1984; GDW - Giardini, Dziewonski and Woodhouse,1985; GMR - Gonzalez,McNally and Rial, 1984; HJ - HouseandJacob,1983;
TM - IsacksandMolnar, 1969; ISO - Isacks,Sykesand Oliver, 1969; JoM - JohnsonandMolnar, 1972; KS - KatsumataandSykes,
1969; K85 - Kawakatsu,1985; KSe - Kawakatsu and Seno, 1983; LB - Langstonand Blum, 1977; LTM - LeDain, Tapponierand
Molnar, 1984; MDM - Malgrange, Deschampsand Madariaga, 1981; MS - Molnar and Sykes, 1969; 071 - Oike, 1971; OA - Osada
and Abe, 1981; P79 - Pascal,1979; Ri79 - Richter, 1979; R74 - Ripper, 1974; R75 - Ripper, 1975; So73 - Soedarmo,1973; S72 -
Stauder,1972;S73 - Stauder,1973; S75 - Stauder,1975; SB - Stauder and Bollinger, 1966; SMa - Stauderand Maulchin, 1976; 5 & al
- Stein, Engeln, Wiens,Speedand Fujita, 1982.
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Fig. 5. Focal mechanismsof type 1 eventsthat indicate normal faulting within the subducted plate and strike subparallel to the
trench axis. The eventsshown are large (M
5> 6.8) intermediate-depth earthquakes that occurred from 1960 to 1984. The mechanism
diagramsarelower hemisphereequalareaprojectionsthat areproportional in sizeto theearthquake magnitudes.Dark quadrants are
compressional.Numbersidentify the eventsin TableIV.
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Fig. 6. Focal mechanismsof type 2 eventsthat showreversefaultingwithin the subductedplate. Thestrike of theseeventsis also
subparallelto the trench axis. Numbers identify the eventsin Table IV. Dark quadrantsarecompressional.The diagramsare lower
hemisphereequalarea projections that have sizesproportionalto the magnitudeof theearthquakes.
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Fig. 7. Focalmechanismsof type 3 and 4 eventsareshown.Theseeventsindicate hinge faultingor contorsionswithin thesubducted
slab and tear faulting, respectively. Compressionalquadrants are darkened. The mechanismdiagrams are plotted in a lower
hemisphereequalareaprojection. Their sizeis proportional to the earthquake’smagnitude.Numbers identify the eventsin TableIV.
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fault planesare given as well as the pressure(F), Kanamori, 1980; Wesnouskyet al., 1986) that
tension (T) and intermediate (B) stress axes. suggestmoderateinterplatecoupling, althoughno
Azimuth is measuredclockwise from north. Ab- singleearthquakewith M> 7.7 hasoccurredthere.
breviations are referencesthat are listed at the Events 122, 209, and237 in the Tongatrenchmay
bottom of Table IV. be related to subductionof the Louisville ridge,
This catalog probably includes most inter- which may causea localizedincreasein interplate
mediate-depthintraplate earthquakeswith M  coupling, in an otherwiseuncoupledregion.Note
6.5 that occurredwithin the subductingslab be- thatevent209 is down-diptensionalandthelargest
tween 1960 and 1984. However, some inter- event(M~= 8.0) in the catalog.This eventmay
mediate-deptheventsthat wereoriginally listedby havefracturedanddetachedthe subductedslabat
NOAA and ISC as shallow may be missing,par- the leading edge of the coupled interplate
ticularly if they havecompressionalmechanisms, boundary (Given and Kanamori, 1980). Events
Also, a few of the eventslisted in the catalogmay 122 and 237, on the other hand, are down-dip
actuallybe interplateeventswith slightly anoma- compressionaland deeperthan event209 (Table
busdepthsandmechanisms.This is a significant IV). Theseevents are discussedin more detail
expansionof the databaseof 210 events in the below.Simple modelsof platecoupling andgeom-
sameperiod compiled by Fujita and Kanamori etry suggestthat most type 1 events occur at
(1981); 33 of their mechanismsare for eventsprior stronglycoupledplate boundaries,wherea down-
to 1960,most of which are basedon ISS reports, dip extensionalstressprevailsin a gently dipping
andonly 75 of their othereventsare largeenough plate.Various explanationsfor the occurrenceof
to be includedin Table IV. theseevents include (1) bending or unbending
If we consideroniy thelargestof the eventsin stresses,(2) continentalloading and (3) down-dip
this catalogue(M> 6.8), a regionalpatternin the gravitational loading by the leading edge of the
types of mechanismsemerges,as shown in Figs. plate. The dominant mechanismmay vary from
5—7. Theseeventscanbe groupedas follows: region to region, as we will explore in a later
(1) normal-faultevents(44%)with a strike sub- section. One possible interpretation is that at
parallelto the trenchaxis (Fig. 5); strongly coupled subductionzones the negative
(2) reverse-faultevents(33%)with a strike sub- buoyancyof the subductingplate tends to con-
parallelto the trenchaxis (Fig. 6); centratedown-dip tensionalstressesin the down-
(3) normal or reversefault eventswith a strike going slab near the lower edge of the coupled
significantly oblique to the trenchaxis (10%, Fig. thrustplane, as shownin Fig. 8a.Thus, the occur-
7); rence of type 1 events may be interpreted as
(4) tearfaulting events(13%, Fig. 7). evidenceof strong coupling betweenplates. Al-
Fault planesolutionsof type I events(Fig. 5) thoughthe coupling of the Pacific Northwestis
indicate a steeplydipping normal fault, usually being debated,note that the 1965 and1949 Puget
with the ‘continental’ side down-dropped.These Soundearthquakesare type 1 events,which would
eventsoccur mainly along the South and Middle suggeststrongcoupling betweenthe Juande Fuca
America trenches,buttheyalsooccurin thePacific andNorth Americanplates.This studymay pro-
Northwest,Alaska, and Kamchatka.All of these vide an additionalclue to the strengthof coupling
zonesare stronglyor moderatelycoupledsubduc- in this region.
tion zones (Kanamori, 1977b; Uyeda and In contrast,if the interplateboundaryis weakly
Kanamoni, 1979; Ruff and Kanamoni, 1983) and coupled, the stressdue to negativeslab buoyancy
the focal mechanismsof the intermediate-depth is transferredto even shallower depth, causing
eventsare down-dip tensional.However, the type large normal-fault eventsnear the trench where
I events that occur along the Philippine and the curvatureof the plate is largest(Fig. 8b). The
Solomon Island regions(335 and 111) are down- great1933 Sannikuearthquakein northeastJapan
dip compressional.The SolomonIslandsregionis (Kanamoni, 1970; Mogi, 1973), and the 1977
thesite of numerouslargedoubletevents(Lay and Sumbawa,Javaearthquake(GivenandKanamori,
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young—fast stresses.We will discuss these three events in
O -. detail in the regionaldescriptionslater.
I coupled Events of types 3 and 4 are shown in Fig. 7.
100 a Type 3 events (7, 149, 152, 156, 184, 294) occur
2 0 - where the trench axis bends sharply, causing
0 horizontal extensionalor compressionalintraplate
km old-slow stresses.Theseeventsindicatehinge faulting within
O ~ the subductingslab. Type 4 events(8, 13, 36, 196,
100 - 217, 223, 256, 330) include all those that do not
- b fall in the abovecategories.Theseeventsoccur at
200 - plate boundarieswith complex featuresand may




- C 5. Aftershock characteristics for intermediate-
200 depth events
km
Fig. 8. A schematicfigure showing(a) the possiblemechanism Intermediate-depthearthquakestend to have
of type1 eventsata stronglycoupledplate boundaryand (c)
type 2 events at a moderatelycoupledboundary. Figure 8b far fewer aftershocksthan shallow subduction
shows the casewhere the interplate boundary is decoupled, eventswith similar magnitudes.We determinethe
allowing slab pull stressesto producelarge normal faulting numberof aftershocksof the eventswith M  6.5
eventsat shallow depthsbelowthetrench, in Table V, reported by the NOAA and ISC
catalogs,within one week after the main event.
About 48% of the eventshad no aftershocksand
1980; Silver and Jordan, 1983; Spence, 1986), 37% of the eventshadbetween1 and5 aftershocks.
which occurred at weakly coupled subduction If we considera one-monthperiod, thenumberof
zones,are examplesof this type. aftershockson various characteristicsof the sub-
Type 2 eventshavereverse-faultsolutionsand ducting slabs. Little correlation with slab age,
strike subparallelto the subductionzone(Fig. 6). maximum depthof seismicityor convergencerate
The events that occur in the Philippines, north- was found.
west Solomon Islands, New Hebrides, and Figure 9 shows the variation of the numberof
Kermadecregionsshow nearvertical tensionand one-week aftershocks, N, with the mainshock
horizontalcompressionaxes.Notethat all of these magnitudefor eventswith M> 6.5 in Table IV.
regionsare consideredpartially coupledor uncou- Note that mosteventshaveno aftershocksor only
pled subductionzones(Kanamori, 1977b;Uyeda a few detected. As expected, there is a slight
and Kanamori,1979; Ruff and Kanamoni,1983), positivecorrelationbetweenmainshockmagnitude
wherethecontinuousseismicityis deeperthan300 and numberof aftershocksoccurring within one
km (see Table I). In terms of our simplemodel, week that could be attributed to detection
the increaseddip angle of the downgoing slab threshold. However, thereare some eventswith
associatedwith weakly coupledsubductionzones, particularly large numbersof aftershocksshown
together with the weight of the relatively long on themap in Fig. 9. Opencircles indicateevents
subductedplate,inducesvertical tensionalstresses with N> 5, filled circles N> 10 andstarsN> 25
at intermediatedepth, which are responsiblefor aftershocks.Theseeventsare generallylargeinter-
the changein focalmechanismfrom type 1 to type mediate-depthevents that are associatedwith
2 events(Fig. 8c). Exceptionsare events114 in bendsin the subductedslab, or with moderately
New Guinea, 205 in Rumania, and 244 in the coupledor uncoupledregions like the December
Philippines that show down-dip compressional 25, 1969 (event 119, Stein et al., 1982) and the
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Fig. 9. The distributionof numberof aftershockswith M> 3.5 that occurredwithin oneweekof an intermediate-deptheventand the
magnitude of the mainshock is shown on the top diagram. Mainshocks are from 1960 to 1984. Note that most events have no
aftershocksor only a few. Location of events(Table IV) with largernumberof aftershocksare indicatedin the map.Open circles
indicate N> 5, filled circlesN>10, andstarsN> 25 aftershocks.
1972 Izu-Bonin event(168), which hadthe largest spondingdepth.This approachhasbeenusedby
numberof aftershockswithin a week. many investigators(e.g., Oike, 1971; Fujita and
Kanamori, 1981; Vassiliou et al., 1984; Burbach
andFrohlich, 1986).Sinceour databasehas been
6. Stress-axisdistribution of intermediate-depth expanded from previousstudieswe usethis same
earthquakes method not only to determinethe general char-
acteristicsof the stress field in each region but
In principle, we can determinethe generalin- also to help usdiscriminate‘anomalousevents’.
traplate stress field orientation for a region by Figure 10 shows equal arealower hemisphere
plotting the P and T axesof focal mechanismsof projectionsof the distribution of compression(P
eventsin that region in a focal spheretogether = filled symbols)and tension(T = opensymbols)
with the downgoingplateorientationat the corre- axes for different subductionzones. Circles are
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used for events locatedbetween40 and 100 km GreaterAntilles eventshavenearly vertical ten-
depthanddiamondsfor events100—200km deep. sion axesconsistentwith theweaklycoupledmodel
Region names are defined in Fig. 4 and open described earlier. In contrast, the tension and
arrows indicate the convergencedirection of the compressionaxesof eventsin the LesserAntilles
platesin eachregion(TableI). The curveindicates are alignedwith the trenchaxes.Theseeventsare
the trenchazimuth and dip. The dip angleshown discussedin moredetail in the following section.
in Fig. 10 is that of the seismic zoneat 100 km The 1965 PugetSoundevent, that occurredin
depth.It is commonto observean abruptincrease the Juande Fucaregion, hasa down-dip tensional
of the seismicitydip angleat 40 km depthandthe stressaxis. The dip anglein this regionis shallow
dip of the seismiczone increasesgently to 100 (22°), consistent with a strongly coupled inter-
km, remainingapproximatelyconstantthereafter plateboundary.TheNorth Pacific regionsare also
(Spence,1987). We definein-plate tensionor com- consideredstronglycoupledregionsandhad only
pressional events on the basis of whether the a few events at intermediatedepth. Alaska has
respectivestressaxesare locatedwithin 200 of the mostly down-dip tensionalevents,but eventsthat
down-dip slab location. This method ignores occur in the Aleutians and Kamchatka regions
earthquakemagnitudes;but we believe that the have their stress axes widely distributed in the
largereventsusedherereflect the first-order stress focal sphere.
distribution in a region, whereassmaller events The Kurile subductionzoneis divided into two
reflect only secondaryor local effects. Inspection sectionsaccording to differencesin the dip and
of Fig. 10 indicatesthat most regionshaveeither depthextentof seismicity(see TableI). The stress
dominantdown-dip tensionalstressesor a mixed axis distribution is mixed in both Kurile and the
patternof down-dip tensionaland compressional NortheastJapanregions.Thesetwo regionshave
stressesat intermediatedepth. Only Tonga has beenvery active. However, only a few eventshave
dominantdown-dipcompressionalstresses, occurredwithin the oldest(> 150 Ma) subducting
Most intermediate-depthevents that occur in oceaniclithospherein the Izu-Bonin and Mariana
SouthAmericaregions(from Colombia to Central regions.The deepereventsin the Izu-Bonin region
Chile) havenearin-plate tensionalaxes.Notealso have in-plate compressionaxes; however, the
that the tensionaxis of all eventsin the Altiplano events with depth < 100 km are mixed. The
andNorth Chile regionsare especiallywell aligned Mariana region was divided into northern and
with the subductedplate and the convergence southernsegmentsbecauseof the abrupt change
direction. Theseresultsagreewith thoseof previ- in the trenchaxis.
ous investigators(e.g., Stauder,1973, 1975). The Events in the Ryukyu region have a mixed
South Chile region has only one down-dip com- stressaxis pattern,but it is alignedwith the direc-
pressioneventthat occurredon May 8, 1971.This tion of convergenceof the Eurasiaand Philippine
eventhas been discussedin detail by Astiz and plates. The North Taiwan region events have
Kanamori (1986) who infer that the greatunder- mostly down-dip tensionalaxeswhich are nearly
thrusting event in 1960 temporally induced in- vertical (SenoandKurita, 1978). Thus,this region
traplatecompressiondown-dip.A largenumberof is consistentwith a rather weakly coupledinter-
eventsin the Scotia regionhavenearly down-dip plateboundary.In the subductingplate in Luzon
tensional axes. This result is consistentwith the only three eventshave occurred,but the stress
modelof weakcoupling at theinterplateboundary axesare distributed randomlywhich may reflect
in which nearvertical tensionalstressis induced the complexity of this area. The Philippine sub-
as a result of the negativebuoyancyof the slab. duction zone is among the more active seismic
The Mexicoand Central Americaregionshave regions at intermediatedepth (see Appendix 1).
mostly shallow-dipping tensional axes,consistent Most events in the northernsectionshow nearly
with the observed seismicity dip angle. In the vertical tension axesthat align with the steeply
Caribbean region only a few intermediate-depth dipping seismic zone. In the southernsegment,
eventshaveoccurredbetween1960 and 1984.The however,the tensionaxesof the eventsare mostly
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vertical but are not aligned with the subducted zontal compressionalaxes; the tensionalaxes of
plate. the events located below 100 km depth (open
The Sulawesi region is a complex region with diamonds)are aligned with the plate. The stress
sparselarge seismicity. In the Burma subduction axis distribution in the southernNew Hebrides
zone continentalcollision is occurring; however, segmentis mixed.
intermediate-deptheventsmay be locatedwithin The Tongasubductionzone is also very active
the attached oceanic lithosphere. Tension and at intermediatedepths.The area is divided into
compressionaxesare separatedin the diagrambut two regions that separatethe events which oc-
are not easily relatedto eitherthe seismiczoneor curred near the northernbend from those in the
the convergencedirection in the region. Events more linear section of the trench. Most of the
thatoccurredin theAndamanregionare all <100 southerneventshavedown-dipcompressionalaxes
km depth,but the stressaxisdistribution is mixed, with the exception of a few shallower events,
Most of the events in the Sunda trench have which are discussedin detail below. The Kerma-
down-diptensionalaxes,which are nearlyvertical, dec—NewZealanddiagramshows a mixed distri-
This observationis consistentwith a weakly cou- bution of the stress.
pled interplateboundary.The stressaxesof inter-
mediate-deptheventsin the Javaregion aremixed.
In the Timor subductionregionmostearthquakes 7. Regional examination of intermediate-depth
have nearly down-dip tensional axes that are events
alignedin the direction perpendicularto the con-
vergencedirection of the subductingand overrid- Although the regional stress field of inter-
ing plates. mediate-depth events inferred from the focal
The New Guinearegionhasmixed stressaxes, mechanismcatalogin TableIV showsthat a large
Most events shallowerthan 100 km that occur in numberof eventshavedown-dipor nearly vertical
the New Britain regionhavenear vertical tension tension axes,as discussedabove (Fig. 10), many
axes; however, the tension axes of eventswith regions show a mixed or complex distribution of
depthsbetween100 and 200 km are nearly hori- the tensionand compressionaxes.
zontal,This patternreflectsthe complexity of this We wish to evaluatethesevariationsin greater
region. The New Irelandregion is small and very detail, to appraisethe relativeimportanceof static
active (seeAppendix 1), which may be relatedto versusdynamic stressfields. Figure 11 shows the
high stress levels due to lateral bendingof the location of the intermediate-depthearthquakes
Solomon plate beneaththis arc. The stressaxis with M  6.0, which occurredfrom 1960 to 1984.
distribution in the New Ireland region is mixed. Boxes enclosethe regionsshown in Figs. 12—19.
Intermediate-depthevents(M  6) in the Solomon On the regionalmapsthe plate names,bathymet-
subductionzoneare shallowerthan 100 km and nc featuresand relativemotion betweenadjacent
exhibit a mixed distribution of the stressaxis, platesareindicated,Holocenevolcanoesareshown
The New Hebrides region is the most active as open triangles and filled triangles represent
areaat intermediatedepth(seeAppendix 1). The volcanoesactive in the last 1000 years (Moore,
trench azimuth changesfrom north to south, so 1982). The fault parametersof the eventsin each
the events havebeendivided accordingly. Most regional figure and the eventnumber,shownnext
eventsin the northernsegmenthavenearly hori- to the lower hemisphereprojection of the focal
Fig. 10. Equal area lower hemisphereprojection showing P (filled symbols)and T (open symbols) for eventsin the regionslisted in
Table 1.3. The curve indicates the trench azimuth and the dip of the seismic zone at intermediate depth. Open arrows show the
direction of convergenceacrossplate boundaries for each region. Diamonds are symbols for eventsdeeper than 100 km and circles
for shallower events.
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Fig. 11. Locationof intermediate-depthearthquakes(40—200 km) with M  6.0 that occurredfrom 1960 to 1984. Boxesenclosethe
regionsshownin Figs. 12—19.
sphere,are given in TableIV, Dark quadrantsare (10—20°)beneaththe North America plate (Fig.
compressional,and numberswithin parentheses 12). The seismicity extendseastwardto ‘~ 150 km
indicatethe eventdepth. depth. The chain of active volcanoesforms an
In the region by regiondiscussionthat follows anglewith the trenchandis locatedfarther inland
we describethe characteristicsof the downgoing than in most subductionzones. Large shallow
plate as well as those of the interplateboundary. underthrustingearthquakeswith rupture lengths
Then we examineindividual events or groupsof of 100 km andshortrecurrenceintervals,30—80
nearby events relative to their location to local years (Singh et al,, 1981) are characteristicof the
physical changesin the subductionzone, for ex- Mexican subductionzone, suggestingstrong to
ample,bends or tear of the downgoing plate or moderatecoupling along this interplateboundary.
subductionof topographichighs.Detailedseismic- Three large intermediate-depthevents occurred
ity profilesandmodelingby Yamaokaet al. (1986) from 1960 to 1984 down-dip of future large sub-
andBurbachandFrohlich(1986) for eachsubdue- duction events, The 1964 event (39) occurred
tion zone help us locate the regions where the down-dip of the 1979 Petatlán earthquake
plate is bending or tearing. Then we explore the aftershock area. Similarly, the 1980 Huajuapan
relativelocation, both in spaceand time, of inter- event (248) occurred down-dip of the 1982
mediate-depthevents that may be relatedto the Ometepecdoublet, and the 1973 Orizaba earth-
occurrenceof large thrusteventsat the interplate quake (178) was located down-dip of the 1978
boundary. Oaxacaaftershockzone. Although theseeventsare
consistentwith the dynamicmodel for stronglyor
7.1. Middle America moderatelycoupledregionspresentedearlier, no
largecompressiveintraplateeventshaveoccurred
North of the TehuantepecRidge the Rivera after theselargesubductionearthquakes.This sug-
and Cocos plate subduct with a shallow dip gests that the displacement at the interplate
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Fig. 12. Location and focalmechanismsfor events with M  6.0 that occurredin the Middle America subductionzone and in the
Greaterand LesserAntilles in the Caribbeanduring the period of 1960—1984.Numbersrefer to eventsin Table IV and thosein
parenthesesindicate eventdepthin km. Plate names,bathymetrichighsand trenchnamesareindicated in thefigure. Opentriangles
arelocationsof Holocenevolcanoesandfilled trianglesarerecentactivevolcanoes(Moore,1982).Openarrowsareconvergencerates
(TableI) and doublearrowsindicatestrike-slip motion acrossplateboundaries.The focalspheresarelower hemisphereprojections,
with compressionalquadrantsdarkened.Thesizesof the focalmechanismsareproportionalto themagnitude.
boundarymay not be largeenoughto changethe Southof the Tehuantepecridge, the Cocosplate
stress characteristicsat depth or that any such subductsbeneaththe Caribbeanplatewith a con-
down-dip intraplatecompressionaleventsmay be siderablylargerdip angle, which variesfrom 30°
too small to identify. González-Ruiz(1986)docu- beneath Guatemalato 65 ° beneath Nicaragua.
mentedthe occurrenceof normal faulting events The seismicityis continuousto a depthof 250 km
down-dip of the Ometepecregion within a few along Central America, but shallows toward the
yearsbefore four consecutivethrusting episodes. southeast,where a shallowerdip is also observed.
Hesuggestedthat the occurrenceof normal fault- All eventsin this region are down-dip tensional,
ing events at intermediatedepth may be an in- However,events98 and 313 (M 6) havereverse
tegral part of the earthquakecycle in the Omete- focal mechanismsthat suggest,under the classifi-
peeregion. However, the 1931 normal fault event cation of large eventsdiscussedearlier, an uncou-
studied by Singh et al, (1985) was located at 45 pled interplateboundary. McNally and Minster
km depth down-dip of the region brokenin 1928 (1981) observed low seismic slip along Central
by four large shallow thrust events offshore America,indicating eitherweak couplingor longer
Oaxaca. Singh et al. (1985) suggestedthat this recurrenceintervals along this plate boundary.
event may have broken the lithosphere,decou- The largest intermediate-depthevent is the 1982
pling the Cocos plate from the overriding con- El Salvador earthquake(event 274), which oc-
tinental plate. Events 228 and 286 may be associ- curred down-dip of a region where large events
ated with subductionof the Tehuantepecridge, lastoccurredat the turn of the century(Astiz and
wherethearc junction is identified by Yamaokaet Kanamori, 1984). If this region is at least mod-
al. (1986). It is not known whetherlargeinterplate eratelycoupled, this eventmay indicatedown-dip
eventsoccur where the Tehuantepecridge enters loading preparatoryto a large subductionearth-
the trench, quake; however, the mechanismsof the historic
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eventsare not known, so the seismic potential is smaller magnitudeevents in this region are also
difficult to evaluate, down-dip tensional,
7.2.2. Scotiaarc
7.2. Atlantic island arcs
Tectonicstudiesof the Scotia arc region (Fig.
13) indicate that back-arcspreadingis occurring
7.2.1. Caribbean (Barker, 1970, 1972) and that the 70-Ma-old, oc-
Subductionof old Atlantic oceaniclithosphere eanic lithosphereof the SouthAmericaplate gets
beneaththe Caribbeanalong the Lesser Antilles younger to the south (<10 Ma) as it subducts
trenchoccurs at 2 cm a1 in a westerlydirec- beneaththe oceanic floor of the recently formed
lion. However, as the trenchcurves to an E—W Sandwichplate(Frankeland McCann,1979). The
trend, along the Greater Antilles, the North southernportionof the plate is less activeandthe
AmericaandCaribbeanplaterelative motionsbe- focal mechanismof event93 indicatesdown-dip
come very oblique and convergencereduces to compression;however, in the northern segment
0.2 cm a3 (Fig. 12). Severalstudies(e.g., Stein mosteventsare down-dip tensional(see Fig. 13).
et al., 1982; Sykeset al,, 1982; Yamaokaet al., The change from predominantly down-dip ten-
1986) indicate that the downgoing slab curves sional to down-dip compressionalstressesalong
continuouslybeneaththe Caribbean plate. Mc- the Scotiaarc was also observedfor focal mecha-
Cann and Sykes(1984), on the other hand, Sug- nisms of smaller magnitude events by Forsyth
gested tearing of the plate basedon the focal (1975), who explains this changeas the result of
mechanismof the 1974 earthquake(M~= ~ reducednegativebuoyancyforces in the younger,
event184); however, this event is also consistent southernhalf of the subductedplate. Evidenceof
with in-plate tensional stressescaused by the tearingof the downgoing plate in the northern
lateral bending of the lithosphere. The 1969 segmentis given by someearthquakefocal mecha-
ChristmasDay earthquake(M~= 7.5, event119) nisms(e.g., events 159, 328; Forsyth, 1975) anda
location nearthe trenchaxis indicateslithospheric gap in seismicityis observedat intermediatedepth
faulting in responseto the slab pull in a weakly (Yamaokaet al., 1986). Events266 and269, which
coupled region (McCann and Sykes, 1984), in occurredwithin threemonthsof eachother, have
agreementwith the model shown in Fig. 8. Note very different focal mechanismsand may reflect
also that this eventhad a relatively largenumber internal deformation of the subducting plate.
of aftershockswith respectto other intermediate- Severalvery large intraplateeventshaveoccurred
depth events. Theseindicate faulting along the in the Scotia arc in this century (Table A). The
steeply dipping plane(Stein et al., 1982). Event most recent event on May 26, 1964 (36), was
106 indicatestear faulting. Severallargeintraplate studied in detail by Abe (1972a), who obtained
earthquakesare locatedalong the LesserAntilles M~= 7.8 (from surface-waveseismic moment of
arc (TableA); however,no largesubductionevents 6.2 X 1027 dyn cm). The 1964 event, which is the
haveoccurredthereduring this century(McCann largest recent event in this region, is consistent
andSykes,1984). with the model describedabovefor weakly cou-
In the GreaterAntilles region the 120-Ma-old pled regions.No large(M> 7.5) subductionthrust
oceanic plate subducts along the Puerto Rico eventshaveoccurredin this region.
trench, At intermediate depth the downgoing
lithosphereis nearly vertical (Frankelet al,, 1980).
7.3. SouthAmerica
Moderateintraplateearthquakesin this area(147,
232, 260) are down-dip tensional events, con-
sistentwith the model for a weakly coupledre- The Nazcaplate subductseastwardalong the
gion. In this model thedip of the slab is steepand curving margin of western South America for
the slab’s weight inducestensionalstressesat in- 5000 km. The major topographicfeaturesbeing
termediate depth. Frankel (1982) reports that subducted along this oceanic—continentalplate
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Fig. 13. Epicentersand focal mechanismsof intermediate-depthearthquakeswith M  6.0 that occurredfrom 1960 to 1984 (Table
IV) in South America and the Scotia arc. For symbols, seeFig. 12.
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boundaryare the Chile rise and the Nazcaand occurredin this region during this century have
Carnegieridges (Fig. 13). The characteristicsof beendiscussedby Astiz andKanamori(1986).We
the downgoinglithospherevary along the trench, should remark that the down-dip compressional
defining several segments(Table I, Fig. 2). The event (145) that occurredon May 8, 1971 is the
absenceor presenceof the volcanic chain cor- only earthquakewith M  6 to haveoccurredto
relateswith dip of the intermediate-depthseismic- date in this region at intermediatedepth. Astiz
ity (BarazangiandIsacks,1976).Although intrap- and Kanamori (1986) interpret this event, along
late seismicity is high in South America, mac- with the extensivesequenceof outer-risetensional
curate earthquakehypocenters (owing to poor events following the 1960 rupture (Christensen
station coverage) allow different interpretations and Ruff, 1987) as a temporal change in the
of the configurationof the downgoingNazcaplate intraplateStressenvironmentinducedby the inter-
(Chin and Isacks,1983). For example,Barazangi plateevent. Large down-dip tensional eventspre-
and Isacks (1976) and Yamaoka et al. (1986) ceded the 1960 thrust event in 1934 and 1949,
proposea tearin the subductedlithosphere,where indicating that the down-dip edge of the future
the slab dip changesabruptly from 8° to 28° thrust zone was loadedby tensional stressesin-
along the Peru—Altiplanoborderline. In contrast, ducedby slab pull prior to the interplatefailure.
HasegawaandSacks(1981) suggestthat the Nazca The remaining 250-km-long section in Southern
plate is contortedratherthan torn in this region, Chileto the northof the 1960 rupturewasbroken
based on observationsfrom local seismic data. by the 1939 (M
5 = 7.8) and the 1928 (M5 = 8.0)
The observedcontinuousseismicityis as deep as interplate earthquakes.From 1960 to 1984 no
300 km for all regions except Southern Chile; intermediate-depthearthquakeswith M  6 have
however,eventsdeeperthan 500 km are observed occurredthere.
only in Colombia, Peru and Northern Chile re-
gions(Fig. 13). Thesedeepeventsprobably occur 7.3.2. Central Chile
within a detachedsegmentof the subductedlitho- This region(29°to 34°S)is characterizedby a
sphere(Isacksand Molnar, 1971; Stauder, 1975). very shallow-dipping slab (100) at intermediate
Most intermediate-deptheventsin SouthAmerica depth, the absenceof active volcanismand occur-
(from Colombia to Central Chile, Fig. 10) have renceof large underthrustingeventswith rupture
nearly down-dip tensional axis induced by the lengthsof 300 km. The northernhalf is defined
lithosphere’s negative buoyancy, or possibly in by the aftershock area of the 1906 Valparaiso
responseto continentalloading. (M5 = 8.4) thrust earthquake,which has rerup-
We divide the following discussion into five tured over 75% of its length, in two largesub-
sections, corresponding to variations of inter- duction eventsthat occurredon July 9, 1971 (M5
mediate-depthseismicityandoccurrenceof recent = 7.5) andMarch 3, 1985 (M~= 7.8). The south-
large subduction earthquakes along the em-most segmentappears to be a seismic gap
Nazca—SouthAmerica interplateboundary. (Korrat and Madariaga,1986).
Stressaxesof intermediate-deptheventsin this
7.3.1. South Chile region are aligned with the convergencedirection
Seismicity in this 1250-km-longsectionextends (Fig. 10); however,the tensionaxesof mostevents
to a depth of 160 km with a shallow dip. The (except events 245, 125 and 84) dip at — 30°
shallow activity is dominatedby the aftershocksof instead of 10°, as inferred by the intraplate
the 1960 Chile (M~= 9.5) earthquake.This re- seismicityin the region (Fig. 13). Events 125 and
gion, from 340 to 45°S,is consideredto be the 245 (M 6) occurrednear the northernlimit of
end membercaseof a very strongly coupledsub- the 1943 aftershockzone.Their focal mechanisms
duction zone(UyedaandKanamori, 1979). Rela- indicateinternaldeformationof the plateandslab
lively young,0—35 Ma, oceaniclithosphereis being segmentationassociatedwith the increasein plate
subductedat — 9.5 cm a~.Large intraplate(in- dip (30°)to the north,as proposedby Isacksand
termediate-depthand outer-rise)earthquakesthat Barazangi(1977). Event 9 (mh = 6.3) occurredin
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1963, down-dip of the 1943 thrust event rupture throughoutthis century(Appendix 1). All of the
area, suggestingthat by this time the interplate eventsin Fig. 13, from event278 to the northern
boundarywas at least moderatelycoupled, and boundaryof the Altiplano region at event220 to
normal faulting eventscould occur at the baseof the south boundaryof the North Chile region,
the coupledzone,Furtherinvestigationis required have down-dip tensional axes. The compression
to determinewhethera changein the stressfield axesare orientedperpendicularto the downgoing
orientationof intermediate-deptheventsoccurred platewith a nearlyvertical plunge,suggestingthat
down-dipof the 1943 rupturearea, continental loading may play an important role
Before the occurrenceof the recent 1971 and in the stress distribution at intermediatedepth,
1985 Valparaisoearthquakes,two normal faulting given that the Andes are much broader in the
eventsoccurreddown-dipat intermediatedepthin Altiplano—North Chile region. Note also the
1965 (55) andin 1983 (315), respectively,in agree- azimuthalvariation of the tensionaxis along the
ment with the dynamicmodel for coupledregions gently bending Nazcaplate, from — N40°E for
(Fig. 3b). Malgrangeet al. (1981)studiedthe 1965 event278 to — N120°E for event220. The focal
and 1971 Aconcaguaevents in detail. In 1981, a mechanismsof intermediate-depthevents in this
large normal faulting event (263, M~= 7.0) oc- region also agreewith the model for a coupled
curreddown-dip of the 1971 aftershockzone. Al- interplateboundary,since normal faulting events
thoughthe occurrenceof smaller (M < 6) down- occurat thebaseof the coupledregion in response
dip compressionaleventscannotbe ruled out, the to down-dippull of the subductinglithosphere.
occurrenceof the 1981 event (263) suggeststhat Christensenand Ruff (1987) report two com-
displacementat the intraplate boundarywas not pressional outer-rise events offshore the 1922
largeenougj-i to changethe stressfield orientation aftershockarea(260 to 29°S)in 1964 and 1969.
at depth.Note also that in 1983 a compressional The earlier event was followed by a M
5 = 7.4
outer-riseeventoccurredoffshore the future 1985 thrust event that occurredon October 4, 1983.
Valparaisoearthquakerupturezone(Christensen Malgrangeand Madariaga(1983)documentedthe
and Ruff, 1983).Thus, this regionagreeswith the variation of focal mechanismsof moderateinter-
dynamicmodel shownin Fig. 3b in that an outer- mediate-depthevents associatedwith the large
risecompressionaleventanda down-dip tensional 1966 (M~= 7.7) thrust event (250). A large
eventoccurredbefore the thrustevent, However, down-dip tensionalevent precededthe thrust on
neithera largetensionalouter-risenor a down-dip February 23, 1965 (51), and a small down-dip
compressionalintermediate-depthevent has oc- compressionalaftershockoccurredat the northern
curredto date. Onepossibilityis that the displace- end of the rupturezoneon June 21, 1967. They
ment at the interplateboundarymay notbe large interpretedtheir observationsas possibleevidence
enough to changethe stressorientation,but may of the presenceof a double seismic zone in the
be sufficient to decreasetemporarilythe tensional region. An alternative interpretationis that these
intraplateseismicity in the region down-dip from eventsreflect the temporal changein coupling at
the largethrustingearthquake. the thrustboundaryas shown in Fig. 3b.
7.3.3. AItiplano andNorth Chile 7.3.4. Ecuador—Peru
The downgoinglithospheredips — 300, bend- The Ecuador—Peruregion, extendingfrom 00
ing gently along the coastsof southernPeru and to — 16° S1 is boundedto the north and southby
northernChile. Note that the volcanic chainreap- the Carnegie and Nazca ridges (Fig. 13). This
pears (Fig. 13) and that since at least 1922 no region, albeit complex, offers a good exampleof
large thrustearthquakeshaveoccurredalong the the relationship between the coupled interplate
entirelength of the interplateboundary(Kelleher boundaryand intraplateseismic activity. Seismic-
et al., 1974; McCann et al., 1979). Theseregions ity along this region dips at — 300 at shallow
have beenvery active at intermediatedepth, not depth,while at — 100 km depthit becomesalmost
only during the 1960—1980 time period but horizontal, extending laterally almost 300 km
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(Barazangi and Isacks, 1979). The shallow dip alternateinterpretationof continuousslab con-
(~10°) of the subductinglithosphere at inter- tortion in this region.Also, no largeevents(M  6)
mediatedepthhasbeenassociatedwith thelack of haveoccurredin this sametime perioddown-dip
volcanism(Fig. 13) by BarazangiandIsacks(1976). of the 1940 and 1942 aftershockzones.
Two regionscan be defined in terms of the ab- Before the large thrust earthquakeof October
sence or presenceof large thrust events at the 1974 (M~= 8.1) two down-dip tensional events
interplateboundary.The northernsegmenthas no occurred.In 1968 (107) and in January1974 (183,
known historic large subductionevents and ex- mh= 6.6) both eventswere located down-dip of
tendsfrom 0°to 10°S(McCannet al,, 1979).The the future1974 thrustrupturezone. In 1982 (270),
oceaniclithospherein this region is heterogeneous a down-dip compressionalaftershocktook place
with the Carnegieridge subductingfrom 0° to near the earlier 1968 tensional event. Theseob-
30 s, and numerousfracturesare presentfarther servationsagreewith the dynamic model shownin
south, seawardfrom the trench. The secondme- Fig. 3b. However, no large outer-rise eventsoc-
gion, extending from 10° to 16°S, has active curredeitherbefore or after the large 1974 thrust
intraplatethrustactivity, earthquake(Christensenand Ruff, 1987). Down-
A clusterof events (247, 67, 28, 146) at the dip of the 1966 (M~= 8.1) earthquakeaftershock
northern edgeof the subductingCarnegieridge areatwo down-dip tensionaleventswere recorded
indicatestear faulting, with one nodal planeal- in 1963 (20, 21), and no large intraplateactivity
most perpendicularto the trench that may be has occurredsincethe 1966 event.
associatedwith subductionof thepresumablymore The largestintraplateearthquakein this region
buoyantlithosphere(BarazangiandIsacks, 1976). occurredon May 31, 1970 (128, M~= 7.8), and
Events 151, 46, 188, 296 and 12 are down-dip this eventhasbeenstudiedby severalinvestigators
tensional,consistentwith a stronglycoupledinter- (Abe, 1972b; Stauder,1975). Thiseventis unusual
plate. Christensen and Ruff (1987) reported in many ways. Forinstance,it is locatedbetween
outer-rise compressionalevents in this region. the regions of active thrusting and apparent
Event 316 (M 6) may be associatedwith inter- aseismic subduction along Peru. Also, a large
nal deformationof theNazcaplate, resultingfrom numberof small aftershocks(seeFig. 10) followed
the presenceof the Carnegieridge to the north. this event, defining a steeplydipping fault plane
The compressionaxes of event 276 are almost that perhapsbroke the entire subducting litho-
horizontal, suggesting that high compressive sphere(Abe, 1972b). Someof theseeventshave
stressesinducedby the subductingridge may be normal faulting mechanismswhile othersexhibit
dominantto — 100 km depth.However,this event compressionalmechanisms(Dewey and Spence,
could be explainedas a result of bendingof the 1979). Christensenand Ruff (1987) reported that
downgoingslab as it flattensat intermediatedepth nearthe northernedgeof the 1966 thtust eventan
(seefig. 8 in IsacksandBarazangi,1977). outer-rise compressionalevent occurredin Sep-
Thesouthernsegment,from 10° to — 16°S,is tember1967. Note also that two normal-faulting
characterizedby large thrust eventswith rupture events (78, 105) occurreddown-dip prior to the
lengthsof — 150 km. The most recentsequence large 1970 normal-fault earthquake.The occur-
occurredfrom south to north in 1942, 1974, 1940 rence of these events, along with the tensional
and 1966 (e.g., McCann et al., 1979). Along the 1970 (Mw = 7.8)earthquake,mayreflect the pres-
southernboundaryof this region several studies ence of a strongly coupledinterplate boundary.
have proposeda major tear of the subducting Abe (1972b)suggeststhat the 1970 eventoccurred
lithosphere(IsacksandBarazangi,1977;Yamaoka in responseto the gravitationalpull exertedby the
et al., 1986) to accommodatethe sharpincreasein densersinking slab.
the dip angleof thedowngoingplate farthersouth.
Note that from 1960 to 1984 no large tearing 7.3.5. Colombia
eventsoccurredin this regionat intermediatede- The stronglycoupledinterplateboundarynorth
pth, which favors Hasegawaand Sacks’ (1981) of the Carnegieridge, from 5°Nto 0°,hasvery
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young oceanic lithospheresubductingalong the North Americaplate (Fig. 14). However, seismic-
shallow Colombia trench at — 8 cm a~.The ity at intermediatedepth defines a plate dipping
seismicity dip is small at shallow depth and in- at — 22° extending to 100 km depth (Crosson,
creasesto 35°at intermediatedepth.The volcanic 1980). Heaton and Kanamori (1984) infer a
chain parallels the coast with numerousactive strongly coupled interplate boundary along the
volcanoes(Fig. 13). Theentirelength of the earlier Juande Fuca plate. The occurrenceof the 1965
1906 Colombia (M~= 8.7) earthquakehas been (57, mb= 6.9) and 1949 (mh= 7.1) PugetSound
rerupturedby the recent thrustevents,which pro- earthquakes,both down-dip tensional normal-
gressedfrom south to north, in 1942, 1958 and faulting events (Langstonand Blum, 1977) at in-
1979 (Kelleher, 1972; Kanamori and McNally, termediatedepth,also suggesta stronglycoupled
1982; Beck and Ruff, 1984). interplateboundaryaccordingto the classification
Events 109, 179 and94 are locatedin northern in Fig. 8.
Colombia where the trench is not well defined.
These eventsare consistent with down-dip ten- 7.4.2. Alaska—Aleutians
sional stressesthat are probably inducedby the Convergencebetweenthe North Americanand
negativebuoyancyof the sinking slab, No large Pacificplates takesplacealong the Alaska—Aleu-
(M  6) intermediate-depthevents are located tian trenchin a northwestdirection (Fig. 14). The
down-dip of the 1942 and 1958 aftershockzones oceanicplate becomesprogressivelyolder to the
during the period of 1960 to 1984. However,near west along the trench, ranging from 40 to 65 Ma.
the northern edge of the 1979 aftershockzone Seismicity definesthe downgoing slab to a maxi-
severaleventshaveoccurred,The shallowestevent mum depth of 280 km underneaththe Aleutian
(174),which took placein 1973, is locatednearthe Arc. The dip of the subductinglithosphereshal-
trenchaxis, It indicatesouter-risetensional stress lows progressivelyto the east from 65° under-
in the segmentadjacentto the 1979 rupture,per- neaththe Aleutian Islandsto — 250 beneaththe
haps indicative of lateral loading of the locked Cook Inlet, whereseismicity extendsto only 150
zoneby aseismicslip to the north. Down-dip of km depth. Underthe Rat Island arc, west of the
thenorthernendof the December1979(M~= 8.2) Bowers ridge, the maximum seismicity depth is
thrusteventrupturezone,two normal-faultevents only 100 km, and the arc turns into a transform
(173, 234) at intermediatedepth precededthe in- boundaryas it approachesthe Kamchatkacoast.
terplaterupture. Event 234 took placein Novem- The volcanicchain that parallelsthe trenchfrom
her 1979 (mb = 7.2), a few weeksbefore the large Alaska to the Rat Island arc is very active (Fig.
thrust event. Although event242, which followed 14).
the 1979 event, is down-dip tensional, the focal The 1964 Alaska (M~= 9.2), 1957 Aleutian
mechanismindicatestearfaulting, perhapsdueto (M~= 9.1) and 1965 Rat Island (M~= 8.7)
slab segmentation.An outer-risetensional event earthquakes,with rupturelengthsof over500 km,
seawardof the 1979 rupture zone occurred on are amongthe largestthrusteventsin this century
January1981 (Christensenand Ruff, 1987) mdi- (Sykes,1971).However,only a few large(mB> 7)
eating that the thrust eventwas large enoughto intermediate-depthevents have occurred in the
put the outer rise into tension. No precursory Aleutian—Alaskaregion (seeTableA). Event 306
outer-risecompressionaleventswere recorded. (mh= 6.3) is locatednearthe northernedgeof the
1964Alaskaearthquakeaftershockarea,Thisevent
shows in-plate horizontal tension and a vertical7.4. North Pacific , . .
compressionaxis, which suggeststhat it may be
associatedwith eitherdeformationin the subduct-
7,4.1, Cascades ing plate or with continentalloading. Only one
Shallowseismicityis almostnon-existentalong event with M  6 has occurreddown-dip of the
the 500-km-longplateboundarybetweenthe Juan 1964 Alaskaaftershockzone, on December1968
de Fucaplate’syoung oceaniclithosphereand the (110, mb = 6.5). This eventhad many aftershocks
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o Events 5, 166 and 227 occurreddown-dip of50
~ the northernedgeof the 1938 Alaskaearthquakeaftershockzone (McCann et al., 1979). Hudnut
~ 0~ ° and Taber (1987), using local seismicity data inNIS this region (known as the Shumagingap), ob-~~lZi ) Z
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7) - that this differencemay reflect a stresschangeat
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~ ‘ the interplateboundarybetweenthesetwo regions
5 9)o that haveeither different aseismic-to-seismicslip
F ./~ ratios, or are at different stagesin the earthquake
‘0 cycle.
Two down-dip tensionalevents, 61 and 334,
~ ~ ~ have occurred down-dip of the 1957 Aleutian
~ 7) .~ earthquakeaftershockzone, Note that event334,
~—G C which occurredin 1984 was located down-dip of
~ Al the 1986 Andreanof Islands (M~= 8.0) earth-
quake aftershockzone, Before the 1957 Aleutian
.0
7) event, three large (mB> 7) intermediate-depth
~ ~ ~ earthquakesoccurredwithin the 20 years prior to
~ thisevent,whereasonly onelargeevent(61, mB =
10 3.
-~ o, ... 6.9) has occurredthereafter(Table A). This sug-
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~bwo05 1UJ~ ‘~ geststhat displacementfrom the 1957 eventat the
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- interplateboundarymay haveonly decreasedthe
‘a tensionaldown-dip stressesat interm~diate-depth.
V
,11 -\~~ Deeper events (11 and 124), however, show a
0 down-dip compressionalaxis and anearhorizon-
I
-~~--1 tal in-plate tensionalaxis, which could be relatedo later l bendingor segmentationof th down-
19a ..o going plate (Stauder,1968, 1972; Spence,1977).
0
sequenceof outer-rise tensional events that fol-~ ChristensenandRuff (1987)discussthe extensive
~ 0I1~/ ~ lowed the 1957 and1965 thrusts.
-- o 7.5. WesternPacific.~‘
/E1~
~ $~~: ~. .~ The 95-Ma-oldPacificplatesubductswestwardunder the Eurasiaplate at — 9 cm a~along the
~ .~ Kamchatka—Kurile—Japantrench(Fig. 14). To the
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south, as the Pacificplate increasesin age to 135 the interplate boundary has allowed compres-
Ma, it subducts along the Izu—Bonin—Mariana sional stressesto accumulateagain.
trenchsystembeneaththe Philippineplatewith a
slower convergencerateandseismicity,defining a 7.5.2. Kuriles—Japan
nearlyverticalplate(KatsumataandSykes,1969). The interplateboundaryalong northeastJapan
The chain of activevolcanoesparallelsthe trench and the southernKurile Island arc has ruptured
axis for most of its length as shown in Figs. 14 during a recent sequenceof large thrust earth-
and 15. The dip angleand extentof the intraplate quakes,which are distributedfrom southwestto
seismicity vary along the trench as indicated in northeastalong the trench, in 1952 (M~= 8.1),
Table I. Double seismic zonesat intermediate 1973 (M~= 7.8), 1969 (Mw = 8.2), 1958 (Mw =
depthhavebeenreportedin the Kurile—Kamchat- 8.3) and 1963 (M~= 8.5) (Beckand Ruff, 1987;
ka region (see fig. 5 of Stauderand Maulchin, Schwartz and Ruff, 1987). However, along the
1976) and in Japan(Hasegawaet al., 1979). The northern 500 km of the Kurile trench, the last
strengthof coupling at the interplateboundary,as shallow earthquakeoccurredin 1915 (M
5 = 8.0),
inferred from earthquakemagnitudesof thrust but it is unknown whether this eventbroke the
events(Ruff and Kanamori, 1980),changesalong Kurile gap or was possibly an intraplate event
the trench strike, from strong coupling offshore (McCannet al., 1979). ChristensenandRuff (1987)
the KamchatkaPeninsulato seismic decoupling observedcompressionaleventsoffshore from this
along the Marianatrench. gap which they interpret as evidencefor strong
coupling at the interplateboundaryin this region.
Large intermediate-depthevents(m h> 6) down-
7.5.1. Kamchatka dip of the Kurile gap are only locatedclose to its
The 1952 Kamchatka(M~= 9.0) earthquake northernandsouthernboundaries,so theseevents
broke the southern 400 km of the interplate may be associated,respectively,with the 1952
boundaryalong the peninsula.To the north, the Kamchatka(M~= 9.0) or the 1963 Kurile Island
1959 (M5 = 7.8) and the 1923 (Mw = 8.5) events (M~= 8.5) thrustearthquakes.
rupturedthe remaining150 km. Intermediate-de- At the southernend of the 1952 Kamchatka
pth earthquakesunderKamchatkacanbe divided rupture zone, event 2 has down-dip tensional
into two depthgroups.Events deeperthan 125 km mechanismsat a depthof 50 km. Event 6 has a
(231, 301) have down-dip compressionalfocal down-dip tensionalaxis, whereasevent165 has a
mechanismssimilar to deepereventsin this region down-dip compressionalaxis. The relative loca-
(Stauder and Mualchin, 1976). The shallower tion of theseevents is consistentwith a double
events show a temporal change in stress axes’ seismic zoneat intermediatedepth (Stauderand
orientation, as shown in Fig. 3b. A down-dip Maulchin, 1976). Event 333 (M~= 5.6) indicates
compressionalevent (1’, mb= 6.9) occurred on intraplatedeformationnear the outer rise, Event
July 1960, indicating that displacementat the 3, which occurredin 1961 at a depth of 160 km
interplateboundaryduring the 1952 (M~= 9.0) down-dip of the 1963 interplate event, has a
and 1959 (M5 = 7.8) events induced compres- down-dipcompressionalmechanism.This eventis
sional stressesat intermediatedepth. After July notconsistentwith the temporalmodel in Fig. 3b.
1969, threedown-dip tensionalevents (116, 157, Large intermediate-deptheventsthat occurred
304) with mb 6.5) occurred at similar depth, from 1960 to 1984 down-dip of the Japan—south-
suggestingthat the interplateboundaryis at least em Kurile trench reflect the complexity of the
moderatelycoupledonceagain. Moreover,Chris- subductinglithospherein this region(e.g.,Burbach
tensen and Ruff (1987) remarked that in the and Frohlich, 1986). Most intermediate-depth
outer-riseregion, just after the 1952 Kamchatka earthquakesin this region, events223 (mb = 7.8),
earthquake,tensional eventsoccurred.However, 176 (mb = 6.0), 123 (mb = 6.7), 164 (mh= 6.7)
compressionaleventshavebeenobservedoffshore and 264 (mb= 6.3), have hinge-faulting mecha-
southernKamchatka,indicating that coupling at nisms, Note also that events223 and 123 had
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more aftershockswithin one week than similar tion would be consistentwith a shallow-thrust
magnitudeintermediate-depthevents(see Fig. 9). eventin this region. ThepP—P phasesconstrained
Event 38, with a down-dip tensionalmechanism, the depthof this eventon theassumptionthat the
occurredin 1968 at the baseof the 1952 (M~= eventis not a multiple sourceshallow earthquake.
8.1) aftershockzone, indicating a coupled inter- A more detailed analysis of this event may be
plate boundary.Events 69 and 249 are down-dip requiredto resolveits natureconfidently.
tensional. Event 152 (mb= 7.0) has a vertical
compressionaxis and a horizontal tensionalaxis, 7.5.4. Marianas
reflecting lateralbendingof the downgoingplate, In the Mariana subduction zone, back-arc
consistentwith the orientationof stressesinduced spreadingis taking place, the interplateboundary
by a buckling plate (Sasatani,1976). This corn- is uncoupled,and shallow-thrustearthquakesare
plexity suggests that the magnitude of inter- infrequent,with maximum magnitudesof — 7.0
mediate-depthstressesunderneathnortheastJapan (Ruff and Kanamori, 1980). In 1902 a large(M
5
owing to the distortion of the downgoing slab is = 7.9) earthquakeoccurredin the MarianaIsland
greater than those induced by the interplate arc, Although this event is considereda shallow
boundary.However, farther southalong Honshu, event, there was no tsunami associatedwith it,
the interplate boundary is uncoupled allowing perhapsindicating that this eventwas an inter-
bending stressesto concentratenear the trench mediate-depthevent (McCann Ct al., 1979). The
axis, resulting in the great normal-faulting 1933 focal mechanism of event 268 shows in-plate
Sanriku(M~= 8.4) earthquake(Kanamori,1970). horizontal compression,while events 49 and 307
Many large intermediate-depthevents have oc- havein-plate horizontal tension.Thesevariations
curreddown-dipof the Kurile—Japantrenchprior are consistentwith lateral bending of the slab
to 1960(seeAppendix1), but the mechanismsare along the trench strike, from convex to concave
not known for many of these. (BurbachandFrohlich, 1986).Seismicity is poorly
definedin the southernMananaarc, whereevents
7.5.3. Izu—Bonin 196 (mh = 7.1) and 289 (mh = 6.1) indicate tear
Thrust earthquakesalong the Izu—Bonin trench faulting below 100 km depth. Event 96 shows
(Fig. 14) are infrequentandhavemaximummag- vertical compressivestressesand horizontal ten-
nitudesof — 7.4 (McCannet al., 1979). However, sion in the convergencedirection.
manylarge(mB> 7.0) intraplateearthquakeshave
occurredduring this century(TableA). Event 168 7.6. Philippine Sea
(mB= 7.4) has a horizontal compressionaxis
alignedwith theplateconvergencedirectionanda The Philippine Sea(Fig. 15) is one of the most
down-dip tension axis, consistent with stresses complex tectonicareasbecausethe Philippineand
inducedby the negativebuoyancyof the downgo- Eurasiaplates subduct in different directions in
ing plate. However, event70 (mb= 6.8) has near this region. The Philippine plate subductsto the
vertical compressivestressesandahorizontal ten- northwest along the Nankai Trough and the
sion axis. Theseeventshave similar depths,but Ryukyu trench and to the southwestalong the
event 168 is located closer to the trench axis, Philippine trench. The Eurasia plate subducts
suggestingthe presenceof a double seismic zone eastwardalong the Luzon trench and along the
in the region. Moreover, the focal mechanismsof westcoastof NegrosIsland.The Celebessea-floor
theseeventsare consistentwith unbendingof the subductseastwardalongthe Cotabatotrench,west
downgoingplate.Earthquakesthatoccur below 80 of Mindanao Island,and to the southalong the
km depth are down-dip compressionaleventsor Sulawesi trench(Cardwell et al., 1980). Seismicity
tearfaults (28, 235, 277). in the Nankai Trough area is limited to shallow
Figure 9 shows that event168 had more than depths(<60 km) and the interplateboundaryin
25 aftershockswith mb> 3 within a week. If this this region is strongly coupled. In contrast, all
event was shallower, its focal mechanism’ssolu- other subduction zones in the Philippine Sea
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Fig. 15. Focal mechanismsand location of intermediate-depthearthquakes(M  6.0) associatedwith the Philippine plate that
occurred between1960 and 1984. For symbols, seeFig. 12.
region are weakly coupled at the interplate and stateof stressof intermediate-depthseismicity
boundary (Ruff and Kanamori, 1980) and only is observedalong the Ryukyu Islandarc. North of
tensional outer-rise events are observed there the Tokaora channel, the slab dips at — 70°,
(ChristensenandRuff, 1987). active volcanism is present(Fig. 15), and inter-
mediate-deptheventswith mh 5 havedown-dip
7.6.1. Ryukyu—NorthTaiwan tensionalmechanismsin responseto the negative
Many large (mB > 7) intermediate-depth buoyancyof thedowngoingplate.Note thatevents
earthquakesoccurredin theRyukyu—northTaiwan 219 (mb = 6.7) and 305 (mb= 6.5) are down-dip
regionbefore1960 (seeAppendix1), including the tensional. South of the Tokaora channel, the
largestknownintermediate-depthevent, mB = 8.1, downgoing plate dips at — 45°, volcanism is
that occurredin 1911 under the Ryukyu Island scarce, and focal mechanismsof mh 5 events
arc, However, after 1960 this region has been indicatedown-dip compression,as is true for the
relatively quiet at intermediatedepth (Fig. 15). largeevent68 in Fig. 15. Thesechangescould be
Seismicityextendsto 200 km deepalong mostof explainedin termsof lateraldifferencesin temper-
the trench. aturein the surroundingmantle, as reflectedby
Event 104 indicateshinge faulting betweenthe volcanism, which can produceless or more resis-
youngeroceanfloor that subductsin the Nankai tanceto the subductinglithosphere(Shionoet al.,
Trough and that of the older Philippine seafloor 1980).
to the west of the Kyushu—Palauridge. Shionoet A cluster of intermediate-deptheventsunder-
al. (1980) indicatethat a markedchangein the dip neath north Taiwan delineatesthe edge of the
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downgoingPhilippine plate.The larger events(7, -~
mh = 7.2, and 79, mb = 6.7) in this region have ~.
nearvertical tensionalaxesthat reflect the weakly ~‘~‘
coupled interplate boundary and the negative ~ % - -~\ \ ~ -~
buoyancyforces exertedby the downgoingplate. ~ 00/7~~ ,~.
Events 99, 221 and283 are hinge-faultingevents.
7.6.2. Luzon
Shallow and intermediate-depthseismicity in 4’
this region is scarceand not well defined(Card- \ ~
well et al., 1980). During this centuryonly a few ~ ~ ~
largeearthquakeshaveoccurredin this region(see
Appendix 1). Intermediate-depthevents(58, 302, ~
208) in the Luzon subductionzone may reflect Q~ s ~ ~
only in-plate deformation. However, note that .~- S Q
4~, C
event 302 is down-dip compressional,suggesting ~ .. ~,
resistanceto subductionof the plateat depth. ~ -~ / ~‘
7.6.3. Philippines ~ H/<~~~ ~ - .
Cardwell et al. (1980) discussedin detail the 6 ~ } ~‘W )
41’sk - .0
very complex tectonic setting of the Philippin ~ ~ r-’~ ~‘ I ‘0
Island arc, which is boundedto the west by the —‘f ~
shallow Negros and Cotabatosubductionzones )~ \- ~ C
and to the eastby the Philippine trench, where ~ - - o> ~
earthquakesoccur as deep as 640 km. Frequent L>-.-.~ ‘~ -
large shallow and intermediate-depthearthquakes ‘ 1-
havetakenplacein this region during thiscentury ~ ~‘ - I 4’
(see,e.g., McCannet al. (1979) andAppendix 1).
In the northernsectionof the Philippinetrenchall ./
intermediate-depthevents,from events126 to 225 - Li
in Fig. 15, haveeither near down-dip tensional - .
mechanismsor vertical tension axes consistent Li 0 1) N
with the model for partially coupledregions(Fig. q. / ~ / ~‘ 0” .~‘~
8) in which vertical tensionalstressesare induced -i
by thenegativebuoyancyof the subductingplate. “ ‘~
Similarly, eventsalong the southPhilippine trench - a / ~ C
have nearly down-dip tensional axes, with the ~ 5~, 3..
exceptionof the deepestevent, 335 Mw = 7,5, __ ___ .~~
which hasa down-dipcompressionalaxis. ‘~ ~, ~ ~
7.6.4. Sulawesi °_3 . ‘~
The Sulawesi subductionzone (Fig. 16) was ~ .~~
very active at intermediatedepths pnor to 1960 1> ~
(GutenbergandRichter,1954). Sequencesof large - I,>-
(mB = 7.0—7.8) earthquakesoccurred mainly in ~
1905—1907and1939—1942.However, seismicityat .~0 ~
shallow depthis limited. 8
Stressaxes of intermediate-depthevents that
occurredafter 1960 do not havea preferredorien-
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tation (see Fig. 10). Event 171 has an in-plate at — 7 cm a~.The volcanic chain parallelsthe
horizontal axis, in contrast to events309, 34, 271 trench and seismicity occurs as deepas 300 km.
and77 for which the compressionaxesare normal Historic large shallow earthquakes(M~ 8.7)
to the slab. Events 190 and 309 are down-dip haveoccurredalong the Sundatrench(Newcomb
tensional events. Interpretationof events in this and McCann, 1987), suggestingat least a mod-
regionis difficult sincethe geometryof the down- erately coupled interplate boundary. All inter-
going plate as well as the tectonicsof the region mediate-depthevents,from event327 to the north
are poorly understood. to event 23 to the south, are down-dip tensional
events, and are consistentwith the model shown
7.7. Indonesia in Fig. 8 for intermediate-deptheventsthat occur
down-dip of a partially coupled interplate
The Indo-Australianplate subductsand trans- boundary.Compressionalaxesfor mosteventsare
lates along the Sunda arc from Burma to the normal to the subductingplate; the exceptionis
BandaSea(Fig. 16). Various segmentsare defined event204, whichhas horizontalin-platecompres-
by differencesin the subductinglithosphereage, sion.BurbachandFrohlich(1986)predictedlateral
the convergencedirectionbetweenadjacentplates, compressionstressesin the regionwherethis event
the maximum seismicity depth(see TablesI and occurs.
II), and the strengthof coupling at the interplate
7.7.3. Java
boundary. Southof the Sunda Strait the maximum depth
of seismicity increasesabruptly to 650 km depth.
7.7.1. Burma—AndamanSea The subductingseafloor is 135-Ma-old and the
ObliqueconvergencebetweenIndiaandEurasia
active volcanic chain parallels the Java trench
occursin the Burmaregion, wherestrongcoupling (Fig. 16). No large historic shallow earthquakes
is reflectedby several large shallow events that
are known in this region (McCann et al,, 1979;
occurredin 1897(M~= 8.5), 1912(M
5 = 8.0), 1946 Newcomb and McCann, 1987), indicating that
(M5 = 7.8) and1950 (Ms = 8.5). The largestinter- subductionis mostly aseismicin this 1700-km-long
mediate-depthevent in the region occurred in
trench. In addition, the 1977 Sumbawanormal-
1954 (mB = 7,4, Table A). Most intermediate-de-
fault earthquake(M~= 8.3), which occurredun-
pth earthquakeshaveoblique normal-faultmecha-
der the trenchaxis in responseto bendingof the
nisms (down-dip tensional), consistentwith de- lithosphereinducedby theslab pull (Spence,1986),
tachmentof the denseroceaniclithospherefrom is also consistent with an uncoupledinterplate
the more buoyant continental plate. Event 117 boundary(see Fig. 8). Several large (mB 7) in-indicatestearingof the subductingplateand may
be relatedto somepre-existingstructure. termediate-deptheventsoccurredprior to 1950 in
this region(TableA).
In the AndamanSea,oblique subductionof the Event48 hasanin-plate tensionaxis that could
55-Ma-old seafloor is accompaniedby complex
be induced by the lateral bendingof the Indian
back-arcspreadingin this region (Eguchi et al., plate as it subductsin this region (Burbachand
1979;Banghar,1987). Seismicityextendsto — 100 Frohlich, 1986). Events88 and 134 are down-dip
km depth, with most intermediate-depthevents
tensional, whereas the shallower event, 14, is
(287,44, 294)being down-dip tensional.This is in
down-dip compressional.Note the relative loca-
agreementwith the model for moderatelycoupled tion of this eventwith respectto the trenchaxissubductionzones in which down-dip tensional and the stressorientationof theseeventssuggest
stressesare inducedat intermediatedepthby the the possiblepresenceof a double seismic zone.
negativebuoyancyof the downgoingplate.
Event 310 may be a tearfault.
7. 7.2. Sunda 7.7.4. Timor
Convergenceof the subductingIndian plate to In the Banda Sea, the subductinglithosphere
the northeastalong the Sundatrenchtakesplace bendssharplyalong the Timor trench, where the
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intermediateand deepseismicity define a highly and Lay, 1987). The compressionaxes of these
contortedplate(Cardwell and Isacks, 1978). The events rotate systematicallyaround the bend in
complexity of the tectonics of the surrounding the downgoing lithosphere. The largest events
regioncontributesto the different interpretations which occurredrecently in the BandaSeaare the
of the shapeof the downgoing plate under the 1963 (25, mB = 7.8) andthe 1983 (312, M~= 7.4)
Banda Sea (e.g., Burbach and Frohlich, 1986). earthquakes.Theseeventsare studiedin detail by
During this century, many large intraplate Osadaand Abe (1981), Welc and Lay (1987)and
earthquakes(Table A) haveoccurredin this re- Michael-Leiba(1984).The1963 eventmay involve
gion, but only a few large shallow eventshave detachmentof the oceaniclithosphereat the lead-
beendetected. ing edgeof the Australiancontinentalshelf.
All intermediate-deptheventsin the BandaSea,
from event314, to the eastemnmostevent253, have 7.8. SouthwestPacific
nearly down-dip tensional focal mechanismsin-
duced by the downgoing plate. Note that the The southwest Pacific region is characterized
compressionalaxes of the Banda Seaevents in by subductionalong deeptrencheswhich parallel
Fig. 16, rotate from a nearly N—S direction to a a systemof island arcs and marginalbasinsfrom
more easterly direction as the subducted plate New Guineato New Zealand(Fig. 17). The inter-
bendsnorthward(CardwellandIsacks,1978;Welc action betweenthe relatively old seafloorof the
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Fig. 17. Intermediate-depthearthquakes(M  6.0) in theNew Britain, Solomon,andNew Hebridesregions, wherethe Indian and
Solomonplatesinteractwith thePacific plate. Eventsoccurredfrom 1960 to 1984. SeeFig. 12 for symbols.
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PacificandIndo-Australianplatesandtheyounger BurbachandFrohlich, 1986).Largeshallow earth-
SolomonandBismarkplatesdefinesdifferent sub- quakesin this region occur as multiplet events,
ductionzonesin this complextectonicregion.The with the most recent sequencesoccurring after
rupturelengthsof mostlarge shallow earthquakes 1966 (Lay andKanamori,1980;Wesnouskyet al.,
in the southwestPacificregionare <150km long 1986). The occurrenceof large shallow events
(McCann et al., 1979), indicating moderatecou- locatedclose in time and spaceindicatesthat this
pling in the region. Christensenand Ruff (1987) region has moderate coupling at the interplate
observedthat in this region both compressional boundary.
andtensionaleventsoccur in the outer-riseregion. Most intermediate-deptheventsin the New Bri-
This contrasts with the uncoupled subduction tam region havenearly vertical tensionaxes and
zonesalong Indonesiaand aroundthe Philippine compressionaxes normal to the plate, consistent
Sea in which only tensional outer-rise events with the orientation of stressesinduced by the
occur. negativebuoyancyof the downgoingplate.Excep-
tions areevents76 and288, which indicatein-plate
7.8.1. New Guinea deformation.Events52 and 158, which aredeeperSubductionalong the northeastcoast of New and nearthe edgesof the New Britain subduction
Guineadefines a downgoing plate to — 500 km zone, have in-platecompressionalaxes.Christen-
depth along the westernend of the New Guinea sen and Ruff (1987) reported compressional
trench(Pascal,1979). During this centuryseveral
outer-rise eventsoffshore from the western seg-large (M
5> 7.5) shallow events have occurred ment of the New Britain trench, on the basis of
along the New Guinea trenchbut had very small which they infer that the interplateboundaryis
rupturezones(McCannet al., 1979). A few inter- undercompression.Large thrust events occurred
mediate-deptheventswith mb  7.2 haveoccurred
therein 1945 and 1946. Note that event47, with
in this region.
focal depthof 65 km hadmanyaftershockswithinSince the shapeof the subductinglithosphere
a week. If this eventwas actually shallower, its
underNew Guineais poorly understoodand the
focal mechanismwould also be consistent with
stress axis distribution of intermediate-depth thrustingon the interplateboundary.
eventsin this region does not show a consistent The New Ireland region includesthoseevents
pattern, it is difficult to interpret the intraplate located near the corner joining the New Britainseismicityin this area. Nevertheless,we may em- andSolomon trenches.This small region, between
phasize that focal mechanismsof intermediate- 152.5°and 155°Elongitude and 2° and 7°S
depth earthquakesvary rapidly westward along latitude,hasmanylargeintermediate-depthevents
the regionfrom event102 to event73, andthat the
_ during this century (Table A). The interplate
largestevents(8, 244) with M — 7.3 may indicate
boundary breaks in doublet events (Lay and
hinge faulting. Mislocation of intermediate-depth Kanamori,1980) that occur aboutevery 30 years,
events that occur betweenthe New Guineaand the most recent of which occurred on July 14
New Britain subductionzonesmay also confuse (M~= 8.0) and July 26, 1971 (M~= 8.1). Most
the interpretationof the tectonicsand the seismic
eventsat intermediatedepth in the New Ireland
history of this region.
region havedown-dip tensionalmechanismscon-
7.8.2. NewBritain—NewIreland—Solomon sistent with stressesinduced by the pull of the
The Solomonplate subductsnorthwardwith a slab.Event 138 indicateshinge faulting within the
steepdip angleto depthsof — 500 km along the plate. However, event 298 has a down-dip com-
New Britain trench.The chainof volcanoesparal- pressionalmechanism.This eventoccurreddown-
lels the trench(Fig. 17) alongNew Britain andthe dip, andafter, the July 14, 1971 thrustearthquake,
Solomon Islands. The Solomon plate bends and is consistentwith the dynamicmodel shown
abruptly under the New Ireland region and sub- in Fig. 3b. Although the down-dip tensionalevent
ductsin a northeasterlydirectionunderthe Pacific 150 (mb = 7.1) that occurredon July 19, 1971 is
plate (Johnsonand Molnar, 1972; Pascal,1979; locateddown-dipof the July 14 event,it may have
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helpedtrigger the July 26 thrust earthquakethat al., 1973; Isackset al., 1979;McCannet al,, 1979).
brokethe adjacentsegmentnearthe cornerof the Events 19 and 89, located at the corner of the
New Britain trench (see fig. 3 in Lay and Solomon and New Hebridestrenches,haveverti-
Kanamori, 1980). Christensenand Ruff (1987) cal compressivestressesand horizontal tensional
reported tensionalouter-rise eventsafter the oc- stressesaligned with the plate, which reflect the
currenceof the 1971 New Ireland doublet. The lateralbendingof the downgoing Indo-Australian
New Britain—New Ireland region, albeit com- plate (Burbachand Frohlich, 1986). All other in-
plicated, agreeswith the simplemodel of partially termediate-depthevents in the northern segment
coupledregionsshownin Fig. 8, in whichvertical of theNew Hebridestrench,from event161 to the
tensional stresses are induced at intermediate north to event41, have a down-dip tensionaxis
depth from the slab’s weight. Also, temporal and a compressionaxis normal to the plate,con-
changesof focal mechanismsare observedin the sistentwith the orientationof stressesinducedby
outer-rise and intermediate-depthregions associ- the negativebuoyancyof the slab. Events 41 and
atedwith the occurrenceof large, underthrusting 181, which may be associatedwith subductionof
earthquakes. the Torres rise, had many aftershockswithin a
The Solomon trenchis the boundarybetween week(see Fig. 9).
the Pacific plate and the Solomon and Indo- Back-arcspreadingoccurs in the southernseg-
Australia plates. The Woodlark Ridge- subducts ment of the New Hebridestrench. Intermediate-
along the central part of the Solomon trench, depth events that occur in this region show a
wherefew largesubductioneventsoccur (McCann complexpatternin the stressdistribution (seeFig.
et al., 1979). However to the north and southof 10). Events (324,10, 13) in this southernsegment
this topographichigh, the interplateboundaryhas of the New Hebrides trenchhavedown-dip ten-
beenvery active. It is characterizedby the occur- sional axes and arc-normal compressionalaxes,
renceof multiplet events with rupturelengths of similar to eventsto the north, as discussedabove.
— 100 km (Lay and Kanamori, 1980; Wesnousky Event 160 has a down-dip compressionand a
et a!., 1986). Seismicity extends200 km deepin horizontaltensionaxis within the plate.Thisevent
this region. At intermediatedepth,events115, 132 is locatedin the regionwhere Burbachand Froh-
and 111, located near the northern edge and lich (1986) computedlateralextensionto be pre-
down-dipof the Woodlarkridge, indicate a corn- sent. Event 246 shows intraplate deformation.
plex stressstate,possibly along the boundaryof Events 256, 83, 217 and 29, near the southern
the Solomonand Indo-Australianplatesat depth. bend where the boundary involves left-lateral
Events 175, 139 and162 havevertical tensionaxes strike-slip motion, are hinge-faultingevents.
but variable compressionaxes induced by slab Large, shallow events occurred in the New
pull and deformationof the plate. Theseevents Hebrides region in 1966 (M
5 = 7.9), 1985 (M5 =
occurred before the recent 1978—1979 thrust 7.6, 7.6), 1973 (M5 = 7.9), 1965 (M~= 7.7), and
earthquakesequencesin this region(Wesnouskyet 1980 (M~= 7.8) from north to south along the
al., 1986). interplateboundary.However,the relationshipbe-
tweenthe large intermediate-deptheventsand the
7.8.3. New Hebrides shallow underthrustingeventsis unclear.
TheNewHebridessubductionzonedipssteeply
eastwardanddelineatesthe boundarybetweenthe 7.8.4. Tonga-Kermadec—NewZealand
Indo-Australianplate and the Pacificplates.The The Tonga—Kermadectrenchsystemis a fairly
volcanicchain parallelsthe New Hebridestrench linearislandarc with seismicityoccurringas deep
for most of its length (Fig. 17). The interplate as 650 km (Fig. 18). The Pacificplatesubductsto
boundaryhasbeenvery activeduring this century the west underneaththe Indian plate,delineating
and it is the most active region at intermediate a smoothslab to — 400 km depth.However, deep
depth (Table A). Seismicity is continuousto a eventsindicate a highly contortedplatebelow 400
depthof 300 km in the New Hebrides.(Pascalet km depth (Billington, 1980; Giardini and
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~118(121).-’-~ 3235)o1...~241019I along the Kermadecregion is thus partially cou-
326(16800 ~ ~~~285C621 pled,asindicatedby themaximumrupturelengths
- -~ of large shallow thrust eventsof — 150 km (Mc-
- .- ~-— - 330000k Cann et al., 1979) while the Tongaregionappears
~ A 92 211)8 to be uncoupled Most of the deep seisrrucity
- 273) ~ 4-.~ occursin the Tongatrench(Vassiliou et al., 1984;
.~ ~30(223~93)6~,~ ~71~,)~62ow — -20 Giardini, 1987),andthis regionis also very active
- ~%..~800)o) 65)15) at intermediatedepth.
~ ~ Intermediatedepth events near the northern
237(~’~~ ~ boundary of Tonga, where the Pacific plate is
112)62 ~ ~ strongly contorted,are characterizedby in-plate-.. ~ 8T90) 209(00) .
163(200) - ND 122)02) extension,in agreementwith Burbachand Froh-
3~ PLAT~~ E ~ 17) 09) — itch s (1986) calculationsfor this region Farther
198(1(i~ ~ / ~ south,most intermediate-deptheventshavedown-
120(70) ~ 7.2 dip compressionalstresses,which are transmitted
4)1005 ~ PACIFIC from the deep seismic region to nearly all depths
~ // PLATE in the subductingTonga lithosphere. The few
I down-dip tensionaleventsin this region are asso-
322(7 II - ciated with subductionof the Louisville ridge,
.~ ~o which appearsto increasethe coupling of the
- _...~Ise.ys...TT”~ I interplate boundary locally. Events 262 and 27
- I ~ with mb = 6.5 are locateddown-dipof the Louis-
170 180 -170 -160 yule ridge at its inferred northern and southern
Fig. 18. Focalmechanismsandepicentersof eventsoccurredin edges(Giardini andWoodhouse,1984). The large
the period 1960 to 1984 (with M  6.0) in the Tonga,Kerma- normal-fault 1977 Tonga earthquake(209) was
dec and New Zealand regions, where the Pacific plate underlies located down-dip and to the north of the large
the Indian plate. For symbols seeFig. 12.
1982 (M5 = 7.7) thrust earthquake.An outer-nse
compressionalevent occurred before 1982 from
Woodhouse,1984). The slab dip is 55° under the thrust rupture zone (Christensenand Ruff,
Tonga and increasesto 700 farther southunder 1987). Following the 1977 eventdeeperdown-dip
the Kermadec and New Zealand trenches.The compressionalevents occurred (230, 237, 267).
volcanic chain, which parallelsthe Tonga trench, Thissequenceis consistentwith the dynamicmodel
disappearsin the regionwherethe Louisville ridge shownin Fig. 3b.
is being subducted(Fig. 18). Most events in the Kermadec region have a
Large, shallow eventsalong the northernsee- down-dip tensionalaxis and arc-normalcompres-
tion of the Tonga trench occurred before 1950 sion. Event 163, the deepesteventin Fig. 18, has
(McCann et al., 1979), although the mechanisms down-dipcompressionalstressessimilar to deeper
of these events are unknown. No large under- events in the region (e.g., Isacks and Molnar,
thrustingmechanismsare known to haveoccurred 1969). In 1963 a down-dip tensionalevent (103,
along the Tongaarc northof the Louisville ridge. mb= 6.4) occurred down-dip of the 1976 after-
However,outer-risecornpressionaleventshaveoc- shock zone. Event 255 (mb= 6.1) which occurred
curred near 22°S(Christensenand Ruff, 1987). down-dipand after the two 1976 events, is down-
Along the northern boundary of the Kermadec dip compressional.Furthermore,Christensenand
trench several thrust eventshave occurred after Ruff (1987) reported that an outer-risecompres-
1960 with a largedoublet in 1976 (M5 = 7.7, 8.0). sional eventoccurredprior to the 1976 Kermadec
A large thrust eventoccurredin 1982 (M5 = 8.2) doubletasdid a smallerouter-risetensionalevent,
at the location where the Louisville ridge inter- This sequenceis generally consistent with the
sects the Tonga trench. The interplate boundary dynamicmodel in Fig. 3b.
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Fig. 19. Eventswith M  6.0 that occurredat intermediatedepthbetween1960 and 1984 in regionswhere continentalcoalitionsare
taking place. See Fig. 12 for symbols. The P and T axis (closed and opensymbols, respectively)of eventsthat occurredin the
Indu—Kush and Hellenic arc regions are shown in a lower hemisphere projection. Circles are events shallower than 100 km and
diamonds indicate deeper events.
In New Zealand,the intermediate-depthevents 7.9.2. Iran
(74, 322, 169) havedown-dip tensionalaxesresult- The seismotectonicsof the Iran—Pakistanre-
ing from the negativebuoyancyof the downgoing gion have been studied by several investigators
lithosphere. (e.g., Jacksonand Fitch, 1979, 1981; Jacoband
Quittmeyer,1979). Intermediate-deptheventsoc-
7.9. Alpine—HimalayaBelt cur along the Makran subductionzone, wherethe
Arabian plate is subductingbeneathEurasiaat a
Figure 19 shows the intermediate-depthevents shallow dip to — 80 km depth.Event 297 (M~=
that occurredbetween1960 and 1984 in the Al- 6.7) hasa nearly vertical compressionaxis and a
pine—Himalayabelt. tensionaxis nearlyhorizontalandin the direction
of convergence.At greaterdepth,JacobandQuit-
7.9.1. Hindu-Kush tmeyer(1979) reporteddown-dip tensionalevents
Seismicity concentratesat — 220 km depth in in this area.
the Hindu-Kushregion, wherelargemB> 7 events
are frequent(Table A). Intermediate-depthevents
havenear vertical tensional axes,suggestingthat 7.9.3. Rumania
the denseroceaniclithospherewhich subducteda Although the detailedstructureof the subduct-
few million years ago is now being detachedfrom ing lithosphereunderRumaniais poorly defined,
the morebuoyantcontinentallithosphere, it appearsthat thereis an almostvertical slab that
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strikes NE—SW and dips to the northwestunder ble, According to this catalogthe New Hebrides
this region (Isacksand Molnar, 1969). Seismicity region is the most active region at intermediate
concentratesbetween100 and150 km depth.Two depths,while Tongais the mostactivebelow 400
large events occurred in this region recently, in km depth.Other regionswith a largenumber of
1940 (mB = 7.3) andin 1977(205, M~= 7.4). The intermediate-depthevents are the Altiplano,
latter eventindicatesnearvertical tensionstresses Timor, Sulawesi,Scotia and New Ireland, all of
similarly to eventsin the Hindu-Kushregion. which have strong contortions of the subducted
lithosphere.Other active regions include North
7.9.4. Greece Chile, Kuriles, Ryukyus and Philippines. Time
The Mediterraneanseaflooris subductingeast- sequencesof the occurrenceof large interplate
ward along the Hellenic arc underEurasiaat an subductionzone events for all regions do not
angle of 60° to — 200 km depth (McKenzie, reveal any simple pattern of stress migration
1978).Event 56 (mh = 6.7) hasdown-dip tensional down-dip; however, there is a marked tendency
stresses probably induced by the negative for sequencesof large events within the plate to
buoyancyof the subductingplate.A largerearth- occur at periodswhen no largeinterplateactivity
quake, mB = 7.7, occurredin Greece in 1926 at is taking place. Severalregions exhibit long time
100 km depth(Table A). scale temporal variations in intraplate activity,
such as Ryukyu, Sulawesi,Peru, Philippines and
New Guinea,
8. Discussion and conclusions We testedthe dependenceof the maximumsize
intermediateand deepfocus earthquakeson van-
In this studywe havegiven an overview of the ous parametersof the subductionzones.Conver-
global occurrence of large intermediate-depth gencerateappearsto influence the maximumsize
earthquakes.By considering only the largest of deepearthquakes,while the angleof descentof
events, we have restricted our attention to the the subductedslab is inversely proportional to
gross spatial and temporalcharacteristicsof the maximumeventsize. No dependenceon ageof the
deformationoccurring in each region. A funda- slab or maximum depth of penetrationwas de-
mental assumptionin the study of intermediate- tected.
deptheventsis that the earthquakeserveas stress In order to examinethe spatial and temporal
gaugesfor the intraplateenvironment,reflecting variations in stress orientation of large inter-
static and dynamic stress fields in a competent, mediate-depthearthquakes,a secondcatalog is
quasi-elasticsubducting slab. Many interesting compiled. This catalog comprises focal mecha-
aspects of intermediate-depthearthquakephe- nismsof all intermediatedepth(40—200km) events
nomena,suchas double Benioff zones,platecon- with M  6.5 for the period 1960—1984. We de-
tortions, and shearzone lineamentsare only re- termined40 newfocal mechanismsand confirmed
vealed by consideringall earthquakesin each re- the focal depth and focal parametersfor many
gion. Our purposeis to investigatethe spatialand additionalevents.A catalogwith 335 events,which
temporal relationship between the intermediate- includespublishedfocal mechanismsof the events
depthactivity and interplateeventsby using two with M> 6 in the samedepth range and time
relativelycompletecatalogsof largeintermediate- period.
deptheventsratherthan to unveil all of the com- We first consideredthe general spatial char-
plexity of eachsubductingslab. acteristicsof the focal mechanismsof the larger
The first catalogwe consideredis the historic events(M> 6.8) in this catalog. Four categories
recordof large(mB> 7) eventsthat haveoccurred were defined: (1) normal-faultevents(44%), and
within subductingslabsin this century.Thiscata- (2) reverse-faultevents(33%), both with a strike
log gives earthquakelocationsonly, for few of the nearly parallel to the trench axis; (3) normal or
focal mechanismsare known. Only for eventsin reverse-faulteventswith a strike significantly ob-
the last 25 years are the depthsconsideredrelia- lique to thetrenchaxis (10%)and(4) tearfaulting
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events (13%). The focal mechanismsof type 1 seismic zones and may exhibit double seismic
eventsoccurat the baseof stronglyor moderately zonesin responseto other factorssuchas unbend-
coupledsubductionzones; similar type eventsoc- ing of the downgoing lithosphere. In the uncou-
cur nearthe trenchaxis in uncoupledzones.Type pled regions, no temporal changesin the focal
2 eventshavenearvertical tensionaxesandoccur mechanismsof either outer-rise or intermediate-
mainly in regions that have partially coupledor depthearthquakesare observedwhile such tern-
uncoupledsubductionzones, and where the ob- poral behavioris sometimesobservedin the par-
servedcontinuousseismicityextendsdeeperthan tially coupled regions, as is the case for the
300 km. We advanceda simple model, in which SolomonIslands.
the increaseddip of the downgoingslab associated Intermediate-depthevents down-dip of mod-
with weakly coupled subductionzones induces erately or strongly coupledregionshave normal
nearlyvertical tensionalstressat intermediatede- faulting mechanismsnear the baseof the inter-
pthand,consequently,the changein focal mecha- plate boundaryin responseto the down-dip pull
nism from type 1 to type 2 events,Events of type of the subductedlithosphere.In contrast,regions
3 occurwherethe trenchaxisbendssharply,caus- that are uncoupledproducelargenormal faulting
ing horizontal(parallel to the trenchstrike) exten- eventsnear the trenchaxis, wherestressesdue to
sional or compressionalintraplatestress.Type 4 bendingof the lithosphereare largest. Temporal
are hinge-faulting eventsassociatedwith lateral changeseitherin the focal mechanismsof inter-
segmentationof the subductingslab. mediate-depthevents,from down-dip tensionalto
We determinedthe numberof aftershocksthat down-dip compressionalevents,or a reductionin
occurredwithin one week of the mainshock re- the seismic activity at intermediatedepth are fre-
ported by the NOAA and ISC catalogs for the quently observed after the occurrenceof large
intermediate-depthevents with M  6.5 that oc- thrustearthquakesalong stronglycoupledregions.
curred between1960 and 1984.About 48% of the Along Middle and South America, where the
eventshadno aftershocks,37% of the eventshad interplate boundary varies from moderate to
betweenone and five aftershocksand only 15% strongly coupled, intermediate-depthearthquakes
morethan five aftershocks.Thereis a slight corre- aregenerallynormal-faulteventsthatoccur before
lation betweenmainshockmagnitudeand a num- and down-dip of future large subductionearth-
her of aftershocks.However,all eventswith more quakes.In most regionsalong Middle and South
than ten aftershocksare located in the region America,we observea reductiononly in the num-
associatedwith bendsin the subductedslab. ber of large intermediate-depthevents after large
Detailedregionalobservations,on the basis of subductioneventsoccur in the region. However,
all the events (M> 6) in our focal mechanism down-dip compressionalevents have been ob-
catalog,support theideathat thesubductinglitho- servedafter the 1960 Chile andthe 1974 Peruvian
sphereactsas a stressguide in responseto spatial thrust earthquakes.After the 1964 Alaska earth-
or temporal changesof the strength of interplate quakeonly one large event, a tear fault, has oc-
coupling. curred at intermediatedepth. Down-dip of the
Intermediate-depthearthquakesfor uncoupled, large1957 Aleutian earthquakea few eventsmdi-
or partially coupled, regions involve predomi- cate coupling at the interplate boundary. This
nantly reversefaulting, with nearly vertical ten- region was very active at intermediate-depthbe-
sion axes. Regionsthat are partially or weakly fore 1957 when the interplateboundarybroke. In
coupledare the Lesser and GreaterAntilles, the addition, oneof theseeventsoccurredbefore and
Scotia arc, Ryukyu, Philippines, Timor, New down-dipof thelarge1986 Andreanofearthquake.
Hebrides,and Solomonsubductionzones.Uncou- Down-dip of the 1952 and 1959 Kamchatka
pled regions include central Japan, Izu—Bonin, earthquakesaftershock zones, a down-dip corn-
MarianaandJava.Theeventsoccur in responseto pressionaleventoccurredin 1960.After 1969 only
thenegativebuoyancyof thesubductedslab.These events with down-dip tensional axes have
regions have relatively long and steeply dipping occurred,which indicatesthat this regionis again
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moderately coupled. Large intermediate-depth figuresin this appendix.Theseeventsare listedby
eventsunderJapanand the South Kurile trench regionsin TableA. Earthquakehypocenterswere
reflect the complexity of the subducting litho- taken from Abe (1981) for most eventsprior to
spherein this region, which has beenvery active 1960. A few eventswere taken from Abe (1984,
throughoutthis century. 1985). The parametersfor intermediate-depth
Along the Tongatrenchmostly down-dipcom- events(40—200 km deep)are takenfrom TableV,
pressionaleventsare observed;however,the large while data for deepereventsare taken from the
1977 event located down-dip of the Louisville NOAA catalog. Magnitudes are mB for events
ridge had a down-dip tensionalmechanismand that occurredbefore1975. M~ is given for events
precededthe large1982 Tonga thrustevent.Tern- that occurred thereafter, and mB values are
poral changesin the focal mechanismsare also calculated from the relation mB = 0.63Mw + 2.5
observedwith the occurrenceof the 1976 Kerma- (Kanarnori, 1983). In the figureswe show the mB
decdoublet events, valuefor all events.The seismicmoment,M
0, can
In conclusion,this overview hasconfirmed the be computedfrom the relation log M0 =
2.4mB +
general complexity of the spatio-temporaloccur- 10.1 given by Kanamori (1983) for intermediate
renceof intermediate-depthearthquakes,with slab anddeepfocusevents.
pull forces and lateral slab deformationplaying Figure Al showsmagnitude—depthdistribution
the principal role in causingtheearthquakeoccur- on the left-hand side. Diamonds indicate events
rence. However, we havepresentednumerousin- that occurredafter 1960, presumablywith more
stancesin which temporalvariationsin the level of reliable locations,The arrows indicate the extent
activity or stressorientationin the interplateen- of continuousseismicityfor eachregion(Table I).
vironment are associatedwith large interplate Observationsmadeof the variation of magnitude
thrust events.Given that such variations are ob- of this century, large, intraplateearthquakesand
servedfor the very largestevents,futureinvestiga- depth are strongly dependentnot only on the
tions of all intraplateactivity within the subducted accuracyof mB to measureearthquakesize, but
slabs promise to reveal additional featuresof the also on the accuracyof the event location. We
seismiccycle, assumethat they are approximatelycorrect. Al-
thoughsomeregionsin SouthAmerica (Colombia
(1), Ecuador(2), Peru (3) and North Chile (5))
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DATE TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEPTH MAGNITUDE
Year Mo Dy HrMn Sec (+
2N,—2S) (+°E,—1W) (km) m
0) M,.
6 COLOMBIA (1)
1911 4 10 1842 2400 9 000 -74 000 1000 7.00
1911 4 28 0952 5400 0 0.00 -71 000 6000 6.90
19i4 5 28 323 5400 9 000 -78 000 700 690
1925 3 29 2112 3700 8 000 -78 000 600 710
1970 7 31 1708 5.40 -1 27.54 -72 33.48 651 0 7.50
i979 11 23 2340 29 80 4 48.30 -76 1302 i08 6 7.00 720
6 ECUADOR(2)
19Q6 9 28 1524 5400 -2 000 -79 0.00 1500 7.50
192i 12 18 1529 35 00 -2 3000 -71 0.00 650.0 7.50
1922 1 17 350 3300 -2 3000 -71 0.00 6500 7.40
1937 7 19 i935 2400 -i 3000 -76 30.00 1900 7 10
1971 7 27 202 49 60 -2 44.88 -77 25.74 135.0 7.30
1983 4 12 1207 5460 -4 5340 -78 1080 liii 690 697
13 PERU(3)
1915 4 23 1529 1800 -8 000 -68 000 6500 690
1941 9 18 1314 900 -13 4500 -72 i500 i000 700
1950 7 9 440 400 -8 000 -70 4500 6500 7.00
1950 7 9 450 500 -8 000 -70 4500 6500 7.00
1950 12 10 250 4200 -14 1500 -75 45.00 80.0 7.10
1959 7 19 1506 1000 -15 000 -70 30,00 200.0 7.10
1958 7 26 1737 9 00 -13 30.00 -69 000 620.0 7.20
196i 8 31 148 37.50 -10 4200 -70 54.00 6260 700
1961 8 31 157 8.00 -10 3000 -70 4200 629.0 7.30
1961 8 19 509 49.50 -10 4800 -7i 000 649.0 7.20
1963 8 15 1725 600 -i3 4800 -69 15.00 5430 7.30
i963 11 9 2115 3000 -8 4800 -71 4200 576.0 7.20
1970 5 31 2023 27 30 -9 10 56 -78 49 38 48.0 7.80
26 ALTIPLANO (4)
1910 10 4 2300 600 -22 0.00 -69 000 120.0 7.20
1913 5 8 1835 24.00 -17 000 -74 3000 2000 690
19i4 2 26 458 1200 -18 0.00 -67 0.00 130.0 7.20
1915 6 6 2129 37.00 -18 3000 -68 30.00 1600 7.30
1916 8 25 944 42.00 -2i 000 -68 000 180.0 700
1922 3 28 357 5400 -21 000 -68 0.00 90.0 7.10
1922 10 11 1449 5000 -16 0.00 -72 3000 50.0 7.60
1929 10 19 1012 52 00 -23 0.00 -69 0.00 100.0 7 10
1933 10 25 2328 16.00 -23 000 -66 42.00 220.0 7.00
1940 10 4 754 4200 -22 0.00 -71 0.00 750 7.10
1940 12 22 1859 46 00 -15 3000 -68 30.00 230.0 6.90
1941 4 3 1521 39 00 -22 30.00 -66 0.00 2600 720
1943 3 14 1837 5600 -20 000 -69 30.00 150.0 7.10
1943 12 1 1034 46.00 -19 30 00 -69 45.00 80.0 7 10
1948 5 ii 855 41.00 -17 30.00 -70 15.00 70.0 7.40
1949 4 25 1354 5900 -19 45.00 -69 0.00 1100 7.20
1952 9 21 230 35.00 -21 45.00 -65 4500 260.0 7.10
1953 12 7 205 2400 -22 6.00 -68 42.00 128.0 7.20
1959 7 19 1506 iO.00 -15 000 -70 3000 200.0 7.10
1957 11 29 22i9 3800 -21 000 -66 000 2000 7.40
1958 1 15 1914 29.00 -16 3000 -72 0.00 600 7.00
1959 6 14 12 200 -20 2520 -69 000 83.0 750
1960 1 13 1540 3400 -16 000 -72 000 200.0 7.50
1967 12 27 917 55.70 -21 12.00 -68 18.00 135.0 700
1974 i 2 1042 29.90 -22 32.28 -68 23.82 105.0 7 10
1976 ii 30 40 57 80 -20 31 20 -68 55.14 820 7.30
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NEV REGION
DATE TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEPTH MAGNITUDE
Year Mo Dy HrMn Sec (~2 N S) (~0 E ~ W) (km) m
5 M~
22 NORTH CHILE (5)
1912 12 7 2246 5000 -29 000 -62 30.00 6200 730
1916 6 21 2132 3000 -28 3000 -63 000 600.0 740
1918 5 20 1755 1000 -28 3000 -71 3000 800 760
i925 5 15 1156 5700 -26 0.00 -71 3000 50.0 7i0
1929 iO 19 1012 5200 -23 0.00 -69 000 100.0 710
1933 10 25 2328 1600 -23 000 -66 4200 220.0 7,00
1936 7 13 1112 1500 -24 3000 -70 000 60.0 720
1939 4 18 622 45.00 -27 000 -70 3000 100.0 730
1942 7 8 655 45.00 -24 000 -70 000 1400 7.00
i946 8 2 1918 4800 -26 3000 -70 3000 500 7.50
1946 8 28 2228 i5.00 -26 000 -63 0.00 5800 7.10
1947 i 29 817 50 00 -26 0 00 -63 0.00 5800 7.00
1950 8 14 2251 24.00 -27 15.00 -62 3000 6300 720
i950 12 9 2138 4800 -23 3000 -67 3000 1000 770
i962 8 3 856 17 10 -23 18 00 -68 600 107 0 7 20
1983 12 21 1205 630 -28 11.40 -63 10.32 6020 6.90
1962 8 3 856 17 10 -23 18 00 -68 600 1080 7 30
1965 2 23 22i1 5020 -25 42.00 -70 30.00 800 7.25
1970 6 ii 602 5490 -24 3162 -68 2994 1120 680
1971 2 21 1035 20 10 -23 50.70 -67 9 54 169 0 680
1971 6 17 2100 40.90 -25 28.68 -69 9.18 93.0 720
1978 8 3 i8li 17.10 -26 3078 -70 32.64 69.3 680 6.83
5 CENTRAL CHILE (6)
1927 4 14 623 3400 -32 000 -69 30.00 1100 7.20
i944 1 15 2349 3000 -31 1500 -68 4500 500 740
1945 9 13 iii7 1100 -33 1500 -70 30.00 1000 700
1965 3 28 1633 14 60 -32 24.00 -71 12.00 61 0 7.13
1981 11 7 329 5110 -32 1194 -71 20.16 656 690 694
4 SOUTH CHILE (7)
1934 3 1 2145 2500 -40 000 -72 3000 i200 730
1949 4 20 329 7 00 -38 000 -73 30.00 70.0 7.10
1953 5 6 1716 4300 -36 3000 -73 000 60.0 7.50
1971 5 8 49 4560 -42 1338 -71 4140 1510 700 720
6 SCOTIA (8)
i937 9 8 40 1 00 -57 000 -27 0.00 130.0 7 10
1941 ii 15 419 5400 -59 000 -27 3000 800 700
1954 2 22 1203 3600 -57 000 -26 30.00 i400 700
1961 9 1 9 34 60 -59 3000 -27 18.00 131 0 720
1961 9 8 1126 32.90 -56 1800 -27 6.00 1250 7.60
1964 5 26 1059 1280 -56 2700 -27 4200 1140 750
8 MEXICO (9)
1908 3 26 2303 3000 18 000 -99 000 80.0 7 70
1916 6 2 1359 24.00 17 30.00 -95 000 150.0 700
1931 1 15 150 41.00 16 000 -96 4500 450 760
1937 7 26 347 11.00 18 24.00 -95 4800 1000 7.20
i964 7 6 722 11.70 18 18.00 -100 24.00 450 720
1973 8 28 950 4000 18 16.02 -96 3588 800 730
1979 6 22 630 5430 17 000 -94 3654 1170 6.90 691
1980 10 24 1453 35 10 18 12 66 -98 14 40 63 4 700 7 14
8 CENTRAL AMERICA (10)
1914 3 30 41 18.00 17 000 -92 000 1500 720
1915 9 7 120 48.00 14 000 -89 000 800 740
1916 6 2 i359 2400 17 3000 -95 000 150.0 7.00
1921 2 4 822 4400 15 0.00 -91 0.00 1200 7.40
1946 6 7 413 20.00 i6 30.00 -94 000 i000 690
1946 7 ii 446 4200 17 0.00 -94 3000 1300 690
1947 1 26 1006 46.00 12 3000 -86 15.00 1700 700




DATE TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEPTH MAGNITUDE
Year Mo Dy HrMn Sec (+~N ,—~S) (~4~2E ~-° W) (km) m
0 M,~
1 GREATER ANTILLES (11)
1916 4 24 426 42.00 18 30.00 -68 000 800 700
6 LESSER ANTILLES (12)
1906 12 3 2259 2400 15 000 -61 0.00 1000 7.20
1910 1 23 1849 4200 12 000 -60 3000 1000 690
1914 10 3 1722 1200 16 000 -6i 000 1000 740
1953 3 19 827 53.00 14 6.00 -61 12 60 134.0 7 iO
1969 12 25 2132 0.00 15 47.40’ -59 38.40 42.0 750
1974 10 8 950 58 10 17 i8 00 -62 000 47 0 7 50
2 JUANDEFUCA(13)
1949 3 13 1955 000 47 600 -i22 0.00 700 7.10
1965 4 29 1528 4330 47 24.00 -122 2400 630 688
3 ALASKA (14)
1912 1 3i 2011 48.00 6i 0.00 -147 3000 80.0 7.00
1912 ii 7 740 2400 57 3000 -155 0.00 900 7.30
1934 5 4 436 700 61 1500 -147 3000 800 7.10
6 ALEUTIANS (15)
1909 9 8 1749 4800 52 30.00 -169 000 900 700
19i6 4 18 401 48.00 53 15.00 -170 0.00 1700 740
1937 9 3 1848 1200 52 30.00 -177 3000 800 720
1940 7 14 552 5300 51 4500 177 3000 800 7 40
1944 7 27 4 2300 54 000 -165 30.00 70.0 7i0
1965 7 2 2058 40.30 53 600 -167 3600 600 690
5 KAMCHATKA (16)
1907 8 17 i727 5400 52 000 157 000 1200 7.20
1911 5 4 2336 5400 51 000 157 000 240.0 7.40
1960 7 25 1112 000 54 000 159 3600 100.0 720
1971 11 24 1935 29.10 52 53.82 159 11.22 106.0 7.30
1983 8 17 1055 52.80 55 47.40 161 12.60 77.2 6.90 701
23 KURILES (17)
1905 9 1 245 3600 45 0.00 143 000 230.0 730
1907 5 25 1402 8.00 51 3000 147 0.00 600.0 740
i9li 9 6 54 1800 46 000 143 000 3500 700
1920 2 22 1735 5000 47 3000 146 000 3400 7.10
1920 10 i8 811 3500 45 0.00 150 3000 500 720
1922 10 24 2121 600 47 000 15i 3000 80.0 760
1924 5 28 951 5900 48 000 146 000 5000 700
1924 6 30 1544 25.00 45 0.00 147 30.00 i20.0 7.20
1924 12 27 1122 500 45 0.00 146 000 150.0 7.00
i929 1 13 3 1200 49 45.00 154 4500 140.0 7.40
1930 1 5 119 4800 49 000 154 000 1400 700
1933 12 4 1933 5500 47 000 144 0.00 3600 710
1939 i2 16 1046 32 00 43 45 00 147 45.00 75 0 7 10
1942 3 5 1948 1600 44 3000 142 3000 2600 700
1942 ii 26 i427 28.00 45 30.00 150 000 110.0 7.40
1949 5 3 556 0.00 48 3600 154 000 1250 700
1950 2 28 1020 57.00 46 000 144 000 340.0 7.50
1956 10 ii 224 3300 46 0.00 iSO 30.00 1100 7.30
1957 11 17 557 4700 48 1020 148 4500 3470 690
1969 1 19 702 4.40 45 054 143 10.14 2040 730
i970 8 30 1746 9.00 52 2280 15i 35.82 645.0 7.20
1972 3 22 1027 4190 49 3.66 153 34.44 i340 6.80
1978 12 6 1402 1.00 44 3552 146 3486 181.0 740 780
19 NORTHEAST JAPAN (18)
1904 6 7 8i7 54.00 40 0.00 134 0.00 350.0 740
1905 6 2 539 4200 34 000 132 000 1000 7.50
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NEV REGION
DATE TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEPTH MAGNITUDE
Year Mo Dy HrMn Sec (~4~0N —~S) (~4~0E ,—~ W) (km) rn
9( M,~
1905 10 24 346 4200 34 000 i39 000 2500 690
1915 3 17 1845 000 42 0.00 142 0.00 1000 7.20
1916 9 15 701 18.00 34 3000 141 000 100.0 710
1917 7 31 323 10.00 42 3000 131 000 460.0 7.40
1918 1 30 2118 33.00 45 30.00 135 0.00 3300 740
1918 4 10 203 5400 43 30.00 130 3000 5700 700
1929 6 2 2138 34.00 34 30.00 137 1500 3600 690
i93i 2 20 533 2400 44 1800 135 3000 3500 740
1932 9 23 1422 1200 44 45.00 138 000 3000 700
1932 ii 13 447 000 43 45.00 i37 000 3200 7.10
1937 7 26 1956 37.00 38 30.00 i4i 3000 90.0 7.20
1940 7 iO 549 5500 44 000 131 0.00 5800 730
1946 1 ii 133 2900 44 000 129 30.00 5800 690
i953 iO 14 1457 2300 42 4800 144 36.00 950 700
1954 5 14 2239 2500 36 000 137 2400 19i0 700
1971 8 2 724 56 80 41 22 86 143 27.78 51 0 7 00
i973 9 29 44 080 41 53.46 130 52.32 575.0 7.40
19 IZU-BONIN (19)
1905 7 11 1537 30.00 22 000 143 000 4500 720
1905 10 24 346 4200 34 000 139 000 2500 690
1906 1 21 1349 3500 33 4800 137 30.00 340.0 740
1909 3 13 1429 000 3i 3000 142 3000 800 760
1910 2 12 i8iO 600 32 3000 138 0.00 3500 720
i9i3 3 23 2047 1800 24 000 142 0.00 800 7.00
1914 ii 24 1153 3000 22 000 143 0.00 1100 7.90
1915 10 8 1536 180 33 3000 138 000 1700 700
1916 9 15 701 1800 34 3000 14i 000 1000 7.10
i92i 7 4 i4i8 2000 25 30.00 141 3000 2000 7.40
i928 3 29 506 300 31 4200 138 12.00 410.0 700
1929 6 2 2138 3400 34 30.00 i37 1500 3600 6.90
1955 5 30 123i 41 00 24 3000 142 3000 5700 7 10
i956 2 18 734 1900 29 5400 138 3000 4800 7.10
1968 10 7 1920 20.30 26 1728 140 3570 516.0 720
1970 5 27 1205 6.00 27 1290 140 7.26 382.0 7.00
1972 12 4 1016 1200 33 19.56 140 4i.04 62.0 740
1978 3 7 248 4760 32 030 137 36.54 439.0 7.07
1982 9 6 147 190 29 i860 i40 1680 1556 680 680
9 MARIANAS (20)
1912 10 26 900 3600 14 000 146 000 130.0 700
1931 9 9 2038 2600 19 000 145 3000 1800 7 10
1940 1 17 115 000 17 000 148 000 800 730
1942 6 14 309 4500 15 000 145 000 800 700
i940 12 28 1637 4400 18 0.00 147 3000 800 730
i945 7 15 535 1300 17 30.00 146 3000 1200 710
1950 5 25 1835 700 13 000 143 3000 900 7 10
1956 2 i 1341 4600 18 4500 145 3000 3700 700
1975 11 1 117 33.90 13 50.58 144 4524 ii3O 7.10
9 RYUKYU (21)
1905 6 2 539 42.00 34 0.00 132 000 1000 7,50
1909 4 14 1953 42.00 24 000 123 000 800 7.10
1909 11 10 613 30.00 32 000 131 000 1900 7.50
1911 6 15 1426 0.00 29 0.00 129 000 1600 8.10
1915 1 5 2326 42.00 25 000 123 000 1600 730
1919 6 1 651 2000 26 3000 125 000 200.0 710
1926 6 29 1427 600 27 0.00 127 000 1300 740
1947 9 26 1601 5700 24 4500 123 000 1100 7.40
1958 3 ii 26 1.00 24 3720 124 1740 770 720
7 NORTH TAIWAN (22)
1909 4 14 1953 4200 24 0.00 123 000 800 710




DATE TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEPTH MAGNITUDE
Year Mo Dy HrMn Sec (-~-~‘N ~-‘ S) (-~-“E —~W) (km) rn
9( M~
1915 1 5 2326 4200 25 000 123 000 1600 730
1947 9 26 1601 5700 24 4500 123 0.00 liOO 740
i959 4 26 2040 3700 24 5i00 122 4500 1i30 7.50
i963 2 13 850 4.50 24 30.00 122 6.00 670 7.25
1967 10 25 59 2260 24 30.00 122 1200 650 700
2 LUZON (23)
1930 12 21 i45i 24.00 20 0.00 122 iSOO 1700 700
1938 5 23 821 53.00 18 000 119 30.00 800 700
i8 PHILIPPINES (24)
1907 3 29 2046 3000 3 000 122 000 5000 720
1907 6 25 1754 3600 1 0.00 127 0.00 200.0 7.50
1918 2 7 520 3000 6 30.00 126 3000 120.0 720
1928 8 12 808 5000 1 0.00 i27 000 130.0 700
i936 i 20 1656 1900 6 000 127 000 800 700
1941 2 4 1403 12.00 9 000 124 000 6000 700
1948 1 28 347 21.00 -I 3000 126 30.00 80.0 710
1950 7 29 1646 2.00 2 30.00 127 0.00 80.0 7.00
1949 4 30 123 3200 6 3000 125 0.00 1300 730
1955 3 31 1817 1900 8 600 123 12.00 960 690
1972 6 ii 1641 090 3 5640 124 19.08 3250 7.40
1966 9 8 2115 5050 2 2400 128 1800 710 7.20
i969 i 30 1029 4040 4 4830 127 26.22 70 0 7 10
1970 1 10 1207 860 6 49.50 126 44.22 730 730
1970 3 30 1646 45.60 6 47.82 126 39.06 76.0 7.10
i975 7 10 1829 1600 6 30.42 126 3852 86.0 700
1976 ii 7 1709 610 8 2868 126 2250 600 690
1984 11 20 815 1623 5 1002 125 744 1807 720 7.48
6 SULAWESI (25)
i905 1 22 243 5400 1 000 123 000 900 780
1939 12 21 2100 4000 0 000 123 000 1500 780
1941 9 17 647 57.00 0 -30.00 121 30.00 1900 6.90
1942 5 28 101 48.00 0 0.00 124 0.00 1200 7 40
1948 2 9 1454 2200 0 0.00 122 3000 1600 690
1961 3 28 935 5500 0 i200 123 3600 830 730
3 BURMA(28)
1906 8 31 1457 30.00 27 000 97 000 1000 670
1932 8 i4 439 3200 26 000 95 3000 1200 700
1954 3 21 2342 000 24 3000 95 0.00 1800 740
3 ANDAMAN (27)
1914 10 11 1617 6.00 12 000 94 0.00 800 720
1916 7 27 1152 42.00 4 0.00 96 3000 1000 700
1983 4 4 251 3490 5 43 80 94 4860 71 6 6 96
3 SUNDA (28)
1913 8 13 425 4200 -5 30.00 i05 0.00 750 730
1943 . 11 26 2125 2200 -2 30.00 iOO 000 1300 710
1957 4 16 404 3 00 -4 4080 107 9 60 546.0 7 20
6 JAVA (29)
1911 7 5 1840 600 -7 30.00 117 30.00 370.0 700
1916 9 11 630 3600 -9 0.00 113 0.00 100.0 710
1926 9 10 1034 2900 -9 0.00 iii 000 800 700
1937 8 11 55 5400 -6 1500 1i6 30.00 6100 720
1943 7 23 1453 900 -9 3000 110 000 90.0 760
1949 4 23 1115 3900 -8 000 121 0.00 80.0 700
19 TIMOR (30)
1909 5 30 2101 1800 -8 000 131 000 1000 710
1914 7 4 2338 5400 -5 3000 129 000 2000 710
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DATE TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEPTH MAGNITUDE
Year Mo Dy HrMn Sec (+~N —° S) (±~E —~W) (km) rn
9( M~
19i7 8 30 407 1500 -7 3000 128 000 1000 730
1918 ii 18 1841 5500 -7 000 129 000 190,0 750
1918 ii 23 2257 55.00 -7 000 129 0.00 1900 7.10
1927 6 3 712 1100 -7 0.00 131 0.00 1500 7.20
i93i 3 28 1238 37.00 -7 0.00 129 30.00 80.0 7.20
1934 6 29 825 1700 -6 45.00 123 4500 7200 700
1938 10 20 2i9 2700 -9 000 123 000 900 730
1944 3 22 43 1800 -8 3000 123 30.00 2200 7.20
1950 it 2 1527 5600 -6 3000 129 3000 500 740
1954 2 20 1835 500 -6 45.00 124 30.00 580.0 7.00
1956 7 18 619 3400 -5 420 130 i5.60 1280 720
1957 3 23 512 3i 00 -5 3000 131 000 1000 7 10
1963 ii 4 117 ii4O -6 5i60 129 3480 1000 780
1964 7 8 1155 3910 -5 3000 129 48.00 165.0 700
1971 7 8 1907 730 -7 186 129 41.76 920 730
1982 6 22 418 40.50 -7 20.34 126 2.58 450.0 7.20 7.44
i983 11 24 530 34.90 -7 33.00 i28 15.00 i57.i 7.20 7.40
14 NEW GUINEA (31)
1936 6 10 823 21.00 -S 30.00 147 000 1900 7.00
1939 3 2 700 27.00 -4 0.00 143 0.00 130 0 7 00
1943 12 1 604 5500 -4 4500 i44 000 120.0 7.30
1944 1 7 249 2000 -4 3000 143 3000 1200 7 00
1946 1 17 939 3500 -7 3000 147 30.00 100.0 720
1946 9 23 2330 0.00 -6 000 145 0 00 1000 7 10
1950 2 17 2107 700 -7 000 146 000 1800 7.20
1951 2 i7 2107 700 -7 000 146 0.00 180.0 690
1959 ii 19 1108 4100 -5 3000 146 000 i000 700
1961 1 5 1553 5600 -4 600 i43 000 108 0 7 10
1963 2 26 2014 1000 -7 3600 146 i200 1820 730
1968 5 28 1327 1870 -2 5484 139 19.14 650 7.20
1975 12 25 2322 2i70 -4 504 142 240 115.0 680
1980 7 16 1956 4670 -4 27.36 i43 31.26 81.9 720 726
4 NEW BRITAIN (32)
1910 9 7 7i1 1800 -6 0.00 i51 000 800 720
1923 11 2 2108 600 -4 3000 i5i 3000 500 7.20
1946 1 17 939 3500 -7 30.00 147 3000 100.0 720
i973 1 18 928 14 10 -6 52.08 149 59 58 430 680
10 NEW IRELAND (33)
1912 9 1 410 0.00 -4 30.00 155 000 4300 700
1928 3 13 1831 52.00 -5 30.00 153 000 1000 7.00
1932 1 9 1021 4200 -6 12.00 154 30.00 380.0 720
1941 9 4 i021 4400 -4 4500 154 0.00 900 7.10
1943 12 23 i900 1000 -5 3000 i53 30.00 500 720
1951 5 21 827 2000 -6 0.00 154 3000 1500 700
1950 7 29 2349 200 -6 3000 155 000 700 690
1950 12 4 1628 3.00 -5 0.00 153 3000 1100 730
1971 7 19 14 4530 -S 41 28 153 48.00 420 7 10
1983 3 18 905 50i0 -4 5160 153 3060 699 730 771
S SOLOMONS (34)
1937 9 15 1227 3200 -10 3000 161 30.00 800 720
i950 7 29 2349 200 -6 3000 155 0.00 700 690
1955 10 i3 926 4900 -10 000 160 4500 70.0 7 10
1969 1 5 1326 3990 -7 58.50 158 5454 71.0 730
1970 12 29 226 1220 -10 32.82 161 2418 720 680
48 NEW HEBRIDES (35)
1909 8 18 39 3000 -22 0.00 172 000 1000 720




DATE TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEPTH MAGNITUDE
Year Mo Dy HrMn Sec (+~N —~S) (±~E —° W) (km) rn
9( M~
1910 5 1 1830 3600 -20 000 169 000 800 7 10
1910 6 1 555 30.00 -20 0.00 169 0.00 80.0 7.30
1910 6 1 648 18.00 -20 000 169 0.00 800 7 10
1910 6 16 630 4200 -19 000 169 30.00 1000 790
1910 11 9 602 000 -15 000 166 000 800 750
1910 ii 10 1219 5400 -14 000 166 3000 900 710
1911 10 20 1744 000 -12 3000 166 000 i600 7.00
1911 ii 22 2305 2400 -15 000 169 0.00 2000 7.30
1912 8 6 2111 i800 -14 000 167 000 2600 7.30
1913 10 14 808 4800 -19 30.00 169 000 2300 760
1913 ii 10 2112 3000 -i8 000 169 000 800 7.20
1913 11 15 527 6.00 -23 000 171 000 1500 710
1915 1 5 1433 1500 -15 000 i68 000 2000 730
i919 8 31 1720 4600 -16 000 i69 000 180.0 7.30
1925 3
1926 6 3 446 56 00 -iS 0 00 168 3000 600 7 10
1928 8 24 2143 3000 -15 000 168 000 220.0 7.00
1933 1 1 848 39.00 -14 4500 168 000 140.0 700
1935 6 24 2323 14 00 -15 45 00 167 45 00 1400 7 10
1935 8 17 144 42.00 -22 30.00 171 0.00 1200 720
1937 7 2 237 15.00 -14 15.00 167 000 800 700
1939 4 5 1642 4000 -19 30.00 168 0.00 70.0 7.00
1939 8 12 207 27.00 -16 1500 168 30.00 1800 7.00
1940 1 6 1403 2400 -22 000 171 0.00 900 7.20
1940 2 20 218 2000 -13 3000 167 0.00 2000 7.00
i940 9 19 1819 4800 -24 000 17i 000 800 7.00
1942 1 29 923 4400 -19 0.00 169 000 1300 7.00
1944 10 5 1728 27.00 -22 30.00 172 0.00 1200 7.30
1944 11 24 449 3.00 -19 000 169 0.00 1700 740
1947 11 9 457 50.00 -22 30.00 170 0.00 50.0 7.00
1949 7 23 1026 45.00 -18 3000 170 0.00 1500 7.20
1950 9 10 1516 800 -15 3000 167 000 1000 710
1951 3 10 2157 2900 -15 0.00 167 3000 1300 7.20
1951 3 24 17 36.00 -10 30.00 166 000 1500 710
1953 7 2 656 59.00 -19 0.00 169 0.00 2230 740
1957 12 17 1350 2000 -12 2220 166 4380 120.0 720
1960 3 8 1633 3800 -16 3000 168 3000 250.0 7.20
1963 5 i 1003 2020 -19 0.00 168 5400 1420 710
1964 7 9 1639 4930 -15 3000 167 36.00 1270 7.40
1971 11 21 557 1190 -11 4902 166 31.92 1150 740
1972 2 14 2329 51.70 -11 21.54 166 20.10 102.0 700
1973 12 29 19 31.iO -15 702 166 53.76 47.0 720
1978 5 I 1303 37 10 -21 14.40 169 4800 734 7 10 737
1978 5 13 708 4620 -14 3126 167 1914 180.4 6.80 680
1981 7 6 308 24.70 -22 1560 17i 4380 583 7.30 7.54
1984 4 6 2308 22.30 -18 5418 168 5100 1750 6.80 680
45 TONGA (36)
1907 3 31 2200 36.00 -18 0.00 -177 0.00 4000 720
1909 2 22 921 4200 -18 0.00 -179 0.00 550.0 760
1909 8 18 39 30.00 -22 0.00 172 0.00 100.0 7.20
1910 3 30 1655 4800 -21 0.00 170 0.00 80.0 7.10
1910 8 21 538 36.00 -i7 0.00 -179 000 600.0 7.40
1911 8 21 1628 5500 -21 000 -176 0.00 300.0 7.20
2913 ii 15 527 600 -23 0.00 171 000 1500 710
1915 2 25 2036 12.00 -20 000 180 000 6000 7.10
19i6 7 8 934 3000 -18 000 180 000 6000 710
1919 1 1 259 57.00 -i9 30.00 -176 3000 180.0 7.70
1919 8 18 1655 2500 -20 3000 -178 3000 300.0 7.00
1924 1 16 2138 0.00 -21 0.00 -176 0.00 350.0 700
1924 5 4 1651 4300 -21 0.00 -178 0.00 560.0 7.20
1927 4 1 1906 9.00 -20 000 -177 3000 4000 700
1932 5 26 1609 40.00 -25 30.00 179 15.00 6000 7.50
1933 9 6 2208 29.00 -2i 3000 -179 4500 600.0 700
1934 10 10 1542 6.00 -23 30.00 180 0.00 540.0 7.20
1935 7 29 738 53.00 -20 45 00 -178 0.00 510.0 7 10
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DATE TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE DEPTH MAGNITUDE
Year Mo Dy HrMn Sec (+~N -..° S) (-t-~E ~ W) (km) rn
9( M~
1935 8 17 144 42.00 -22 3000 171 000 1200 720
1937 4 16 301 37 00 -21 3000 -177 000 400.0 7.50
1940 1 6 1403 2400 -22 000 171 000 900 7.20
1940 9 19 1819 4800 -24 000 171 000 80.0 700
1941 11 24 2146 2300 -28 000 -177 3000 800 700
1943 9 27 2203 4400 -30 000 -178 000 900 700
1944 5 25 106 3700 -21 30.00 -179 3000 640.0 7.00
1944 10 5 1728 27.00 -22 30.00 172 0.00 1200 7.30
1947 Ii 9 457 50.00 -22 30.00 170 0.00 50.0 7.00
1948 1 27 1158 2800 -20 3000 -178 000 6300 7.00
1949 7 23 i025 45.00 -18 3000 170 0.00 150.0 7.20
i949 ii 22 51 4900 -28 3000 -178 3000 1800 7 10
1950 12 10 1323 4 00 -28 000 -178 30.00 250.0 7.20
i950 i2 14 152 4900 -19 1500 -175 45.00 2000 750
1955 8 6 831 2800 -21 000 -178 000 3600 7.00
1956 5 23 2048 2820 -15 246.0 -178 4380 3960 7.20
1956 12 27 14 1100 -23 3000 -177 000 2400 7.00
1957 7 14 623 5200 -27 000 -178 000 1500 7.00
1957 9 28 1420 000 -20 2880 -178 3060 5490 7.20
i959 9 14 i409 5000 -28 4020 -177 4260 730 7.30
1967 10 9 i72i 46.00 -21 600 -i79 1200 6050 7i0
1970 1 20 719 5120 -25 48.00 -177 20.94 820 720
1972 3 30 534 5000 -25 4200 179 3600 4790 7.00
i972 5 22 2045 5730 -17 41.34 -175 ii.34 2270 720
1977 6 22 1208 33.40 -22 52 68 -175 54.00 59 1 7.60 804
1980 4 13 1804 3i.90 -23 2796 -177 17.82 1662 7.30 757
1981 7 6. 0308 2470 -4 2736 143 31.26 8i 0 7 10 726
2 KERMADEC (37)
1953 9 29 136 4600 -36 54.00 177 6.00 287.0 700
1970 1 8 1712 39 10 -34 44 46 178 34 08 1790 700
1 NEW ZEALAND (38)
1942 8 1 1234 300 -41 000 175 4500 500 7.10
12 HINDU-KUSH (39)
1909 7 7 2i37 5000 36 3000 70 3000 2300 760
lgii 7 4 1333 2600 36 000 70 3000 1900 740
1921 U 15 2036 3800 36 3000 70 3000 2150 760
1922 12 6 1355 3600 36 3000 70 3000 2300 730
1924 10 13 1617 45 00 36 0.00 70 3000 220.0 7.20
1929 2 1 1714 26.00 36 30.00 70 30.00 2200 7.00
1937 ii 14 1058 1200 36 3000 70 3000 2400 7.20
1943 2 28 1254 33.00 36 30.00 70 30.00 2100 7.10
i949 3 4 1019 2500 36 000 70 3000 2300 740
1965 3 14 1553 6.60 36 25.20 70 43.80 2050 7.50
1974 7 30 512 4060 36 21.18 70 45.78 2iiO 7.10
1983 12 30 2352 39.90 36 2232 70 44.48 2150 740
1 IRAN (40)
1934 6 13 2210 2800 27 3000 62 3000 800 7.00
4 GREECE (41)
1911 4 4 1543 5400 36 3000 25 3000 140.0 7.00
1926 6 26 1946 34 00 36 3000 27 3000 100.0 770
1926 8 30 1138 1200 36 4500 23 1500 100.0 7.10
1957 4 25 225 42.00 36 28.20 28 3360 530 7.10
2 RUMANIA (42)
1940 ii 10 139 900 45 45.00 26 3000 150.0 730
1977 3 4 1921 54 10 45 4632 26 45 66 94 0 720 740
1 SPAIN (43)
1954 3 29 617 500 37 0.00 -3 3600 6400 700
Magnitudesare mB for eventsthat occurredprior to 1975 and M~thereafter,where mB = 0.63Mw+2.5 (Kanamori, 1983)
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Fig. A1-2.
events shown in the left-hand side figure with earthquakes,and(b) shalloweventswith M~ 7.5.
d 300 km andtrianglesare deepevents(d> 300 Deepfocusearthquakesare indicatedby a closed
km). Symbol sizes are proportionalto the magni- diamondin thesefigures.Note that the occurrence
tude of the events. For regions39—42, the right- of intraplatelargeeventsin someregionssuch as
handfigure displaysthe time distribution for each the Altiplano (4), North Chile (5), Kuriles (17),
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Fig. A1-3.
(35), Tonga(36), andthe Hindu-Kush(39) regions large events in the early part of the century,
havebeenrelativelyconstantin the last 80 years. whereasother regionssuch as Peru(3) and New
However, someotherregionssuch as the Ryukyu Guinea(31) appearmoreactivein recentdecades.
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Appendix 2 The mechanismdiagramsin Figs. A2.1 and A2.2
are shown on an equal angle projection of the
New focal mechanismsof intermediate-depth lower focal hemisphere.Closed circles are corn-
earthquakeswere determinedfrom first-motion pressionsand open circles, dilatations. Numbers
data of long and short-periodWWSSN records, correspondto eventsin TableA. The asterisknext
~
JAN. 28,1964 AUG. 5,1968 NOV. 7, I968~ DEC. 7, 1968*
JAN 5, 1969* SEP 29, 970 FEB 21,1971 APR. 8,1971
MAY B, 1971* JUNE11, l97~* JUNE 17, I97~ JULYB, 971
~ ~~I56~I~E:I57
JULY 19, 197F SEP 6, l97I~ NOV. 21, 1971* NOV 24,1971
~I59 ~
JAN 8, 972* JAN 28,1972* FEB 14, I972~ DEC 4,1972*
Fig. A2.1. New focal mechanismsfor intermediate-depthearthquakesthat occurred from 1964 to 1972. Seetext for symbols.
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APR. 3, 1973 APR 24, 1973 JUNE 9, 1973* AUG. 1,973
AUG 30, 1973 JAN 2,974 JAN. 5,1974 OCT. 9,1974*
OCT 29, 1974 MAR. 8, 1975 APR 9, 1975 AUG 10,1975
OCT 17, 1975* NOV. I, 975~ DEC. 25, 1975* MAR.4, 976
~ ~22O
JUNE 3,1976* NOV 30, 1976. MAR. 4, 977 AUG. 3,1978
Fig. A2.2. New focal mechanismfor intermediate-deptheventsthat occurred betweenb973 and b978. See text for symbols.
to the eventdate indicatesthat oneor two of the in short-periodrecordsto constrainthe eventde-
focal parametershavebeenconstrainedby model- pth. Figure A2.1 showseventsthat occurredfrom,
ing of a few long-period P-waveformsfor these 1964 to 1972 and Figure A2.2 thoseevents that
eventsor by timing of (pP—)Pand (sp—P) phases occurredbetween1973 and1978.
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